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PILGRIM WATCH REQUEST FOR HEARING ON A NEW CONTENTION

In accordance with 10 C.F.R § 2.309 (c)(1) Pilgrim Watch files the following

new contention:

Until and unless some third party assumes responsibility for cleanup after a
severe nuclear reactor accident to pre-accident conditions, sets a cleanup

standard, and identifies a funding source, Entergy should be required to take
all of the mitigation steps that would be required by a SAMA analysis (i)

based on a conservative source term using release fractions no lower than
those specified in NUREG-1465 or used by the NRC in studies such as
NUREG 1450, cleanup to a dose rate of not more than 15 millirem a year,
and at least the 9 5 th percentile of the total consequences determined by the
EARLY and CHRONC modules of the MACCS2 Code, and (ii) does not
reduce any costs by use of a discount factor or probabilistic analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the license renewal process, the Applicant is required under 10 CFR

§51 (c)(ii)(L) to perform a severe mitigation analysis if they had not previously done so.

The purpose of a SAMA review is to ensure that any plant changes that have a potential

for significantly improving severe accident safety performance are identified and

addressed.
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In the SAMA analysis process, the applicant analyzes costs of damages and costs

of clean-up. However, NRC policy permits the Applicant to use a SAMA analysis in

which the costs that are eventually weighed against the benefit of potential mitigation

steps are far lower than the likely cost if a truly severe accident should occur. In

particular, and as allowed by NRC policy, Entergy's PNPS SAMA analysis averaged

potential consequence values, used mean (rather than 95th percentile) potential

consequence values, and then further reduced potential consequence values using a

probability analysis.1

Nothing in the NRC policy places the responsibility for actual clean-up on the

licensee; neither does it require the licensee to accomplish any mitigation steps that might

reduce the risks of, and potential damage resulting from, a truly severe accident.

The only even potential justification for this NRC policy -is the unspoken

assumption that someone other than the licensee is responsible for cleanup. However, the

Price Anderson Act does not cover cleanup costs, only damages. Most significant,

Pilgrim Watch recently learned (1) that, neither the NRC, nor EPA, nor FEMA is

responsible for clean-up; (2) that the cleanup standards that will determine what clean-up

is required (and hence its cost) have not been defined; and (c) that no funding source has

been identified. In short, no one is responsible for cleaning up the radiation that will be

dispersed into the surrounding areas if there is a serious accident; and Entergy is not

required to take the mitigation steps that would reduce the risk of (and damage resulting)

from any such serious accident.

Probabilistic risk assessments are not required for the renewal of an operating license. Florida Power &
Light Co. (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 & 4), LBP-01-6, 53 NRC 138, 159-160 (2001).
NRC Rule of Practice, January 2010, General Matters, Pg., 45
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Under these circumstances, it is essential that the licensee take far more steps to

mitigate the risks of, and potential damages resulting from, a serious accident.

Until and unless some third party assumes responsibility for cleanup after a severe

nuclear reactor aiccident to pre-accident conditions, sets a cleanup standard, and

identifies a funding source, Entergy should be required to take all of the

mitigation steps that would be required by a SAMA analysis (i) based on a

conservative source term using release fractions no lower than those specified in

NUREG,1465 or used by the NRC in studies such as NUREG 1450, cleanup to a

dose rate of not more than 15 millirem a year and at least the 95dh percentile of the

total consequences determined by the EARLY and CHRONC modules of the

MACCS2 Code, and (ii) does not reduce any costs by use of a discount factor or

probabilistic analysis.

IL. THE CONTENTION IS WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THESE PROCEEDINGS

This contention addresses a defect or dispute regarding the Applicant's SAMA

analysis, a Category 2 issue, and thus is within the scope of this proceeding.

The fundamental purpose of the National Environmental Policy Act, NEPA, 42

USC § 4332, is to "help public officials make decisions that are based on understanding

of environmental consequences, and take decisions that protect, restore and enhance the

environment." 40 CFR § 1500.1(c). (Emphasis added).

In its application for license renewal of Pilgrim, Entergy was required under 10

CFR § 51 to provide an analysis of the impacts on the environment that could result if it

is allowed to continue beyond the initial license. The environmental impacts that must

be considered in an EIS include those which are "reasonably foreseeable" and have

"catastrophic consequences, even if their probability of occurrence is low." 40 CFR

§1502.22(b)(1). The fact that the likelihood of an. impact may not be easily quantifiable
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is not an excuse for failing to address it in an EIS. NRC regulations require that "to the

extent that there are important qualitative considerations or factors that cannot be

quantified, these considerations or factors will be discussed in qualitative terms." 10

CFR§5 1.71.

This new contentions seeks compliance with NEPA and is based on the

applicant's Environmental Report (ER). 10 CFR§2.309(f)(2).

Ill. THE ISSUE RAISED IN THE CONTENTION IS MATERIAL

The " issue raised in th[is new] contention is material to the findings the NRC

must make to support the action that is involved in the proceeding." 10 CFR§2.309(f)(iv)

In considering the license renewal for Millstone Nuclear Power Station, the ASLB stated

that "[w]here a contention alleges a deficiency or error in the application, the deficiency

or error must have some independent health and safety significance." In the Matter of

Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3)

Docket Nos. 50-336-LR, 50-423-LR ASLBP No. 04-824-01-LR July 28, 2004, p. 7. See

Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), LBP- 98-7,

47 NRC 142, 179-80 (1998), affd in part, CLI-98-13, 48 NRC 26 (1998). The

deficiency highlighted in this contention has enormous independent health and safety

significance.

Absent clear identification (and funding) of the authority responsible for cleanup

after a severe accident at Pilgrim Station, the public's health and safety are put at serious

risk. Whether NRC or EPA, for example, is in charge of cleanup will significantly

impact costs and public health. For example, EPA's current 15 millirem a year cleanup

levels (EPA, "Establishment of Cleanup Levels for CERCLA Sites with Radioactive

Contamination) provides far more public protection that does the NRC's "Standards for
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Protection Against Radiation," recommendation and established dose limit for workers of

5 rem/yr (10 CFR 20 Subpart C). If EPA assumes responsibility for cleanup; costs will

be higher because EPA requires local and state involvement in the remediation's decision

making process resulting in an overall longer time period that increases overall costs. On

the' other hand, if NRC is in charge, local involvement in decision-making is not required.

At least until such time as someone accepts responsibility, the minimum that must be

required is that Entergy take all of the mitigation steps that would be required by a

SAMA analysis (i) based on a conservative source term using release fractions no lower

than those specified in NUREG-1465 or used by the NRC in studies such as NUREG

1450, and at least the 95th percentile of the total consequences determined by the EARLY

and CHRONC modules of the MACC2 Code, and (ii) does not reduce any costs by use of

a discount factor or probabilistic analysis.

IV. THERE IS A SUBSTANTIAL BASIS FOR THE CONTENTION

No third party-has clear authority to cleanup offsite after a severe accident at

Pilgrim; Cleanup Standards are not determined; and no funding source for cleanup is

identified.

On November 10, 2010, Inside EPA released a report (published by Inside

Washington, Inside EPA/s Superfund Report), Agencies Struggle to Craft Offsite Cleanup

Plan for Nuclear Power Accidents, by Douglas Guarino, Associate Editor. The report is

attached, along with its supporting FOIAs (Attachment A) and available on line.2 The

report says that:

EPA, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) are struggling to determine which

2 http://environmentalnewsstand.com/Enviromnental-NewsStand-General/Public-
Content/agencies-struagzle-to-craft-offsite-cleanup-plan-for-nuclear-power-
accidents/menu-id-608 .html
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agency -- and with what money and legal authority -- would oversee cleanup

in the event of a large-scale accident at a nuclear power plant that disperses

radiation off the reactor site and into the surrounding area.

The FOIA documents indicate that the agencies began discussions last year after NRC

informed the other agencies that it does not plan to take the lead in overseeing such a

cleanup; and significantly that money in the Price Anderson Act, an industry-funded

insurance account for nuclear accidents, would likely not be available. See the

documents obtained by Inside EPA (Part 1 and Part2) under the Freedom of Information

Act (FOIA, Part 1, July 27, 2010 Draft White Paper, developed by Jeff Blizzard

(USEPA).

Until this is resolved - who is in charge, who pays, and what are the cleanup

standards - Pilgrim's license renewal should not go forward, unless Entergy is required to

take all of the mitigation steps that would be required by a SAMA analysis (i) based on a

conservative source term using release fractions no lower than those specified in

NUREG-1465 or used by the NRC in studies such as NUREG 1450, cleanup to a dose

rate of not more than 15 millirem a year, 'and at least the 95th percentile of the total

consequences determined by the EARLY and CHRONC modules of the MACC2 Code,

and (ii) does not reduce any costs by use of a discount factor or probabilistic analysis.

Disagreements Over What Government Agency Has Authority

EPA's Role: According to the Inside EPA investigative report, a July 27, 2010

white paper was never completed amid disagreements between EPA staff over what

authority the agency may or may not have to clean up after a nuclear power plant

accident. The paper cited Superfund as a possible source of cleanup funding -- either
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through EPA's appropriation-driven Superfund trust fund or the agency's authority to sue

parties responsible for contamination under Superfund law. But significantly EPA staff

disagree on whether Superfund is applicable to cleanup after a nuclear power plant

accident, calling into question its viability as both a source of funding and cleanup

authority.

Some at EPA contend that "special nuclear material from a nuclear incident" is

exempt from the types of toxic releases governed by Superfund, according to the

documents. Others suggest that such material is typically commingled with chemicals and

other radioactive materials that are covered by the law, meaning EPA would be able to

assert its Superfund authority to conduct a cleanup.

In internal e-mails, other EPA staff provide examples of instances where the

agency has been involved with cleanups at nuclear power plant sites due to the sites being

contaminated with chemicals. But Jean Schumann, a lawyer in EPA's Office of

Emergency Management (OEM), criticized suggestions that the presence of chemical

contaminants gives the agency the authority to clean up after a nuclear power plant

incident. In one August 5 e-mail, Schumann argues it is uncertain whether Superfund law

gives EPA such authority when radioactive substances from the accident are commingled

with other contaminants. "I think there is enough uncertainty still on what the 'release'

exclusion means."

NRC's role: Some federal officials previously assumed NRC had authority and

would be the lead agency. However, according to the FOIA documents attached, NRC

said that it was not the lead agency and tried to "pass the ball" to EPA, suggesting EPA

would be the approriate agency to lead such an effort. But, as said above, in an August 5,
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2010 email, EPA's Ms. Schumann said that it was uncertain whether Superfund Law

gives EPA such authority when radioactive substances from the accident are commingled

withother contaminants. In the draft white paper

FEMA's Role: While NRC and FEMA require nuclear plants to have emergency

response plans, it is not, clear these plans extend beyond the initial aftermath of an

accident or apply to radiation dispersed over large areas, the documents say. The

government's emergency response authorities under the Stafford Act, for instance, expire

60 days after an incident, the draft document notes.

U.S. President: A Presidential declaration of an emergency "leads to rather

limited financial assistance being made available through FEMA" and a "potentially

more useful Presidential declaration of a major disaster" appears limited to "natural

events," the document said.

Price Anderson: the industry-funded account established under the Price

Anderson Act -- which Congress passed in 1957 in an effort to limit the industry's

liability -- would likely not be available to pay for such a cleanup. The account likely

could only be used to provide compensation for damages incurred as the result of an

accident, such as hotel stays, lost wages and property replacement costs, the documents

show, leaving federal officials unsure where the money to pay for a cleanup would come

from.

Determining Cleanup Standards
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Currently it is not clear what cleanup standards would apply. If EPA had

responsibility, it is not clear whether EPA would apply Superfund or other standards if it

was cleaning up after a nuclear power plant incident.

EPA's standards range form 15 millirem a year (EPA, "Establishment of Cleanup

Levels for CERCLA Sites With Radioactive Contamination" (e.g., Hanford Site) to 500

mrem/yr (EPA, "Manual of Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear

Incidents," 400-R-92-001, ... "doses in any single year after the first will not exceed 0.5

rem); to 2 rem a year (EPA, "Manual of Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions

for Nuclear Incidents," 400-R-92-001, ... "doses in first year will not exceed 2 rem.")

However in the Draft PAG, NRC officials suggested cleanup standards as lax as 10,000

millirem, which equates to a cancer of one (1) in three (3) people. The final cleanup

levels have not been determined. However, it is important to determine before license

renewal is approved because the cleanup standard significantly affects the cost of

cleanup- necessary for determining that the money will be there if needed. Absent a

responsible third party, clean up standard and guarantee of monies there is no reasonable

assurance that public health and safety will be protected in the event of a severe accident.

V. THE CONTENTION IS TIMELY

Under 10 C.F.R 2.309(c), the determination whether the filing of a contention is

"nontimely" is "based on a balancing of eight factors, the most important of which is

"good cause, if any, for the failure to file on time." Crow Butte Resources, Inc.

(North Trend Expansion Project), LBP-08-6, 67 NRC 241 (2008)

The factors, and how each points to the conclusion that this contention should be

accepted, are set forth below.
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1. Good cause, if any, for failure to file on time.

The information upon which this contention is based did not become available to the

public (including Pilgrim Watch) until November 17, 2010.3

"Good cause" has been consistently interpreted. to mean that a proposed new

contention be based on information that was not previously available, and was timely

submitted in light of that new information. Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, Inc.

(Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3), CLI-09-5, 69 N.R.C. 115, 125-26 (2009)

citing Pacific Gas & Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Power Plant Independent Spent Fuel

Storage Installation), CLI-08-1, 67 N.R.C. 1, 6 (2008). See also, NRC Digest, Prehearing

Matters, 29: "Newly arising information has long been recognized as providing "good

cause" for acceptance of a late contention. Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1

and 2), LBP-82-63, 16 NRC 571, 577 (1982), citing Indiana and Michigan Electric Co.

(Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-72-75, 5 AEC 13, 14 (1972);

Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co. (William H. Zimmer Nuclear Station), LBP-80-14, 11

NRC 570, 574 (1980), appeal dismissed,ALAB-595, 11 NRC 860 (1980)."

Here is it clear that (1) the information is new and could not have been presented

earlier, and (2) Pilgrim Watch acted promptly after learning of the new information. See,

3 Chronology:

a. On November 10, 2010. Inside Washington, Inside EPA/s Superfund Report, published the report
Agencies Struggle to Craft Offsite Cleanup Plan for Nuclear Power Accidents, written by Douglas Guarino,
Associate Editor. Pilgrim Watch is not a subscriber to that online source.
b. On November l6th, Kevin Kamps (Beyond Nuclear, staff) attended the Blue Ribbon Commission
meeting in Wahington and was informed there of the article by its author; Mr Kamps in turn emailed
Pilgrim Watch.
c. On November 17 'h, Pilgrim Watch emailed Mr. Kamps and asked if he had supporting documents. That
same day, Mr. Kamps contacted the author and requested the documents, if available; and Douglas
Guaraino replied that "due to the heightened interest surrounding this story, my editor's have made it (and
the corresponding documents) available to non subscribers. You should be able to get to it at the following
link." httv://env ironmentalnewsstand.com/Environmental-NewsStand-General/Public-Content/aeencies-
strungle-to-craft-offsite-cleanup-plan-for-nuclear-power-accidents/menu-id-608.html
d. Pilgrim Watch obtained a copy of the report and FOIA documents from that website, on November 17th.
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Texas Utilities Electric Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-

92-12, 36 N.R.C. 62, 69-73 (1992).

2. The nature of the requestor's/petitioner's right under the Act to be

made a party to the proceeding.

Pilgrim Watch is already a party, and thus clearly has the right Under the Act to

be, a party to this proceeding.

3. The nature and extent of the requestor's/petitioner's property, financial or other

interest in the proceeding.

As said in Pilgrim Watch's originally filed petition (Request For Hearing And

Petition To Intervene By Pilgrim Watch -May 25, 2006. Pg.1), and as remains the case,

"Pilgrim Watch is a non-profit citizens' organization located at 148 Washington Street,

Duxbury, Massachusetts, 02332. It is represented pro se by Mary Lampert who makes her

residence and place of occupation and recreation within ten (10) miles of Pilgrim Nuclear

Power Station. Under 10 CFR § 2.309 Petitioners have standing to intervene in the

license renewal proceedings of Pilgrim because they live within 10 miles of the facility.

For reactor construction and licensing proceedings, the NRC has recognized a

presumption that people who live within close proximity of the facility (50 miles) have

standing to intervene in the proceedings."

4. The possible effect of any order that may be entered in the proceeding on the

requestor's/petitioner's interest.

Petitioners believe that if.Pilgrim is allowed to operate for an additional twenty

years without taking the mitigation steps required by virtue of this concern that there will

be an unacceptable risk to the environment jeopardizing the health, safety, property and
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finances of Petitioners' members who live, recreate, conduct business and own property

within the vicinity of the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station.

5. The availability of other means for protecting the petitioner's interests.

None of the factors suggesting "other means" referred to in Sec. 2,10.3.3.3E

Factor #5 of the NRC Digest are present here. There is no state judicial forum or other

NRC licensing procedure to which Pilgrim Watch can take its concerns regarding the fact

that no government agency is willing to assume responsibility in the event of an accident

at PNPS• (See, Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Independent Spent Fuel Storage

Installation), LBP-00-23, 52 NRC 114, 121-122 (2000)). "The suggestion that an

organization could adequately protect its interest by submitting a limited appearance

statement gives insufficient regard to the value of participatational rights enjoyed by

parties - including the entitlement to present evidence. Similarly, assertions that the

organization might adequately protect its interest by making witnesses available to a

successful petitioner or by transmitting information in its possession to appropriate State

and local officials are without merit." Duke Power Co. (Amendment to Materials License

SNM-1773 -- Transportation of Spent Fuel from Oconee Nuclear Station for Storage at

McGuire Nuclear Station), ALAB-528, 9 NRC 146, 150 n.7 (1979)." NRC Digest,

Prehearing Matters, 38. And a "petition under 10 C.F.R. § 2.206 for a show cause

proceeding is not an adequate alternative means of protecting a late petitioner's

interests.... Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 3),

ALAB-747, 18 NRC 1167, 1175-1176 (1983). See Florida Power and Light Co. (Turkey

Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4), LBP-90-5, 31 NRC 73, 81 (1990), aff'd,

ALAB-950, 33 NRC 492, 495-96 (1991). After all, despite the long history of §2.206, the
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number of successful petitions brought under that section is extremely small. Dominion

Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. (Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3), LBP-05-16,

62 NRC 56, 67 (2005). (Id.)

6. The extent to which the petitioner's interest will be represented by existing

parties.

The other parties to this proceeding are Entergy and the NRC Staff. Throughout

this proceeding both NRC Staff and Entergy (in concert with each other) have

consistently opposed Pilgrim Watch's interests. There is no reasonable basis to expect

that leopard will change its spots.

The NRC has accurately recognized that,

In weighing the [sixth] factor, a board will not assume that the interests of a

late petitioner will be adequately represented by the NRC Staff. The general

public interest, as interpreted by the Staff, may often conflict with a late

petitioner's private interests or perceptions of the public interest. Washington

Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 3), ALAB-747,

18 NRC 1167, 1174-1175 n.22 (1983).

NRC Digest, Prehearing Matters, 35; see also NRC Practice Digest, Prehearing Matters,

33: "Participation of the NRC Staff in a licensing proceeding is not equivalent to

participation by a private intervenor.

The Board accurately summarized the realities in Turkey Point (NRC Practice

Digest, Prehearing Matters, 34-35):

"To what extent will Petitioners' interest be represented'by existing parties?" must

be answered, "None."
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7. The extent to which petitioner's participation will broaden the issues or delay the

proceeding.

This issue presented by this contention - that further mitigation steps are required

since neither the NRC nor any other agency will take responsibility for cleanup costs - is

related to, but somewhat broader than, issues that Pilgrim Watch has sought previously to

present.

However, this "factor includes only that delay which can be attributed directly to

the tardiness of the petition. Jamesport, supra, ALAB-292, 2 NRC at 631; South Carolina

Electric and Gas Co. (Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit 1), LBP-81-11, 13 NRC

420, 425 (1981). Here, there is nothing "tardy" about Pilgrim Watch's petition to add

this new petition. It is based on information that became public only a short time ago,

and then only in response to a request to its author for the background FOIA documents.

8. The extent to which petitioner's participation might reasonably- assist in

developing a sound record.

Absent Pilgrim Watch's participation, it is apparent that neither any other party nor

the Board will develop any record whatever regarding the subject of this contention.

Pilgrim Watch intends to cover the inadequacies in Entergy's SAMA analysis and

show that, until and unless some third party assumes responsibility for cleanup after a

severe nuclear reactor accident to pre-accident conditions, sets a cleanup standard, and

identifies a funding source, Entergy should be required to take all of the mitigation steps

that would be required by a SAMA analysis (i) based on a conservative source term using

release fractions no lower than those specified in NUREG-1465 or used by the NRC in

studies such as NUREG 1450, cleanup to a dose rate of not more than 15 millirem a year,
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and at least the 95th percentile of the total consequences determined by the EARLY and

CHRONC modules of the MACC2 Code, and (ii) does not reduce any costs by use of a

discount factor or probabilistic analysis.

Pilgrim Watch intends principally to rely upon government documents and

testimony from David I. Chanin and Dr. Edwin Lyman. It would be unreasonable at this

date to expect a totally unfunded group to provide testimony from these experts at this

time. If it were so required, most members of the public, non-profit public interest

groups, and local governments would be unable to file due to lack of resources.

Resources for these groups necessarily must be preserved for expert witnesses required at

the summary disposition and hearing stage of these proceedings. We trust that it is not the

intent of the Commission to restrict participation only to insiders with deep pockets.

The Petitioner satisifies 10 C.F.R 2.309(d), Standing: The Petitioner already is a

party to this hearing and has satisfied the requirements.

VI. CONCLUSION

Because of the importance of the absence of some third party assuming

responsibility for cleanup after a severe nuclear reactor accident to pre-accident

conditions, and setting a cleanup standard protective of public health, and identifing a

funding source, it is clear that the Applicant must be required to be more conservative so

that public health and safety will be properly protected.

Respectfully submitted,

Mary lampert

Pilgrim Watch, pro se

148 Washington Street

Duxbury, MA 02332
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ATTACHMENT A

The information upon which this contention is based did not become public, or available
until Wed, Nov 17, 2010 at 2:10 PM, Doug Guarino <doug.guarino@iwpnews.com>
wrote:
-- Due to the heightened interest surrounding this story, my editor's have made it (and the

corresponding documents) available to non subscribers. You should be able to get to it at
the following link. Let me know if you have any problems:

http://environmentalnewsstand.com/Environmental-NewsStand-General/Public-
Content/agencies-struggle-to-craft-offsite-cleanup-plan-for-nuclear-power-
accidents/menu-id-608.html

Agencies Struggle To Craft Offsite Cleanup Plan For Nuclear Power Accidents
Monday ,November 22, 2010
EPA, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) are struggling to determine which agency -- and with what
money and legal authority -- would oversee cleanup in the event of a large-scale accident
at, a nuclear power plant that disperses radiation off the reactor site and into the
surrounding area.

The effort, which the agencies have not acknowledged publicly, was sparked when NRC
recently informed the other agencies that it does not plan to take the lead in overseeing
such a cleanup and that money in an industry-funded insurance account for nuclear
accidents would likely not be available, according to documents obtained by Inside EPA
(Part 1 and Part 2) under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).

Environmentalists concerned with nuclear safety and cleanup issues say indications in (he
FOIA documents that the government has no long-term cleanup plan in the event of an
emergency casts doubt on the nuclear power industry's ongoing efforts to revive itself.
The industry currently has 22 applications to build new nuclear power plants pending
before NRC and is marketing itself as a source of carbon-free emissions.

"This is a revelation that should call into question efforts to revive the industry," one
environmentalist says. "Certainly there should be no new [power plant] construction if
this issue can't be resolved." The activist adds that the lack of a cleanup plan is "pretty
ironic because nuclear energy is not a new technology or issue. The first nuclear reactor
was built in 1942 -- that's 68 years ago."

A spokesman for the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), which represents the nuclear power
industry, says officials believe such cleanups would be handled by the insurance fund
despite assertions in the documents to the contrary. The NEI spokesman also downplays
the likelihood of such a cleanup being necessary, saying accidents are "highly unlikely to
occur."
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Staff for the three agencies began meeting to discuss the issue last year, when NRC
officials indicated to the other agencies that they do not, as some federal officials had
previously assumed, plan on leading cleanup oversight in the event an accident at a
nuclear power plant dispersed radioactive contamination off the reactor site and into the
surrounding area. NRC suggested EPA would be the appropriate agency to lead such an
effort, according to the documents. While NRC and FEMA require nuclear plants to have
emergency response plans, it is not clear these plans extend beyond the initial aftermath
of an accident or apply to radiation dispersed over large areas, the documents say.

However, the NRC officials also indicated during the meetings that the industry-funded
account established under the Price Anderson Act -- which Congress passed in 1957 in an
effort to limit the industry's liability -- would likely not be available to pay for such a
cleanup. The account likely could only be used to provide compensation for damages
incurred as the result of an accident, such as hotel stays, lost wages and property
replacement costs, the documents show, leaving federal officials unsure where the money
to pay for a cleanup would come from.

This summer, EPA staff began drafting a white paper on the issue in preparation for
emergency drills the agencies were planning for August that documents say were
expected to involve high-level administration officials, including either President Obama
or Vice President Biden.

Disagreements Over EPA Authority

The white paper was never completed amid disagreements between EPA staff over what
authority the agency may or may not have to clean up up after a power plant accident.

A July 27 draft of the white paper cites Superfund as a possible source of cleanup funding
-- either through EPA's appropriation-driven Superfund trust fund or the agency's
authority to sue parties responsible for contamination under Superfund law. But EPA
staff disagree on whether Superfund is applicable to cleanup after a nuclear power plant
accident, calling into question its viability as both a source of funding and cleanup
authority.

Some EPA staffers argue that "special nuclear material from a nuclear incident" is
exempt from the types of toxic releases governed by Superfund, according to the
documents. Others suggest that such material is typically commingled with chemicals and
other radioactive materials that are covered by the law, meaning EPA would be able to
assert its Superfund authority to conduct a cleanup.

In internal e-mails, EPA staff provide examples of instances where the agency has been
involved with cleanups at nuclear power plant sites due to the sites being contaminated
with chemicals. For example, Mary Ballew, of EPA Region I, on Aug. 18 forwarded
examples of EPA involvement with power plant decommissioning due to chemical
contamination to Stuart Walker, of EPA's Office of Superfund Remediation and
Technology Innovation (OSRTI). Ballew offered to talk to any lawyers in EPA
headquarters "that say that the nuke plants don't have chemicals."

According to the information Ballew provided, Region I has been involved with
decommissioning at three nuclear power plants•-- Maine Yankee, Connecticut Yankee
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and Yankee Rowe, MA -- and all all three required cleanups under the Resource
Conservation & Recovery Act (RCRA) due to chemical contamination.

But Jean Schumann, a lawyer in 'EPA's Office of Emergency Management (OEM),
criticizes suggestions that the presence of chemical contaminants gives the agency the
authority to clean up after a nuclear power plant incident. In one Aug. 5 e-mail,
Schumann argues it is uncertain whether Superfund law gives EPA such authority when
radioactive substances from the accident are commingled with other contaminants. "I
think there is enough uncertainty still on what the 'release' exclusion means that we're
better off staying at a higher level of detail" in the, draft white paper, she writes.

But the ability of other laws to provide funding and authority for cleanup are also
severely limited, the draft white paper says. The government's emergency response
authorities under the Stafford Act, for instance, expire 60 days after an incident, the draft
document notes. A Presidential declaration of an emergency "leads to rather limited
financial assistance being made available through FEMA" and a "potentially more useful
Presidential declaration of a major disaster" appears limited to "natural events," the
document says.

Determining Cleanup Standards

Whether EPA can assert its Superfund authorities over a cleanup after a nuclear power
plant accident is significant not just from the standpoint of securing funding for the
cleanup, but also in determining what cleanup standards would apply to the situation,
Walker, of OSRTI, writes in a June II e-mail to Elizabeth Southerland, director of
OSRTI's assessment and remediation division.

Walker tells Southerland that if EPA appears to be endorsing non-Superfund cleanup
approaches in discussions with the other agencies, policy concerns similar to those
surrounding EPA's controversial draft guide for responding to all nuclear emergencies --
known as the protective action guidance (PAG) for radiological, incidents -- would arise.
With the PAG, officials in EPA's Superfund, water and legal offices raised concerns that
the document could set a negative precedent weakening the agency's cleanup and
drinking water standards because it included guidelines dramatically less stringent than
traditional EPA regulations.

The BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, which prompted some Republicans in Congress to
suggest the Price Anderson Act be used as model for oil cleanups, also highlights the
significance of the issue, Walker argues.

"Given the current circumstances dealing with the Gulf [oil] spill (e.g., questions about
who is in charge, is the federal government in control, etc) not inhibiting our flexibility
under [Superfund] is a key issue," Walker adds. "Although possibly not the first choice to
take a response action during a [nuclear power plant] incident, EPA should not agree to
language that appears to be a legal interpretation that inhibits [the Superfund] option."

In addition, despite the expectations of the other federal agencies that EPA "would be
heavily involved in the environmental response work, possibly as the lead technical
agency," EPA cleanup officials have "not previously been major players in NRC" led
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drills meant to simulate the government's response to a power plant accident, Walker
says.

Confusion Amongst Agencies

Attempts by EPA and NRC officials to answer requests for comment on the issue also
highlight confusion within EPA and amongst the agencies over who is responsible for
overseeing cleanup. An NRC spokesman told Inside EPA that the "best information" he
had was "that EPA would oversee cleanup, based on that agency's" PAGs, which the
agency has yet to complete due to the controversy they have generated.

But when EPA spokeswoman Latisha Pettaway was asked to confirm that EPA would in
fact take the lead on such a cleanup and to explain what legal authorities the agency
would use, Randy Deitz, a liaison between EPA's waste and government affairs offices,
called the inquiry "an odd-ball request" that "does not fit well with any particular office..
.Why doesn't [Inside EPA] ask NRC?" Deitz asked. "They regulate the cleanup of NRC
regulated facilities. We don't get involved at all."

Jeff Maurer of EPA's Innovation, Partnerships and Communication Office (IPCO) sent
Pettaway a similar e-mail about the request for comment, calling it "an inquiry that will
not be able to be responded to in a clear cut fashion .... This will take awhile," Maurer
said.

Asked by Maurer to provide information on whether EPA would apply Superfund or
other standards if it was cleaning up after a nuclear power plant incident, Walker
explained that EPA has never "spelled this out anywhere" and that final cleanup levels
have not "been discussed by the FEMA, NRC, EPA workgroup looking at Price
Anderson Act issues .... So I don't have a clear answer." Walker did express his personal
opinion that EPA should not endorse cleanup standards less stringent than Superfund --
such as NRC's power plant decommissioning standards that allow exposure to radiation
as'high as 25 and 100 millirems -- however. In other e-mails, Walker expressed concerns
that, during the development of the draft PAG, NRC officials suggested cleanup
standards as lax as 10,000 millirem, which activists argue equates to a cancer risk of one
in three people.

In her response to Inside EPA, Pettaway did not include any of this information or
acknowledge that the three agencies were actively studying the issue, however. Pettaway
said only that questions regarding whether and how EPA would cleanup after a nuclear
power plant incident were "based on hypothetical situations/scenarios" and that EPA
could not "give an assessment on something that [was] hypothetical."

A FEMA spokeswoman deferred a request for comment to EPA. The White House did
not respond to a request for comment. -- Douglas P. Guarino
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Mary LampertI

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Attachments:

Mary Lampert [mary.lampert@comcast.net]
Wednesday, December 01, 2010 9:27 AM
'Andrea Jones'; Ann Young(NRC); Brian Newell; David Lewis; Harris, Brian; 'heaingdocket';
'Jason Parker'; Katie Tucker (NRC) (katie.tucker@nrc.gov); Kevin Nord; Lisa Regner (NRC
PNPS) (Lisa.Regner@nrc.gov); Mark Stankiewicz (Plymouth)
(MStankiewicz@townhall.plymouth.ma.us); Matthew Brock; OCAAMail NRC; Paul Abramson
(Paul.Abramson@nrc.gov); paul.gaukler@Pillsburylaw.com; Richard Cole; Richard
MacDonald; Sheila Hollis(PlyAttorney); Susan Uttal; 'Terence Burke'
Emile Julian
Pilgrim Watch Request for Hearing on a New Contention, Certificate of Service and
discussion regarding (2) attachments
Pilgrim Watch Request For Hearing on a New Contention 11.29.pdf; Certificate Service
Motion PW Request for Hearing on New Contention 11.29.1 0.doc

Hello:

On Monday, November 29, 2010, I emailed to the service list Pilgrim Watch Request
for Hearing on a New Contention, Certificate of Service and (2) attachments ( Inside
EPA FOIAs - part 1 and part 2).

The System Administrator indicated that they were "Undeliverable." I tried sending the
attachments one at a time but with no success.

I was out of town for two days and upon returning home learned that the problem was
with my system - limited to 1O MB whereas Inside EPA Part 1 is 15.6 MB and EPA Part
2 19.7 MB. Unfortunately, it will take a few days to upgrade my system.

I propose a potential alternative- The Motion (Pilgrim Watch Request for Hearing on a
New Contention) on page 5, footnote No. 2, has a live hyper-link to the attachments.
The link in pasted again for your convenience. The hyperlinks are located in the EPA
article on paragraph 2 - identified as "Part 1" and "Part 2."

http://environmentaInewsstand.com/EnvironmentaI-NewsStand-GeneraI/Public-Content/apencies-struggle-to-craft-

offsite-clea nup-pla n-for-nuclear-power-accidents/menu-id-608.html

If you would like a paper copy by mail, please contact me. The total number of pages is
about 14o; it would run to a considerable expense (out of my pocket) to copy and mail;
however, I am certainly most happy to comply with your wishes.

The Hearing Docket will receive paper copies of the attachments, naturally.

I apologize for the inconvenience. I did not appreciate the MB limit on my email
system.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In' the Matter of Docket # 50-293-LR

Entergy Corporation

Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station

License Renewal Application . November 29, 2010

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that Pilgrim Watch Request for Hearing on a New Contention was served
November 29, 2010 in the above captioned proceeding to the following persons by electronic
mail this date, followed by deposit of paper copies in the U.S. mail, first class.

Secretary of the Commission
Attn: Rulemakings and Adjudications
Staff
Mail Stop 0-16 C I
United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission [2 copies]

Administrative Judge
Ann Marshall Young, Chair
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Mail Stop - T-3 F23
US NRCWashington, DC 20555-00,01

Administrative Judge
Paul B. Abramson
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Mail Stop T-3 F23
US NRC
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Administrative Judge
Richard F. Cole
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Mail Stop -T-3-F23
US NRC
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Office of Commission Appellate
Adjudication
Mail Stop 0-16 C I
United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Mail Stop T-3 F23
United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

4~.



U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Commission Appellate
Adjudication
Mail Stop: 0-16C1
Washington, DC 20555-0001

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of General Counsel
Mail Stop: 0-15 D21
Washington DC 20555-0001
Susan L. Uttal, Esq.
Andrea Jones, Esq.
Brian Harris, Esq.
Michael Dreher, Esq.
Brian Newell, Paralegal

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Mail Stop: 01 -Fl
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Lisa Regner, Project Mgr. Plant Lic.
Branch 1-1, Operator Reactor Licensing
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Paul A. Gaukler, Esq.
David R. Lewis, Esq.
Jason B. Parker, Esq.
Pillsbury, Winthrop, Shaw, Pittman,
LLP - 2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037-1128

Martha Coakley, Attorney General
Matthew Brock, Assistant Attorney
General Commonwealth of
Massachusetts
Office of Attorney General
One Ashburton Place
Boston, MA 02108

Mark Stankiewicz
Town Manager, Town of Plymouth
11 Lincoln Street
Plymouth MA 02360

Sheila Slocum Hollis, Esq.
Town of Plymouth MA
Duane Morris, LLP
505 9 th Street, N.W. 1000
Washington D.C. 20004-2166

Richard R. MacDonald
Town Manager, Town of Duxbury
878 Tremont Street
Duxbury, MA 02332

Fire Chief & Director DEMA,
Town of Duxbury
688 Tremont Street
P.O. Box 2824
Duxbury, MA 02331

Terence A. Burke, Esq.
Entergy Nuclear
Mail Stop M-ECH-62
Jackson, MS 39213

Katherine Tucker, Esq.
Law Clerk, Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11545 Rockville Pike, Mail Stop T3-E2a
Rockville, MD 20852

Mary Lampert
Pilgrim Watch, pro se
148 Washington St.
Duxbury, MA 023332
November 29, 2010
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Pilgrim Watch Request for Hearing on a New Contention, November 29, 2010, EPA Part 1,
attachment
.http://environmentalnewsstand.com/Environmental-NewsStand-General/Public-
Content/agencies-struggle-to-craft-offsite-cleanu-plan-for-nuclear-power-accidents/menu-id-
608.html

Agencies Struggle To Craft Offsite Cleanup Plan For Nuclear Power Accidents
Monday ,November 22, 2010
EPA, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) are struggling to determine which agency - and with
what money and legal authority -- would oversee cleanup in the event of a large-scale
accident at a nuclear power plant that disperses radiation off the reactor site and into
the surrounding area.

The effort, which the agencies have not acknowledged publicly, was sparked when
NRC recently informed the other agencies that it does not plan to take the lead in
overseeing such a cleanup and that money in an industry-funded insurance account for
nuclear accidents would likely not be available, according to documents obtained by
Inside EPA (Part 1 and Part 2) under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).

Environmentalists concerned with nuclear safety and cleanup issues say indications in
the FOIA documents that the government has no long-term cleanup plan in the event of
an emergency casts doubt on the nuclear power industry's ongoing efforts to revive
itself. The industry currently has 22 applications to build new nuclear power plants
pending before NRC and is marketing itself as a source of carbon-free emissions.

"This is a revelation that should call into question efforts to revive the industry," one
environmentalist says. "Certainly there should be no new [power plant] construction if
this issue can't be resolved." The activist adds that the lack of a cleanup plan is "pretty
ironic because nuclear energy is not a new technology or issue. The first nuclear reactor
was built in 1942 -- that's 68 years ago."

A spokesman for the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), which represents the nuclear
power industry, says officials believe such cleanups would be handled by the insurance
fund despite assertions in the documents to the contrary. The NEI spokesman also
downplays the likelihood of such a cleanup being necessary, saying accidents are
"highly unlikely to occur."

Staff for the three agencies began meeting to discuss the issue last year, when NRC
officials indicated to the other agencies that they do not, as some federal officials had
previously assumed, plan on leading cleanup oversight in the event an accident at a
nuclear power plant dispersed radioactive contamination' off the reactor site and into the
surrounding area. NRC suggested EPA would be the appropriate agency to lead such
an effort, according to the documents. While NRC and FEMA require nuclear plants to
have emergency response plans, it is not clear these plans extend beyond the initial
aftermath of an accident or apply to radiation dispersed over large areas,. the
documents say.

However, the NRC officials also indicated during the meetings that the industry-funded
account established under the Price Anderson Act -- which Congress passed in 1957 in
an effort to limit the industry's liability -- would likely not be available to pay for such a
cleanup. The account likely could only be used to provide compensation for damages
incurred as the result of an accident, such as hotel stays, lost wages and property



replacement costs, the documents show, leaving federal officials unsure where the
money to pay for a cleanup would come from.

This summer, EPA staff began drafting a white paper on the issue in preparation for
emergency drills the agencies were planning for August that documents say were
expected to involve high-level administration officials, including either President Obama
or Vice President Biden.

Disagreements Over EPA Authority

The white paper was never completed amid disagreements between EPA staff over
what authority the agency may or may not have to clean up up after a power plant
accident.

A July 27 draft of the white paper cites Superfund as a possible source of cleanup
funding -- either through EPA's appropriation-driven Superfund trust fund or the
agency's authority to sue parties responsible for contamination under Superfund law.
But EPA staff disagree on whether Superfund is applicable to cleanup after a nuclear
power plant accident, calling into question its viability as both a source of funding and
cleanup authority.

Some EPA staffers argue that "special nuclear material from a nuclear incident" is
exempt from the types of toxic releases governed by Superfund, according to the
documents. Others suggest that such material is typically commingled with chemicals
and other radioactive materials that are covered by the law, meaning EPA would be
able to assert its Superfund authority to conduct a cleanup.

In internal e-mails, EPA staff provide examples of instances where the agency has been
involved with cleanups at nuclear power plant sites due to the sites being contaminated
with chemicals. For example, Mary Ballew, of EPA Region I, on Aug. 18 forwarded
examples of EPA involvement with power plant decommissioning due to chemical
contamination to Stuart Walker, of EPA's Office of Superfund Remediation and
Technology. Innovation (OSRTI). Ballew offered to talk to any lawyers in EPA
headquarters "that say that the nuke plants don't have chemicals."

According to the information Ballew provided, Region I has been involved with
decommissioning at three nuclear power plants -- Maine Yankee, Connecticut Yankee
and Yankee Rowe, MA -- and all all three required cleanups under the Resource
Conservation & Recovery Act (RCRA) due to chemical contamination.

But Jean Schumann, a lawyer in EPA's Office of Emergency Management (OEM),
criticizes suggestions that the presence of chemical contaminants gives the agency the? -

authority to clean up after a nuclear power plant incident. In one Aug. 5 e-mail,
Schumann argues it is uncertain whether Superfund law gives EPA such authority when
radioactive substances from the accident are commingled with other contaminants. "I
think there is enough uncertainty still on what the 'release' exclusion means that we're
better off staying at a higher level of detail" in the draft white paper, she writes.

But the ability of other laws to provide funding and authority for cleanup are also
severely limited, the draft white paper says. The government's emergency response



authorities under the Stafford Act, for instance, expire 60 days after an incident, the
draft document notes. A Presidential declaration of an emergency "leads to rather
limited financial assistance being made available through. FEMA" and a "potentially
more useful Presidential declaration of a major disaster" appears limited to "natural
events," the document says,

Determining Cleanup Standards

Whether EPA can assert its Superfund authorities over. a cleanup after a nuclear power
plant accident is significant not just from the standpoint of securing funding for the
cleanup, but also in determining what cleanup standards would apply to the situation,
Walker, of OSRTI, writes in a June 11 e-mail to Elizabeth Southerland, director of
OSRTI's assessment and remediation division.

Walker tells Southerland that if EPA appears to be endorsing non-Superfund cleanup
approaches in discussions with the other agencies, policy concerns similar to those
surrounding EPA's controversial draft guide for responding to all nuclear emergencies --
known as the protective action guidance (PAG) for radiological incidents -- would arise.
With the PAG, officials in EPA's Superfund, water and legal offices raised concerns that
the document could set a negative precedent weakening the agency's cleanup and
drinking water standards because it included guidelines dramatically less stringent than
traditional EPA regulations.

The BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, which prompted some Republicans in Congress to
suggest the Price Anderson Act be used as model for oil cleanups, also highlights the
significance of the issue, Walker argues.

"Given the current circumstances dealing with the Gulf [oil] spill (e.g., questions about
who is in charge, is the federal government in control, etc) not inhibiting our flexibility
under [Superfund] is a key issue," Walker adds. "Although possibly not the first choice to
take a response action during a [nuclear power plant] incident, EPA should not agree to
language that appears to be a legal interpretation that inhibits [the Superfund] option."

In addition, despite the expectations of the other federal agencies that EPA "would be
heavily involved in the environmental response work, possibly as the lead technical
agency," EPA cleanup officials have "not previously been major players in NRC" led
drills meant to simulate the government's response to a power plant accident, Walker
says.

Confusion Amongst Agencies

Attempts by EPA and NRC officials to answer requests for comment on the issue also
highlight confusion within EPA and amongst the agencies over who is responsible for
overseeing cleanup. An NRC spokesman told Inside EPA that the "best information" he
had was "that EPA would oversee cleanup, based on that agency's" PAGs, which the
agency has yet to complete due to the controversy they have generated.

But when EPA spokeswoman Latisha Pettaway was asked to confirm that EPA would in
fact take the lead on such a cleanup and to explain what legal authorities the agency
would use, Randy Deitz, a liaison between EPA's waste and government affairs offices,



called the inquiry "an odd-ball request" that "does not fit well with any particular office..
.Why doesn't [Inside EPA] ask NRC?" Deitz asked. "They regulate the cleanup of NRC
regulated facilities. We don't get involved at all."

Jeff Maurer of EPA's Innovation, Partnerships and Communication Office (IPCO) sent
Pettaway a similar e-mail about the request for comment, calling it "an inquiry that will
not be able to be responded to in a clear cut fashion .... This will take awhile," Maurer
said.

Asked by Maurer to provide information on whether EPA would apply Superfund or
other standards if it was cleaning up after a nuclear power plant incident, Walker
explained that EPA has never "spelled this out anywhere" and that final cleanup levels
have not "been discussed by the FEMA, NRC, EPA workgroup looking at Price
Anderson Act issues. . . . So I don't have a clear answer." Walker did express his
personal opinion that EPA should not endorse cleanup standards less stringent than
Superfund -- such as NRC's power plant decommissioning standards that allow
exposure to radiation as high as 25 and 100 millirems -- however. In other e-mails,
Walker expressed concerns that, during the development of the draft PAG, NRC
officials suggested cleanup standards as lax as 10,000 millirem, which activists argue
equates to a cancer risk of one in three people.

In her response to Inside EPA, Pettaway did not include any of this information or
acknowledge that the three agencies were actively studying the issue, however.
Pettaway said only that questions regarding whether and how EPA would cleanup after
a nuclear power plant incident were "based on hypothetical situations/scenarios" and
that EPA could not "give an assessment on something that [was] hypothetical."

A FEMA spokeswoman deferred a request for comment to EPA. The White House did
not respond to a request for comment. -- Douglas P. Guarino



2. Capabilities and Resources
a The NRC has trained personnel who can assess the nature and extent of the radiological
, emergency and its .potential. offsite effects on public health and safety and provide advice, when

requested, to the State and local agencies with jurisdiction based on this assessment.
b The NRC.can assess the facility operator's recommendations and, if needed, develop Federal

recommendations on protective actions for State and local governments with jurisdiction that
consider, as required, all substantive v.iewsl of other Federal agencies.

c: The NRC has a system of therrno4urescent dosimeters (TDD) establiisd around every
commercial nuclear power reactor inthe rcountry. TheaNeanetdene, 4d exchange these
TLDs promptly and obtaianimmedite read'ings onscene. .

Jean Schumann

rOffi 'ce~bf Em~ergency Mvanagement
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
phon•elek202) 564-1.,977
schumannjean@epa.gov

KathrynSnead Kathryn Snead o allF Plae find atahe dra~tvthite pajer os, O722&O3:139M'17/27!2r D10 00:51:39 PM



Re:.Fw:: Upcoming political level.(AA, Administrator,.maybe Obama/Biden)
I•:• exercises emergency and:late phase cleanup exercises on' Nuclear Power

Plant Incident :.
Stu)rt W re to:. Chares:Openchowski: 08/0512010 05:31,PM

Noidea. I only know:what was in the email FEMA sent around.

Charles . .Openchowski St ar do y.. . . ......at below. ............ . : ................

From: Charles Openchowski/DC/SSEPNUS
To: Stuart Walkqr/DC/USEPNUS@EPAi..
Date: 08/051261 05":613 PM
Subject: Re:FFw Upcoming politic•,level ( Admihs,,ttor, rna•bObam/•Biden). exercises emergency

andlate phase clean.u exercises NuleiPoweir Plant Incident

Stuart, do you know if ih dates belo arestill accurate? Scott heardthat:this is going to happen in
<September --thans

ua' W.l ke. fy i ----- - "a d:' b ,, .J 3 ..•:• , 7W 0/• 0 1 0 0 7:1 •.: 3 P M

-- Forwarded by Stuart Walker/DC/USEPAIUS on 07130/2010 06:04 PM

From: "Greten, Timothy'.".<TiMothy.Greten@dhs.govv>
To: Kathryn Snead/C/USEPNUS@EPA,.Jean Schumarin/DCIUSEPA/US@EPA, "Simmons,

Anneliese" <Anheliese.Simmons@nri:gopv, "DeFelice. Antlhony"' anthony~defe lice@dhs.gov>,
Charles OpenchIowski/DC/USEPN.US@EPA, "Donley, Diane" -diane.donley dhs.goY>, "Kim,
Grace" <Grace.Kirn@nrc.gov>, "Benowitz, H ward" <Howard.Benowitz@nrc.gov>,.Jeffrey
BlizzardIDC/USEPA/US@EPA; Jennifer ;Msosser/DC/USEPA/US@E PA, "Blunt,- Kenyetta"
<kenyetta.blunt@dhs.gový>, Lee T"yner/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,. Milliganh, Patridia".cPatricia•Miliigan~nrc~goV>,' Sara" DeCairIDCIUSEPAIUS@EPA',.•Stuart:

.Walker/DCIUSEPA/US@EPA, Susan Stahle/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,:".Greten, Timothy"
<Timothy.Greten@dhs.gov>

Cc: ",Kish. James" <3ames.KishI@dhs.gov>, "Eberst, William" <William;Eberst@dhs~gov>, 9,/ierman,
Kennetht <kennethwiermab@dhs,gov> •

Date: 07/08/2010 04:26-PM •
Subject: RE: Draft White. Paper on OffsiteCleanup Fundingfollo0wing a Nuclear PowerPlant Incident

Good afternoon!

Attached are the minutes from the last planning meeting from the
exercise. The SOE exercise (driess rehearsa)l )w..sssansecretary level
ýolkz)isschediuld for' ~IiuusL 6th-, and the PLEexýcise is' sp~aeduled
£or Augustf18th.'

Object #2 for the exercise talks about $$ issues. I think the major
fault. line will be who pays for what (and. what is property damage, vice:
environmental cleanup), along with Who CAN'T pay for what (i.:e.. by law,
Superfund cannot cover most expenses associated With this kind of
incident). I think. they will also get into how funds are distributed.

Assuming this white paper is a long-.term product. (and. will be informed
by the exercise), :I'd suggest assembling a small. package of the
documents we've gathered .(excerpt from the, 1,991 Presidential, commission,
the 199.6 NRC document on what .Price-Anderson covers vs.. the Stafford
Act, etc) for the planners. A list: Of unresolved issues might be



useful, too "- if nothing else:, it will make the. principles acutely
aware of legal/policy limitations.

Thanks!:

Tim

---Original Message ----
Prom: Sne.ad.Kathryn@epamail! .:epa .gov
[maiLlto: S'nead. Ks thr yernal.epama .e goýý7,.v]
Sent: Thursday, July 08,
To: Schumann. Jean@epamai.ep.gov; Si.mmons nees Dee.ice.
Anthony;ý openchowski. char-es-epaixl . epa. go.;ý diane . donley@dhs .gov; Kim,
Grace; Benowitz, Howard; : :• .•,ý :ar ef~fryepama:i.epa:. gov;"
Mosser . Jennilf eepa 4 . e~p: go;• unt, ....Kenyetta;

tp v#,: lligan, Patricia;,
~KDe r.Sa@paa~. pa gv;Walker. Stuart@epamail .epa ...gov I

St•a•s-he. Su-an@e•pamail .epa.gov.; Greten, Timothy
•Su)jecýt': Draft White Paper:_ on 'Off site.:CleanuP following a.Nuclear Power

.>Plant Incident

To all,

To follow up on one of its action -items from the lastEPA-FEMA-•NRCý
meeting on nuclear power plant recovery, EPA asked one if its Program
Assistants, Jeff Blizzard, to work on a draft white paper on.offsite
cleanup following.,a:. nuclear, power plant incident. It , Cis our hope to
have a preliminary draft available next week for :comment. Ultimately;
we'd like to have some .sort of non-finadl working..draftw ready for the
August Nuclear Power Plant Incident exercise;: however,, we' ll see how
feasible this is .given :the .short: deadline.

If you have any. <,dditional. references or sources you: would., recommend for
Jeff to use in putting. together this White Paper, please send, them on.
Jeff's contact info, is blizzard.jeffrey@epa,.gov or 202-343.-9470.
Thanks.

Kathryn K. Snead
Center for Radiological Emergency Management
Office of Radiation and. Indoor Air
Environmental Protection Agency
Mail Code: 6608J
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20460-10t00:
202-343-922,8



,Re:Upcoming political level (A_, Administrator, maybe Obama/Biden)
exercises emergency and late phase cleanup exercises on Nuclear Power
Plant Incident ..
Stuart sliker to: Charles Openchowski 08/02/2010 08:04 PM

Principal Level Exercise for:Agency Heads

Charles Openchowski thjanks o much, Stfur t what is 'PLi,,f.JQ-O34A

From: Charles Opencho•Wki/DC/USEPA/US
To: StuartlWalkerI/DC/SEPAJUSoEPA . •
Date: 08/02/2010 10:32 AM • /
Subject: Re: Upcoming politicaLlevel; p(AAdlrinistror, maybe Obarma/Biden) exercises eemergency and

latephase cleanup xer• s iearoduclear . ...er Plant Incident

thanks so much, Stuarl, what is PLE??, .

/ %.
ftua~Ft Walker he5 treiy'. Pcpe~i wnichuvoes tns u- 0¼713b/21'0O 060:54:50PPM

Fromw Stuart Walke/DC/USEPA/IUS
To: Charles OpenchowskilDCIUSEPAIUS@EPA
Date: 07/30/201006:54 PM
Subject: Upcoming political level: (AA.Administrator, maybe Obama/Biden) exercises emergency and late

phase cleanup exercises on Nuclear Power Plant Incident

Charles; hereis the paper wh ich describ'es the'upcoming AA and agencyhead/President:level exercises
on responding to Nuclear Power Plant exercises
[attachment '.SOE 3-10 IPC Minutes - 070710.doc" deleted by Charles
Openchowski/DC/!USEPA./US]
The file is password protected, whe.n promped enter.this.password -- SOEprogram

I[also converted the D-IS Wordfile into a pdf file, and yelow. ihigh•gheed some of the text that relates to the
concerns we have beendi scussing r.egaording-authorities available under CERCLA...
[attachment:"SOE.3-10 PCMinutes.- O70710.pdf' deleted:by Charles, Openchowski/DC/USEPA/US]

Below I have copied excerpts from the paper that I believe are probably of particularinterest for you.

Dr- lloltermann continued by sTating that the-i~t v.III o r ezi-,a
"Aabop'A• aT n a PE.As with :SOL 2-10. State and. local (mnd

possibly private sector) officials, will be invited to participate in.the AS TTX, and: possibly, the
PEE. The AS TTX will be much more expansive and will look at :issues such as authorities,

boundaries, and tools to be used when maldng decisions :Th PLE ,vil be much more restrictive.

in terms of content and will include a limited number of attendees--similar to PLE: 1-1--and

-1it y c 1 the -i-t b•to zresietd~VicrPoelan o rh zt nd Stater-nmd be
facilitated by the Assistant to the President for Homeland Security and Counterterrorism.



Gortfried ostýted that based o7n dIcsinSwt EM n S & ii 2r:a ý)?Pporr yWi'tb
s-eýzioin thte Deepxirel oi' -,pill, such as-the Robert.

T. Stafford lDisaster Relief and Emergnc AisacAt afe.4lndhe Comprehensive,
Enyiroamental Respouse, Compensation. and Liability Act ,CEIRCLA) The AS TTX and thePLE,.:he note should focus. on preparedness. res e, nd recoverywile also utilizingthe

National Response Frainework (N-RF)

SQ -1 ratbectives ....

Th~e faciita~tor reviexv-edl ti- xltalt~e; ch we-re as follows:ý

1. Exam ei ed- 4 State, !oral., !tribdiand!,t e oa ~;o
rpsponsibiinef, ana car4'itics rvintfo *irgdhng, responding to, and recovering
from an incidnt, aA, ~ado~meswnuc ear p~wer ifiant . .. . .

i. Exvvnine aenior ?eader public infomnation requirements,.procedures, and srrategies.

4. identifi. necessmy' technical tools for managing the incident.

A representative -from the,ýEnvironmental Protect ion Agencvy (E-PA), 1se if the scenrio wTiO llI
focus mainlv on off-siee cvents The -facilitator Cv. 0-a e e tIte

A representative asked if the scenario will be test other: hazard1-1 besides radiation. An NRC
planner. responded thatrte,

__- a 1ýr, Cp havealeay ee
xd 1-fact, ao plansin order to gain a

license. One .ia •h :n• ahee!- tihat f 0the legal
c stu t . .... h pe . .. .... ..aft...r th.e h

~~~~~~~~~1 aj~ ofius vi-e nmi~~ cricali



Dr, Steve Landrv, SOB Support Teami. Ireviewed the dnifi scenario.' Dr Lnndnv e~plained that li
~intent of th-pni Vs to ha~-,c ,4nagsir te apo h ;t 11.
Anderson Ac P' Additionally, the location chosen for the scenario event siould be neither
worst case" nor I est case- but somewhere in the middl-e.

~AI ~r~ritit~ aethat ~III-PA "~ ac4Tuallyc i SI hL, ýIlI On C~p but tb'tý -,-1ý1 II icrt~alj

.... Vn1t Incid, .. •:•Once Ite S12 billion has been exceede -,he US. S,%.. co.er coss
for displaced people. HOnever. I - the. .o .. rau.wilco-eos
asocatedzwxt 1eir ,vm ncidenz 1 Ihe FC i~epýentat-I ye io~a-eted 'thm e a ih £fcensI-, ~Isn"uidor

an11 opeil qule?ýtionl and~ol b eded 4ýl o'ih ct,ý but Pý, i cd-

-- ~-_ S~rar&tuart Walker/DC/USEP/US on.07130/12610 06:04 PM14.

From: "Greten, Timothy" <Timothy Greten@dhs.gOV>.
T: Kathr•yS'ead/DC ISEPAIS@EPA, Jean Schumann/DC`IUSEPA.US@EPA, "Simmons,

Anneliese" .<Anneliese.Sim- ons@bnrc.gov>. "DeFFelice, Anthony" <anIthony.d6felice@dhs.gov>,.
Charles OpenchowskfDC/LSEPNLIS@EPA "Donley, Diane" <dianed6nl .dgV> ,Kim
•Grace" <Grace.Kim@nrc.g6v>ý; "Benoiwitz, Howard''"HcOward•Benowitz@nrc.gov>. Jeffrey
Blizzard/DCIUSEPA/IJS@EPAi Jeinnifer Mosser/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, "Blunt, Kenyetta"
<kenyett a-bUrt~dls• govLs Lee Tyner!DCIUSEPA/US@EPA.,"Milliganr Patricia"
<Patricia.Milligan@nrqc-gov>, Sara .DeCair/DC/U.SEPA/US@EPA,'Stuart
walker/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Susan Stahle/DC/USEPANUS@EPA, "Greten, Timothy"
<Timothy;Greten@dhs.gov>

Cc: "Kish, James" <James.Kish@dhs.gov>, i"Eberst, William" <William.Eberst@dhs.gov>., :Wierman,
Kenneth" <kennethwierman(dhs.gov>

Date: 0710812010 04:26 PM
Subject: RE: Draft White Paper. on Offsite Cleanup Funding followingsa Nuclear :Power Plant Incident,

Good a fternoon!

Attached are the minutes from the last planning meeting f rom the
exercise. The SOE exercise (dress rhearsal w/assistant seretarylevel
folks) is schediiled for August Gth, and the PL1E ~exercise is~ s6hedu.led

Object #2 for the. exercise talks about $$ issuesý.. I: think: the major
fault. line will be who, pays for what (and what i~s: property damage vice
environmental cleanup) , along wiith who CAN'T 7pay. for what (i..e. by: law,
Superfund cannot cover :most expenses associated with this, kind of
incident.). :I think they will also get into how funds are distributed.

Assuming this white paper is a long-term product (and will be informed
by the exercise) , I'd suggest. assembling., a small package of the
documents we've gathered (excerpt from the 1991 Presidential commission,
the 1996 NRC document on what Price-Anderson covers vs. the Stafford
Act, et.c) for the planners. A list of unresolved issues might be
useful, too -- if nothing else, it will :make the..principles- acutely
aware of legal/policy limitations.



Thanks!

Tim

-- Original Message--.-.
Prom: Snead..Kathryn@epamail epa g.ov...
[maiIto::Snead."Kathryn@ep.amai•l: e!,'gov]"
Sent: Thursday:, Jul•0 4 2•, 0104 :13 PM
To: Schumtann'.Jeanoepamail~epa gov, Simmons>, Annel iespg; DeF61ýi e
Anthony; openchowski . charles@epamail. epagov; dJznedonleyodhs. gov; Kim,
Grace;t Benowitz, Howard_ Blizzard. J'eff rey@eaaiil. epa-. gov;
Mosser.Jennifer@epamail . epa)!•gOv ; Blunt, Keny6tta,tyner, le e@,ýpamail•,ep6ýgv miii I Pa ...rca. .

DeCair. SaraLe@epam•il• i pa.giov; Walker. Stuart@epamail .epa. gov;
SStable. usaN@e••amal'e~pA .go; Greten, Timothy

SPaperon Offtsite Cleanup. following a. Nuclear Power

-To all,

To follow •up on one: o~f. its action ,items from: the last EPA-FEMA-NRC
meeting on nuclear power plant recovery,, EPA asked one of its, Program
Assistants, Jeff Blizzard,_.o work on a ,draft white paper on offsite
cleanup following a nuclear ,power plant incident. It is our hope to
have, a preliminary draft available. next week -for omment.... Ultimately,
wel'd like to 'have some, .sort: ofý non-final ,working ,dra, ft reay: :for the
August Nuclear Power,: Plant 'Incident exercise; however, we'll see :how
feasible this is gqiven. the. short deadline.

If you have any additional :,references or sources, youix would :recommend for.
Jeff to use in putting together this White Paper, please: send them on.
Jeff's contact info. is blizzard.jeffrey@epa~gov or 202-343-9470.
Thanks.

Kathryn K. Snead
Center for Radiological Emergency Management
Office• of Radiation and Indoor Air
Environmental Protection Agency
Mail Code.: 6608J
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20460-1000
202-343-9228



Fw: White Paper on Off-Site Cleanup Following a Nuclear Power Plant
Incident
Stuart Walker to: Elizabeth Southerland., Helen Dawson 07/30/2010 07:14 PM
Bcc: Charles:Openchowski ___"._. .

fyi, this is our comments onwa.staff paper.ORIA was developingin support of the exercise. OEM and ORIA
staff'still seem to. be trying to interpret CERCLA authority in a more limited mannher than we have. Charles
has discussed this with his. management.

Forwarded byStuart.Walker/DC/USE•A •Upj-o7130r12X)1007.07 PM--

From: Stuart WalkelDIC IS E.P/US.
To: Kathryn SneadIDC/USEPA1US@EPA
Cc: Charles OpednhowQUDEI1•. SEPNU' ".S@EPA, Jean Schumanrf/DC'I-SEPA/US@EPA, Jeffrey

BlizzardlDC/USEP•US@EPA,jennifer Mo'sser/D•IUSEPA/US@EPA' Leelyne/D&SEýRUS@PIALeeVe~aI/D ZSE AUS@
0yner/D2/USEpAiUEPA, LeeP el/ UE'@EPA, Susan Stahle/DC/USEPANUS@EPA

Date: 0 7,/2F,•2•010 0 37PM
,Subject: . -:Wite -aPp O o1eanup. Following a Nuclear Power"Plant Incident

liKathryn,

[made some redlinelk suggested changes that I. ran by Chiarles :.Please see attached our
comments.

epofemantcwhitepaper072710..tuait.doc

Kathryn Snead To a, Plea~[sefnd attahed a drat hie apr .,10 035 1 :9PM

From: Kathryn Snead/DC/USEPA/US
To: Stuart Walker/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Charles .Openchowski/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Jennifer

Mosser/DC/LUSEPA/US@EPA, Susan Stahle/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Lee
Tyner/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Jean Schumann/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA

Cc: Lee .Veal/DC/USEPNUS@EPA, Jeffrey;Blizzard/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
Date: 07/27/2010 03:51 PM
Subject: White Paper on Off-Site Cleanup Following aNuclear Power Plant Incident

To all,

Please find attached:a draft white: paper on Off-Site Cleanup:Following a Nuclear Power Plant Incident,.
developed by Jeff Blizzard of my office. Jeff and I would, like some initial feedback on this white paper, to
see ifit covers the right issues: and:concerns.

I know many of you are deeply embroiled in the Gulf Oil: Spill (I've:spent manydays chatting with Lee
down at.the.EOC!) so I recognize:that getting feedback maybe challenging at this time. However; we'also
have.a Senior Officials Exercise and a PrincipalsLevel Exercise coming up ona nuclearpower plant
incident~in August and. September, so it may beworth.taking a look at this fairly soon. If possible,.try to
get comments back:to Jeff and me by August 6, 2010, so he.has time to make changes and share this.
with NRC and FEMA in advancelof the exercises. If you're too busy, just let us know when you'll have
time to look at:this.

[attachment "epafemanrcwhitepaper072710.doc" deleted by Stuart Walker/DC/USEPAIUS]

As always, thanks for your help and expertise. Let either Jeff or me.'know if you have any questions.

Kathryn K. Snead:



Center for Radiologicalt Emergency Management
Office of Radiation and Indoor Air
Environmental Protection Agency
Mail :Code: 6608J
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue. NW
Washington,. D.C 20460-1000
202-343-9k28



DRAFT- DO NOT CITE OR QUOTE •July 2 7,:.20.10

NRC-FEMA-EPA White Paper:
Potential Authorities and/or Funding Sources for Off-site Cleanup Followinga.

Nuclear Power Plant Incident

Background:

* The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Nuclear. Regulatory Commission
(NRC), and.the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) began a series of
quarterly meetings in.2009 to discussiunresolved concems regarding, off-site.
environmental cleanup:following a nuclearpowver plantiiicident...

* NRCrecendi"•tci to.•F .ML;hcy would notIe takine the lea! fr "fi

NRC also indiand worn heucl~af~u tr~ , ii =d•~ol~ r comne~nsatton fo•r dramaes ncurred

*.~~~~ no~,ht~ sria ersonnel' itcmý; l o v, wa 2 1.et)

.,. ItEMA o ~wor~kt to discuss the following issues related to nudley..pwer
lauor~tie;tn • otedent Ancrles (L,.,. who Woult lead cleanup efflorts): cleantip

auhrte;an L t ouce.

. Evaluation of language from the:Price-Anderson Act,,the StaffordA.t and:P-'s
VlefvlonusiiciIes: -nd expectation that the CERCLA .Comprehensive Environmental
Response__ýLfo.ýeýsti n- And Liability Act) would generally not be used for response
actions to address releases from NRC-licensed sites icliudin nucg gyLw•J•ap!sts, may
indicate a potential gap in authority to:perform or oversee and fund off-site cleanup
following a nuclear power plant incident, depending on the circumstances of the incident
and the subsequent declarations of the federal government.

T The Report to Congress from the Presidential Commission on Catastrophic Nuclear:
Accidents (See Attachment D)'I: outlines a number of concerns regarding nuclear power
plantincidents. The report covers the sourcing of fiinds under a "MajorDisaster," a
"Catastrophe," and how :to prepare. and. respond to a "catastrophic disaster."

o Current plans~do not cover "long-duration accidents that have impacts over large
land areas".

o2 The authority ofthe Court to award damagessdoes not extend to executive branch
powers.

e The following are questions and concerns are unresolved:

iDeleed an.. ....... . .. .. .. .

~Pomatke: Buietsand -Num-benng

,- -•,C1 Delet(d: CEtCI. (Compremhctivc
Environmental Rcsponse. Compenmtioen,

!.a L4nbiit Act). and______________

I "Report to the Congress from the PresidentialWCommission on:Catastrophic Nuclear Accident." Staeof Nevada.
nAd. Web; I Ju1 2010.

I



DRAFT- DO NOT CITE OR QUOTE2 JIWý127,'2010

o Under what authority will off-site cleanup following a nuclear powerplant be
conducted?

o What is the funding source foroff-site cleanup.foIlowing a nuclear power plant.
incident?

Objective:

Provide currentunderstanding on potential authoaritiisand sources of funding for.,off-site
cleanupfollowinganuclear powerpýanirnciilent.

•2



DRAFT. DO NOT CITE OR-QUOTE ,July 27, 2010

Potential Cleanup Authorityand/or Funding Source #1: Price-AndersonAct

Examples ofPotential Circumstances:.Where- ItMay Be Appropriate to Use the Price-Anderson Act: .In addition toanriaccident, t eaructiu p6we.rplanftincident maybe.the

result of: theft or sabotagep;the transportation of nuclear fuel to a reactor site;.or the,
storage.of nuclear fuel at :a: reactor site.

* Possible Actions under the: Price-Anderson Act:
,:o Provide financial assiStance:.to utilities~operating nuclear power plantsthat have,

experienced an incident.
•0o For individuals who have suffered damages'.

* Those who Sufferedbodilyll ,sickness, ordiseasee will receive
financial assista tce.'
Evacuees receive property damage and loss expensesasel:l slig ....

• expenses.
o- Local andcStateegovernments :uricýeivke financrialasýisthncelto assist wth:

evacuations, sh'Mtering, and other immdiate rs " nse-a;"ti.ities.

oeFundin Sourse 'or the .r resnA
tlUndr th: Prke-nderson A•ct,.American Nuclear Insurers (ANI) provides-
nu•GI•r,power plants with.financial assuranceýbycreatin ginsUrance funding: pools
under both a primary. and a secondary insurance policy.

o. .Primary Insurance Policy: Each.year, a premium is paid: by utilities that operate
nuclear power plants -:this premium provides0offsiteprivate insurance:of $300.
million. . : .

o Secondary Insurance: Policy:-. Ifan incident exceeds the $390 million, each.
reactor would pay. a prorated share of up to $95wS milliion. This secondary pool.
contains approximately $8.6.:billion.

o Potential Gap in CoveringOff-site:Cleanup under.the..PriceA nderson Act:
o Thesefunding pools can only be accessed by a federal agency if the federal
• agency itself has property that hassuffered damages during. anincident.

o ANI does not cover environmental cleanup costs under their primary insurance
policy. Whilenot explicitly stated, there :is no expectation that thesecondary
insurance policy will differ in coverage from the primary insurance:policy..

2 "US. NRC'Office of Public: Affairs." Fact Sheet. PNuclear fnsurance and Disaster ReliefFunds. Nuclear
.Regulatory:Council, February 2008.

3



DRAFT:. DO.NOT CJTE OR QUOTEJ July27, 2o01.

Potential Cleanup Authority and/or Funding Source W2: CERCLA

Examples of:Potential Circumstances Where It May Be A•propriate to Use •ERCLA:
I~ ~ ~ ~~"S A aaokyfrCoisi " t.eidurs befor t, i g C i_`CLA - . Deleted: The nuclear prower plantt

Ktien ct may include subsitances that arerespons actions to a R eýdfacilities. For further information see p fc, 1l not 6s eduftbra CECM(e~g.,
of L)ntern ina] Evaluation of Facilities Currentlv or Firevi uslv Licensed:NRC Sites Polychlorinated'Biphenyls (PCBs) from

runder CERCLA" at ,.:rmnsformctrs, or commingled material
(Lnown to-include at )east some rion-

rp :-cuwwe subosusetacnd/health/contaeninantskad n d- es 7-8 . , xeeubsns)),
of ""Diytribution of Membrandumniof Understirndine bietween EPA and the Nuci 'or _ rField Code Chan~ged '

Re~~ulatd!dod CChiasngeda
...... ......... . . . .... v/sun:rl un•d /r O•h ,nged " an n + .... n

*Possible Actions under CERCLA: ~s
0 CERCLA investigative~aultorities nmy he usedlo)dct!miiie the nature and scope

of the release during the eal phase of the incident,- .
o CER LA responsefautormritismayT'beitilizedor.-off-sitecleanup on.priatelyw

-: .,and gQtliv y-own•.=:pro e ,t

& LCERCLA trust funds, or fu.ding.provided.bya P.otentially Respo.sib. .party

* Potential-Gap in Covering.Off-site-Cleanup underCERGLA:
o The definition of "release"under CERCLA: excludes "source, byproduct, or

special nuclear material from a.riuclear incident" (See Attachment iA): • .-------- Deleted .....n

certain conditions :as set folrth in the statute. Ifi the nuclear.powe:p•lant incident
meets:those..conditions (aPid .t_.ire~jj. •nocgnminglin of other -subý•ntdes -such as - .
chemicals or even: radionuclideis lfroma-previous release), then CERCLA may not
be the most appropriate authoritjfor this~siuMation .* . , , . . -, "eltd: applicoblt for paying for

S. . . .coneperiis imi for damages caused by die
nuclear incident

." Deleted: to the release or a portion of
. the rclease.,

. During the early phase of an incident,
TEPA On-Scoe Coordinators will performt

•:CERCA'imnveaigarion to detertmitet
% Wit portion ofthlsrelese-ifny .is
excluded from CERCIA

ýDýW:

.4-



DRAFT: DO.NOT CITE OR QUOTE July 2 7, 2010

Attachment D
Repo.rt to the Congress

Presidential Commission on:Catastrophic Nuclear.Accidents
Section H:.& Section III - Commission Assumptions& Observations

Thisattachment is areport givento Cohgressby the Presidential Commission on Catastrophic
Nuclear Accidents. It provides insightand guidance to important fundingand assistance
questions during a recovery phase. The report states (boldtype added for.'emphasis):

it Commission Assumptions
*B. Source offunds
"As noted earTlier. the commitment'to provide additionalAýrnd ei ilhn,, on liabilitv is exceeded has
been a fundamental premise of PriccAndersonstnccLts einctmenia A idecsion as to the source of funds
beyond the amount of aggregat epu 'iiillity currently: provided for mintheAct lill hat%' oe h
madeby Congress if it is ever called upon to discitarge thiscommitment. The taskhzr fllic(oniisio
did not include the identification of sources* ofunds. there sino speciaJlexpert ..is .In"h(
Commission membership to.address thi• essentiay ypo~ei .calqcstio. The'• Comm is:i oimpl•y:I Iit.t.at.it
,has not comeupon any new source of fu sinot ll-eady:••!L cn~i< ilered inAh ( onrgr essionai deliberations
related to the last extension of the Act,"

Ill, 'Observatioints .
"'AVkiiIQ Radiolo! ibgiejl EI e•r y Respvnsc Plans are prepared for cverynuolear pqowr station in.
"'• :actordance v~ re re• •dthe Federal Emergency Management Agency;(FEMA) and the NRC, it is
not cler thalthese plans extend to'long-duration accidents that haIve impacts overlarge land a:reas
o~r sufvt large populations. The Commission:was not able to draw any. conclusions, based on the
tett-imony it received, as to how large numbers of0citizens could be sheltered over an extended period of
time: orpermanently relocated.Evenrlarge natural disasters in the United States offer little help in
postulating a riesponse in the United States equiivalent to the need at Chernobvl of evacuating over 135,000
.people, most of them permanently., And no planning:for such a possibility was :brought to the Commission's
attention.'*

W"Nkhile an accident at a nuclear power plant would initiate the resporse of tiheAutility, statc:anid local
government •federal.govemrnentvhdluntecr.organizations and..inisurance groupsi is not at all dlear what
organization would be in eharge of prolonged, extensive evacuations, andofrestoration of governmental
infrastructures and overwhelmed state andlocal response capabilities that might followa large nuclear
accident. While the court would take charge.of the payment of claims. its authority to act could not extend
to executive branch.powers. The Presidential declaration of an emergency leads to rather limited
financial assistance being made available through FEMA, and the FEMA representative who
addressed the.Commission believed the potentially more useful Presidenlial declaration of a major
disaster was limited to natural events.'

11



Pilgrim Watch Request for Hearing on a New Contention, November 29, 2010, EPA Part 2,
attachment
jhttp://environmentalnewsstand.com/EnvironmentalNewsStand-Generil/Public
Content/agencies-struggle-to-craft-offsite-cleanup-plan-for-nuclear-power-accidents/menu-id
608.html

[7 •Re: Fw: White:Paper on Off.-Site Cleanup Followinga Nucleair PoweriPlant
Incident:
Stuart Walker to:. Charles Openchowski 07/28/2010 1222.AM

.I took a quickstab at :a rewrite. Take:a look and lets discuss.

epafemanrcw*itepaper072710 stuarttdoc:..:

Charles Openchowski j Te4 tSror --3FadP:

From: Char'les Openchowsk[IDC/USFPNIUS.
To: Stuart Watker/DtLUSEP'TU,@,PA
Date: 07/27/201' 04:38 1PM
Subject: Fw While Papeton Off-Sit Cpeari.p Followinga Nuclear PowerPlant Incident

f56age 3 needs mjo wr

C< r..ýs •.inchowskifDC/USEPAIUS on 07/271210 04:38 PM

From: Kathryn Snead/DC/USEPA/US
To: Stuart WalkerODC/USEPAIUS@EPA,:Charles OpenchowskiIDCVUSEPNUS©EPA,.Jennifer

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

.Mosser/DC/ULSEPA/US@EPA, Susan Stahle/DC/U.SEPA/US@EPA,.Lee -
Tyner/DCIUSEPAIUS@EPA,. Jean .Sdhumann/DC/USEPA/US@,EPA.
Lee.VeaVDC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Jeffrey Blizzard/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
07/27/2010 03:51 PM.
White:Paper on Off-Site.Cleanup Following a Nuclear Power Plant Incident

To. all,

Please find attached a draft white paper on Off-Site Cleanup Following a Nuclear Power Plant Incident,
developed by Jeff Blizzardof my~office. Jeff and I would like:some initial feedback on this white paper, to
see if it covers the tight issues and concerns.

I know manyofyou are deeplyembroiled in theGulf Oil:Spill (I've spent, many days chatting with Lee
down at the EOC!).so I recognize:that getting feedback may:be challenging, at this:time. However, we also
have a Senior Officials Exercise and a: Principals, Level Exercise coming up on a:nuclear power plant
incident in August and September, so it may be Worth taki ng a look atthis. fairly soon. If possible, try to
get comments. back to Jeff and me by August 6, 20.10, so he has~time:to make: changesand share this
with NRC and FEMA in:advance of the exercises. If you're.too busy just let us. know when you'll have
time to look at this.

[attachment "epafemanrcwhitepaper07271 0.doc" deleted by Stuart Walker/DC/USEPA/US]

As.always, thanks for yourhelp and expertise. Let either Jeff or me know if you:have any questions.

Kathryn K. Snead
Center for Radiological Emergency Management
Office of Radiation and: Indoor•Air
Environmental. Protection Agency
Mail Code: 6608J
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue. NW
Washington, D.C. 20460-:1000
202-343-9228.



DRAFT: DO NOTCITEORQUOTE JUdy2 7,1••010

NRC FEM -EPA White Paper:
Potential Authorities and/or Funding Sources for Off-site Cleanup Followingsa

Nuclear PowerPlant.Incident

Background:

The Environmental Protection Agency:.(EPA), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC), and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA):began a series of•~~~..... • . -' " " ' ? ..... .... ...... ........................ ..... ........ ......... ....................

quarterly meetings in 2009 tobdiscussjunresolved concer•n regardinggoff-site .De;&*-.;. .
environmental cleanup following a nuclear power plait incidenit... •

.... Trormattel:
* NRC recently indicated u O A fv wold notir takinhe read o -7le rBuletand Nubering

•mhori~itot bed firedsttresd

envirbluationmt o clangu ageftei .riclear oerlon.•cite ta r't Ns4•n EPA-ws ."

e th ... .. . ............. '"..... .. ...... • ..... ....... n io r c tl es o tv. ~ i
po hexe ak. ndiaed, rl~e~~mtth he. Pri. ERCid ul LC~eh ns ae Evtopyfreironmental ReFoseo nd ibty td •
Clmteanupat n n &~u~ahI~o t ian Ac idwou JŽ ienera :ottep lorresa ,,onS~d gse acioncrre.

a e .s s rtyineludin Rsn. e iteým, lot wanma da aetc
c~n~n~a wrk~ioup o discuss the flo i,,_isues related to nIu-ICxLeanpoerr

poticint:oential gainathrtyApncv rorles (eeg •u who w ofu-s lead cleanup efoloinglexau
nulte, an ftind s durcensi

h Evaluation of language from the Price-AsidersonAictathe StaffordiAct And EPA' 7Ded:CFRCLA(Comprchnsive
policies and expectationthatlhe CEROLA tLoprehn.. ie qnionetal Response, Enixomncrna1 Rcanst CornPensiirn.

2 _T qsjve.nyi~rnm -II- D i and Labifity ,ct). and
Comfpensation, and Liability Act) W~ould ýinrlvntb sdfrLsoneatost

potential gap in authority topeiformcir oversee, and fund ff-siter cleanupafollowing a
nuclear power plant incident, depending on the circumstances of the incident and the
subscquent declarations dof nthfeer "algove-mrnt.

land areas".
o The~authority~of~the.Court to :award damages does not extendlto':executiv•e branch

powers.

*The following are questions arnd, concerns are unresolved:

1 "Reportio The Congress from the Presidenial Commission on Catastrophic Nuclear Accident.'State 0fNevada,

n.d Web. 1 n Jul 2010.

I
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o Under what authority will off-sitecleanup followingzanuclear power, plantbe
ýconducted?

o What is the fund inigsource for off-site cleanup followingea nuclear power plant
incident?

Objective:

*Providecurrent understandingon' p~otential authdý:tiosand sourcesof fundingfori offsite
cleanup.folloWing a nuclear power Sp ant inci~nt•• '.. •.•.,~ 9. V • "y .

I !,
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PotentialCleanup Authority and/or'Funding Source #4,.. Price-AnderSon Act.

Examples of.Potential Circumstances Where-It Ma' Be AMrropriate toi.Use theePr.ice-
AndersonAct: Inaddition to anaccideutthe nuclearpower'plant incideht may b th
result of: theft or sabotage; the transportation.of nuclear fuel tola reactor. site;. or the:
storage of nuclear fuel at areactor::site.

Possible. Actions under the.Price-Anderson Act:
o- Provide financial assistance to utilities operating nuclear power plants that ýhave

experienced an incident.
o For individuals who have suffered damages•

" Those who suffered bodil, y -Itsiciess, ordiseasewill receive*
,financial asista -cc
SEvacuees reteivproperty damage and los'expenses as %1 as tlIivi

0 Local and State:governmens canrcenve fnancial assitance o asýist with
evacuations, slilctering-, andothr immiate re~spnsei-ats I ivitie:.

*P Fund ina Sourec~fot th P"Ikc-- Andleron Acti.
ýD Under ttihc !;e,-nderson.Act, American Nuclear Insurers (ANI) provides

nicleva•rpower plants with-financial assurance by-creating'insurance funding pools
,nder both-a primary and a secondary insurance policy;

o Primary-Insurance-Policy: Each year, a:premium is paid byutilitiesthatoperate
nuclear power plants --this :premium: provides offsite pr ivate insumranceof$300
million.

o c reo If an incident exceeds the$300millionehch
reactor-would pay a prorated share of~up to $95.8 million, This~secondary pool
contains approximately $8.6 billion.

* PotentialGap inCovering Off-site Cleanup-under-the,.Price-Anderson:Act:.
o These funding pools canonly be:accessed by afederal agency if-the federal

agency. itself has property that- has suffered: damages during an incident.
o ANI does not cover environmental cleanup costs under their primary insurance'

policy. While not explicitly-stated, there is no expectation that the secondary
insurance policy will differ in coveragefrom the primary insurance :policy.

2 "LU:SNRC Office of Public Affairs." FactdSheet: Nuclear Insurance and Disaster ReliefFundv. Nuclear
Regulatory Council, Fcbruary.2008.
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Potential:Cleanup Authority and/or Funding Source #2".CERCLA

Examoples of Potential Circumrstances Where.1t May Be Arproipriate to Use CERC .LA:

of..nterim Final Evwluaion.of. Faitieis Currenov or Previously Licenseld N RO Sites : oychloinated BiphenyY5 (PCBs) flomt

under CERCLA" ait transformers, or commoingled material...... ••Y•' 7--'•-,::•,:•:-•..-•., ' ", }(known to in•ludc~at least some non

fi Lm:4-VV w .e oa.eow'stinerfund/healthcontam inantsirad iatic/ f n x 7p r . . . ns tln.

of""Distribution of Memorandum of Undersmandiniq:betweer EPA and the.Nuclear atte,

•.Regulatory Commission""at.*. Field Code Changed

khhIco fYoms tP otrŽ3fsai2fn f 4:, Fit Code C.4. n-ed .

* Possible Actions under'CERCLA: ,-

o CERCLA investigative autthorities ritaytie used tto dttmrmti the: nature atnd scope
of the release during the early phas&'of the incilent ...

o CE•'CiLA rsponse 4horites rmaybe utflized.for. offrsitecleanup~on privately-
m i cjbl.cly-obn 4tproperty.

F Aource-for LERC••.. ..:
CLIXok- .CL tifunds, Loir funding PrVoided byaaPotentially'Responsible Party

* Potential Gap in:CoverinigOff.site CleanUrpuiunder.CERCLA,: .
o The definition of "release" undeiCERCLA excludes "source, byproduct, or

special nuclear material from a riuclear incident" (See:Attachment A);meeting:
certain conditions. If the nclear power plant incident meets those conditions
qqeerc ise•o ommil 41 ot.h(e.b.st..ce... such as chem.icals•or even
radion e •iides from._ a pre.ious. .i. e then CERCLA may not be applicablefor

pay tie lbr cot mpensatit-fo. damiaes caused bythe, nuclear.: inciden ýPW • eted:. to the release or aportion of
therrelease.T!

" During thc early phase of an incident
- PA On.e"• o e Coordinators will:I•tormfu• :. : .. . i . • ,,: . ... .... =: .,aCE;RC:IA:imve'i~gation todetermine

.. h.t portion of tH ,eleae; if any. is

• fromC.nt..CI.A

4
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Potential'CIeanup Authority and/or Funding:Source.#f3: StaffOrdAict

E Examples of Potential Circumstancesý WhereIt May .BetAppropiate toýUse.the.Stafford.
Act: If the President declares the incident an "emergency" or a "major disaster" (See
Attachment B), then a federal agency may utilize its resources to sqpport incident
response: efforts.

* Possible Actions under the Stafford Act (See Attachment C):
o If the President.declares the incident a "major disaster,"' then'the President may

direct a federal agency toassist with support efforts with orwithout
reimbursement.

Deploy.personnel, e.uipimenf"d tis:upplies
Coordinate disaster relief with other agencies

o If.fthe President delaresan "emergency," the proQ ss is similarto • "major

disaster." The:ohly important difference ishat the •residentmnay "provtide
emergency assstance thro "h "F"ra1 gencies..

o Frundding Soui~e for the StafTLrd A CtI'~
o T~he futdinF soL' rc I tpecified%!,i Mission Assignments provided to federal;

~gecie uner he tafordAc
o' l••th• Mission Assignment provides funding, then stafford Act funds wi 11be:used

tK i financial assistance and. reimbursement to the designated federal agency for a
period ofup toM60 av&s

o If the Mission Assignment does not provide funding, then the. designated federal
agency may utilize funding from existing authorities (e EC4
if there is no congrvssioi:.fdun 2. •

0 Potential Gap in Coverine ýOff-site'Cleanup under the stafford Act:
o Under certain.provisions, the Stafford A ctmay cover 6leanup.activities: incurred

during the early phases of a nuclear power plant inicidentresponse regardless of
the authorities of the federal agency performing or.overseeing the cleanup, under
Section 502b of the Act; however, this.section is'limited to aAimeframe:of 60:days:
following the incident.

3 Bazan, Elizabeth, :"RobenT. Stafford Disaster Relief and, Emergeney Assistance Act: Legal Requirements for
Federal~and State Roles in Declarations of an Emergency or.a Major:Disaster." Congressional Research Service.
The Library of Congress, 16/Scp/2005. Web. 9 Jul 2010. <hftp://www.au~afmil/auilwc/awcgate/crsftl33090:pdf'>.

Deleted., aint
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Findings:

Potential Authorities and/or Funding;Sources for:Off- SiteGCleanup Following a Nuclear.Power ....
Plant.Incident

. Price-Anderson Act:
o ANI does not cover environmental cleanup costs under.their primary insurance

policy. Iris anticipated that thc:;secondary insurance policy will. behave m:a
similar manner.

*CERCLA: o .~~~~..... ..RC.. .. .. ....... ...... :., . .
• o in conqulhtiong wMih. h arters.EPA On-$6ene Coordinatorsm ap Deaeted: will• " •.•A•. • -- "•-"*•7• - " -'YY7"7".• • • "• - p: fp rtn ........ . . •-.- ........ .. : : .: ......... ...............................

CERCLA investigation to deterri!6'tjie nature. andscope of.the:release fromý ~h-
nuclear power p)ant mnide'nt. T'is will determine if theis!excluded fror Deleted: release o.. a.•pion of the
CERCLA.~ __

o If the release hs not, exc lud egftoii(TRCl ?LA, the CERC LA' cIceanu~p S tios .an- :;ord arapoftin of zhe relecu

be performed at
o The funding srfor CERCLA cleaniipacti• ns wuldIbe the CERC-LAtrust
o efundi or PT s furindef' was n separate c. n )'oressional a"prpriation..

• StaffordAc,-
C' If the Pr&e den cares the incident an "emergency," then designated federal.

ageniesin perform cleanup actions regardless of existing authority:asz specified:
in i~Mission Assignments under. Section 5,02b of the Stafford Act for up to 60 days
following the incident..

o The funding source of Stafford Act Mission ASsignments UnderSection 502b is
the Stafford Act.

Gap in Authority and Funding.Source for Off-Site Cleanup Followinlz a Nuclear. Power Plant
Incident

a If the release, or a portion of the release sis ýexcluded from CERCLA ,andthe response is:.
beyond the initial 60-day timeframe-forMission Assignments under Section502b of the•
.StaffordAct.

16.
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Attachment A
CERCLA Section 101(22)
Definition of "Release"

CERCLA section 101 (22)'s definition of "release"' potentially excludes• some releases that could
occur during certain NPP incidents; depending on the circumstances, these excluded releases
might hot be subject to CERCLA response authority. For examie. ifhore was~no current or
previous release of chemical contamnination and therevw as:nLmpreviousreleaseof radioactil'e

conmamination at the sitv. CERCLAmay not be able topav for dayma es resultinc from. the:
rleeage. The definition states (boldtype addedlfor emphasis):

"(22) The term "release" means any spilling, leaking,. pw ingoLjngO, cqitting, emptying..discharging, injecting.
escaping, leaching, dumping, or disposing~n•t theLenvir,'bnmeh (iheluding the abandonment or discardingofbI
:containers, andc other closed receptaces hintnmgany hazardotus subtiance orpollutantor contaminaw), bt

'vxcludes (A) any release which results in exposureto persons soly. ahm a.iAplaee, ritlrreSpect tO J -1-=
which such: petsons may assert against t:he employer of such (pins), iemissio rom thme: Un exn ut fa. .
motor Vehicle, rolling stock, aircraf't, vessel, or. pit rrie p opint. •.aren eengine, .eleaegiof sitr"e, byproduct,
or special nuclear material froma n~uclear incideat. as those termis are d~tfinedlin the' AtomicEneýrgy Act of
1954, if:such release is subjecttrjuire-ents with respect to r`nannial1pteotection establis thed cNuclear
Regulatory Commissiontundersection l70,fsuch Act, orý,for thcpurposes ofsection 104 of thi title•r-ano
other response action, On trelease ofsoure byprodct,; or.special nucleIar material from any processingsite
designatcdudetcfion 102()(1 or 302(u0 of the Uraniu'm Mill Tailings Radiation .Control Act of] 1978, and:(bthe norn~l~pphlitao f:ert~lh!•: [ 10i1(22) amendedi by,:PL 99-499]•. •

7
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Attaehment B
Stafford Act Section 102 (5122)

•Definitions

The Stafford.Act section 102 (5122).defines ..Emergency'" and "'MajorDisaster," This section,
explains the role of the federal government.in an "Emergency" and a "Major Disaster." The
definition states:(boldtype added for =emphasis):

SeC. 102. Definiitions (42 U.S.C. 5122)*

"As used in~this Act.-
(I) Emergency" means:any) ocaisionor instance for mhich, in tile dermination w the .rsidcirt,-dertlassacisneeded to supplement Statc.• • " •eift .dea~iis osv 1v~n t'rt

property and public health and saft %,,o lessen or a\ert the threataoa aatasi h ii-n partvofthe
UziitedStates.

(2) "Major dlatre jýans any-nau tastrophe i(iudingc anyhurrican etornadostorm; highaxter,.
winddrieti•ter, w tsunami, c;artqu"x, volcanic er~ption, landslide. mudslide, snowstorm,: or,
•oug}o,. rc d"cSo..•ause y.fire, floo .... ......orexplosionn'any part, ofthe Unitedgtates,,whichinrthe
dýt!minrizion cofthc P%ýrefide causes damrage of sufficient severity and magnitude to warrant major

S"!disstvr assistance under this Act to supplement theefforts and available resoudcs-ofStates-local
o .. overnments, and disaster relief organizations, in alleviating the damage, loss, hardship, or suffering caused

Sthereby.

8
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Attachment C
SMaffordctAc

Subchapter IV - Major Disaster Assistance Programs

Subchapter IV - Major Disaster Assistance Programs of the Stafford Act outlines the Federal
Government's role. if the President declares a major disaster.

§,5170a. GENERAL FEDERALASSISTANCE (Scc 402):.
"In any majoridisaster, the President may.-

I Direct any Federal agency with or without reimbursement, to.utilize its authorities and the
resources.grantwd to it under Fedieral law4 (slu'lfnhg"Wpcrsonnel, equipment, supplies, facilitihc
and managerial technical.i sfa evvi~ ec-s itisupport of State and local: assistane1 t
efforts; "

.2. Coordinate alldi'tastr reriJef assistance (micludingx oluntary assistancue) ip.oNd&- hy. 4ced
agencies, private organizattons, and Statei 1cal goP ma trnnts; 7j

3. Provide technical and advisory asstanc lo LiJcd Sýta 'in lo " gv 'n& or
A. the performance of6 ssential commun.ity servi•cs
B, issuanee ofnwarnings Frisks andc htzads;

' !,i pub althnd safetymifomntic•includingdiseminationf ot'such information,
J ) 0provision of~he~alth and safetyl..measures; and.
F F• niianag oncrninol. and reduction of immediate threatsto.put•lic health and safety; and

4 ss 'ý " istSaad,1cai. governments in the distribution of.medicine, food, and other consumable
uppii%, an emergency assistance. .

§5192. Federal. emergency assistance (Sec. 502).
a. Specified
"In any emergency, the Presidentimay-

I.. direct any Federal agency. with or without reimburscment, to utilizeitsauthorities and the
resources-ganted to it under Federal law (including personnel, equipment, supplies, facilities, and
managerihi!, technical and advisory services) in support of State and loail :emergency asistance
effoirs to save lives, protect property and public health anfdsafety, and lessen or-avert the threat.of;
a catastrophe.;.

2. coordinate ail: dias terreliefassistance. (including voluntary assistance) provided by Federal
:agencies, private organizations,:and State and local~govemments;

3. provide technical and advisory assistance.to.affected State and local governments for--
A. the performance of essential community serwices;
B. issuance o. warnings of risks or hazards;
C. public health. and safety infobrmation, including dissemination of suchinfoarmat ion:
D. provision of health and safety measures;, and
E. management. control, and reduction of immediate threats to public: health and safety;

4. provide emergency assistanc .through Federal agencies;
5. remove debris in accordance with the terms and conditions ofsection 407 142 u.S.. § 5173];
6. provide assistance in accordancewith section 408.[42 U.SC. §'5174]; and [(Pub.L.106-390, §,

206(b), October 30, 2000)])
7. assist State and local govemmentsin the distribution of medicine, food, and other consumable

supplies, and:emergency assistance.

b. General
Whenever the. Federal assistance providedtunder subsection, (a) with respeci to an emhergcney is-inadequate,
the Prcsidentmay also provide assistance with respect to efforts to save lives, protect property and public
.health and safety, and lessen:or avert. the threat of a catastrophe."

10O
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Attachment D
Report to the Congrss.

PresidentialICommission::on.Catastrophic Nuclear Accidents
Section ii &,Section HI -Commission Assumptions & Observations

This attachment is a report given to Congress by the Presidential Commissionmon Catastrophic
Nuclear.Accidents. It provides insight and guidance:to important funding and assistance
questionsduring arecoveryphase. The.report states (boldtype-added for emphasis):

-11 CommissionAssumptions
B. Source of funds
"As noted carlier, the commitment to provide additional fRinds ifteceiling-on liability is exceeded has
been a fundamental premise of Prtce-Andcrson sinceitsenacmenM A decision as to the source of ftnrds
beyond the amount of aggregate publi, I)ability currently provided forin the Act will havc to be
made by Congress if it is eversalled upon to discharge this commitment. The tasA-f tich( otnnisman
did not include :the identifica til'oiof sources of fund ,. nd"e, there:is-o specialjeý peise in.ihe ,
Commission membership to address this c-ssntiall\ piofcal question Th'e ommissionsimplynotes that it
has notecome upon any..new:Source of tisnot alreadycns.idered inijh•'• grseionleliberations
rclatdto the last cxtensionofthe Act"

III. Observations ri" Whille R..P ~ iitl60'! mer Wana•gen Repn • se4:'1 c'ays for every- nuclear powerstation in

a .anceiith reir-ntof th Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the NRC. itis.
noT clear that:nese plans eXtend to long-duration accidents that have impacts.over large land areas
or in olve large populations. The Commission was not able to draw any conclusions, based on the
t rtirnony it received, aq to how large numbers-of citizens could be shelteredover an extended period of
time or permanently relocated. Even larg¢ematiural disasters intheUnited States offerlittle help in
postulating a response in the United' States. equivalentto the need:at Chernobyl of evacuating over 1,35'000
people, most of thempermanently. Andtnoplanning for such a possibility:as brought to:the Comfmiision's
attention."

"While an accidentat- anuclear power.plant:wouildinitiateýtheresponse of the uitility,:stale and local
government, federal.government volufiteer organizations, and insurance groups, it is§ not at all clear what
brgatiIzation Would be in charge of prolonged, extensive evacuations, and of restoration of governmental
infrastructures and overwhelmed state and local response capabilities that might follow a large nuclear
accident. While the court Would take, charge of the payment of claims, its author•.i to act couldnbt extend
to executive branch powers. The Presidential declaration ofan emergency leads to rather limited
financial assistance: being made available through FEMA, and .the•FEMA :representative, who
addressed the Commission. believed the potentially: more useful.Presidential declaration of a major
disaster was limited to natural events.'
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Fw: Possible Responses ýto Jean's Commentst -OSO NPP Authorities White
Paper
Stuart Walker to: Charles:Openchowski 07/27/2010 06:21 PM

what the heck is the latest version of ýthis paper?
Forwarded by Stuart Waiker/DC/USEPAIUS.on 07/27/2010 06:20 PM

From: 'Kathryn Snead/DC/USEPNUS "
To: Charles Openchowski/DCIUSEPAJSC@u PA, Stuart Walker/DCIUSEPAIUS@ý, Colby

S Itanton ./DC/USEPA/US@EPA,-Su-san Stahle/DC/IUSE IPA I US@EPA L-ee
TynebdDCUSE PA/YS@ EPA, Jean SchumannIIDCUSEP7t1JSý7D

.Date: 02/28/2008, 15PM
Subject: Possible ResponsestoJean's Comenýts - OS'C NPP Authoftes White. Paper

To. all,

astWeek, Jeah ntinc omnments:resulting from.her in-depth review of the white paper. lPve.taken~sorme
tirne to pull out those comments thatweren't.simply editorial in nature, and put them into theattached
spreadshi6t. Next:to each comment,. I have:made an attempt to provide a possible solution:to the
comment or suggested additional discussion.: Some of her comments will need to be addressed either by
the individual whosuggested thetextconcerned, or by an OGC representative. For those comments, I've
tried to indicate who f thought would be ablert: provide an answer'next~tothe comment.

Please feel free .toetme know if you have any questions.orsuggestions for me, or you can bringthem to
the call this afternoon, Until:the call, I can be:reached at:703-517-5428. Thanks.
Kathryn K. Snead
Center for Radiological Emergency Management:
Office. of Radiation and Indoor Air
Environmental Protection Agency
Mail Code: 6608J
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D.C.: 20460-1000

.202-343-9228 :ocnppschumann0221 08.doc schumzanncanments0221i08.xls



Re: Fw:. White' Paper on Off-Site Cleanup Following a Nuclear Power Plant.
_Incident

StuartWke to: Charles Openchowski 07/27/2010 05:44 PM

.greatTI trvy:and find something from the past we can cutand paste from our previous'5 years of

discussing thistopic.

Charles Ope'nchows~ki pag 3 neis:nij,, l, -- orw,ýa rde 7, 000:8ý8P

From: 'Charles OpenchwskifDO/USEPA/US
To: Stuart Waiker•oD'C/1 SPNUS•EPA
Date: 07M/27/210 04:38 PM
Subject: Fw::White Paper on Off-Sile Cleaup Folowinga Nuclear Pwer Plant Incident

page 3needsmojor.work. .f.
Forwarded by --a- on 07/27/2010 04:38 PM

ro: Kathryn Snead./DC/USEPA/US
To:• tuart:walker/DCIUSEPANUS@EPA, CharleS:Openchowski/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Jennifer

Mosser/DCIUSEPNUS@EPA, Susan Stahle/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Lee
Tyner /DC/USEPAJUS@EPA, Jean Schumann/DC/USEPA1US@EPA

Cc: *Lee.Veal/DC1USEPA1US@EPA, Jeffrey B1izzardfDC/USEPANUS@EPA
Date: 07127/2010 03:51: PM
Subject: WhitePaper'0n"OffwSite".Cleanup Following.a Nuclear Power:Plant-Incident

To al!,

Pleasefind attached a draft white paper on Off-Site Cleanup Following a Nuclear. Power Plant Incident,
developed by Jeff Blizzard of my office. Jeff and I would like some initial feedback: on this'white paper, :to.
see if it coversthe.rght issues and ýconcerns.

I know'many of you are deeply embroiled in the Gulf Oil Spill (i've:spent many days chatting with Lee
down at the EOCb) so I recognize that gettingIfeedback may be challenging atthis time. However, we also
have a Senior Officials Exercise and a Principals Level Exercise coming. up on a nuclear powerplant,
incident in August and September, so it may be worth takihg a look atthis fairly soon. If possible,.try'to
get comments back to Jeff and me by August 6i 20.10, so'hehastineto make changes and share'this
with NRC .and FEMA in advance of the exercises. If you're too busy,.julst let us know when y0u'lI 'have
time to look at this.

[attachment "epafemanrcwhitepaper07271 Odoc" deleted by Stuart.Walker/DC/USEPA/US]

As always,.thanks for your help and:expertise. Leteither Jeffor me~know'if you have' any questions.

Kathryn K..Snead
Center for Radiological Emergency Management
Office of Radiation and Indoor Air
Environmental Protection Agency
Mail Code: ý6608J
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW:
Washington, D.C. 20460.1000
202-343-9228



K Re: Fw: FOLLOW UP: Senior management meeting .needed to discuss
ongoing staff meetings with NRC and FEMA toresolve responsibilities for
early, intermediate.,and long-termttrespo, tnulapower plant incidents

Stuart Walker :to: Elizabeth: Southerland P7/2212010.03:49 PM
Cc: Helen Dawson

fyi, we have not yet seen the white paper. So this•m•V take a while. . OC will also be -involved.

Elizabeth Southerland Forded hy lIzabetb ScuthejandID 2Qi10 02:5218 pm

From: Elizabeth Southerland/DC/USE. .US
To: StuartSWalker/DC/USEPADUS@ P •Helen •/ P
Date: 07/22/2010 02:52 PM ..
Subject: ;Fw:. FOWLLOWýN UPSnior management meeting needed~to discuss•ongoingestaff meetings with

"RC and FE to res"o•ve rjepon•ilities.for early, intermediate, and longterim responseto
nuclear power. p :ytincdents.

.,f:•rarded.:by Elizabeth SoutherlandtDC/USEPANUS on 07122/2010102:52PM

From: Thea Williams/DC/USEPAIUS
To: Barnes Johnson/DC/USEPNUS@EPA, James Wo0lford/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Elizabeth

SoutherlandlDC/USEPA/US@EPA
Cc: •Jennifer WilbUrIDC/USEPA/US@EPA.
Date: 07/22/2010 0 1:44 PM
Subject: FOLLOW UP: Senior management meeting needed to discussorigoing staff meetings with. NRC

•and:FEMA:to resolve responsibilities for early, intermediate, and long-term response to nuclear
powerplant incidents

This is~a follow up:

I spoke Jean Schumann in OEM and they would: like towaitithespeakto this topic-becausethe workgroup
(consisting of OEM, OIRA and OSRTI);is developing a white paper. The paperuis not ready for
management, yet.:: lt-is-still at the staff level.

[:will add this to the-nextOEM monthly. I expect the monthly to happen some:time October because oft
OEM's attention is and has been on the Gulf activity,

Thanks,

Thea:Johnson Williams
Special.Assistant
Office of Superfund. Remediation and Technology Innovation

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Phone: 703-603-8801 Fax: 703-603-9146
williams.thea@epa~gov
-- Forwarded by Thea WliiamsJDC/USEPAJUS on 0722Ji2010 01:36 PM.

From: Thea Williams/DC/USEPAIUS.
To: Jen'ifer WiliburDC//USEPAiJS@EPA
.Date: 06/14/2010 04:26 PM
Subject: Re:,`Fw:`Senior managemenirneeting needed'to discuss "ong'oinrg-staffmeetings with NRCland

FEMA to resolve:responsibilities4 for early, intermediate,,and long-term lesponse to nuclear power
plant incidents



Got it:but the monthly.may not happen until Oct..

Thea Johnson Williams
Special Assistant
Office of Superfund Remediation and Technoilogy Innovation
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1
Phone: 703-603-8801 Fax: 703-603-9146
williams.thea@epa.gov"

.Jennifer Wilbur .i .-rWn OFm ornithy. @ l-n- n 11e1121 07:4 3 57 AM

From; Jennifer Wilbur1DC/USEPA/US
Date: 06t14/2010.07:43 AM

Subject: Fw" Senior management meeting needed-to discuss! ngoing staff rpeetings with NRC and FEMA
1 tresolve reseronsibiitles fo•r eary;intermecdiate, andiongýt'erm ,re sponse to-nuciear:power plant
incidents

For the next OEM monthly agenda

J•ennifer Millett Wilbur
Special Assistant
Office of Superfund Remediation'and Technology Innovation
Office of Solid Waste an•d:Emergency<Response.
US Environmental Protection Agency
1200. Pennsylvania Ave., NW MC 5201P
Washington, DC 20460
(703) 603-8778

-- Forwarded by Jennifer Wilbur/DCIUSEPNUS on 06/14/2010:07:43AM-

From: JamesWoolford/DC/US EPA/US
To: Elizabeth SoutherlandlDC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Barnes Johnson/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
Cc: Jennifer Wilbur/DCIUSEPA/US@EPA
Date: 06/1112010{03:58 PMSubject: Re: Fw:.Senior managementrmeeting needed: to discuss ongoingstaff meetings withaNRC and

FEMA~to resolve responsibilities for early, intermediate, and 1on g-term resonseto nuc.ear pbwer
plant cincdents

I have seen Dana only 3 times since Debbie.left. We have: not dicussed. We: can bring up on our monthly.

James Woolford, Director
Office of Superfund Remediation and Technology :Innovation, OSWER
US EPA

703-603-8960.(office)

Elizabeth Southerland io1~J &Stuailtb~ this~ ki&, nih iif,I he 7 6illt C"(1 12:201-33,PM

From: Elizabeth.Southerland/DC!USEPA/US
To: James Woolford/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Barnes !JohnsoniD3C0USEP.A/US@EPA
Date: 06/111201012:20PM
Subject: FW:.Senitoýmanagement meeting neededto discuss ongoing staff meetings with NRC and FEMA

to resolve responsibilities.for early,ý intermediate, and long-terwm response to nruciear power plant
incidents . ..



I talked to Stuart about~this last night and heard that Debbie Dietrich appears to be comfortable with EPA
taking.the lead. for cleanup, in these situations. Havelyou 'guys had any discussions with; Debibeor.'Dana
about.'OSRTI vs. OEM role in this? I don't know if webhave any ability to affect the outcome here, but we.
must have ýa role if fthis is abou f I ong term cleanup, not just emergency actions. I know Debbie and baar6
are going nuts over the Gulf oil spill, but EPA ne••sto speakwith one voic iii these NRC discussions.
We need to know if EPA is going to willingly assume the lead and handle long term cleanup at these sites
in hopes ,z supplemental appropriation.
-- Forwarded by ElizabethSoulihevliandlDC/USEPA/US on 06/1112010 12:13 PMVI_•-

From: Stuart WalkerlDC/USEPA/US
To: E~izabeth•Southr.landi/,DUSEP.US@EPA, DDavidw-Charters/ERT-/R2US!PoNS@EPA .Helen'

Dawson/DC1USEPtUS@qEPA-
Cc: Charles Opeen.coki/DC/USEPNUS@EPA .
Date: 06/11/2010 11:57 AM
Subject. Senior management meeting neede tio discu ongoing staff meetings with NRC and FEMA to.I resolve responsibilities for early. intermediate, and ngtermresponse to nuclear power plant

incidents~

HBe~tsy

See attached email from Colby Stanton that began EPA's involvemenit with NRCIFEmA efforts to clarify
owresponse to a significant release (e.g-, Three Mile lsland, Chernobyl) from a commercial nuclear

power plant (NPP) would be handled.

After 3 meetings with the othervAgencies at the programmatic and general counisel staff, both Charles
Openchowski and I believethat we need to have a senior level management meeting to discuss EPA's
strategy for tesee eforts.

There are numerous issues thathave arisen dutihg these I:rmeetings sinfe Colby's initialnote, ;ihcluding-.:

1. Monies collected from nuclear industry to pay out in the event of a "nuclear incident" go to an
insurance company for disbursement, It appears the monies may only go for compensating damages
(e.g'., cost of-temporary or permanent relocation, pay for policemen,ipersonal property replacement,
etc) and not environmental cleanup.

2. There appears to not be pre-identified source of funding for environmental cleanup. NRC staff
anticipates this would b:6ehandled by some type' of supplementaliappropriation.

3. There is a FEMA expectation that EPA would be heavily invoIved'in the environmental'response work,
possibly as the lead :technical agency (thinkOSC, RPM role). EPA" has not previously'been major
players in NRC:exercises for NPP releases.

'Charles and I believe we need a senior level management meeting (OSRTI, OEMIORIA, OGO, and OHS)
to discuss:

1t. What would be proper role for EPA in these types of evernts, inclluding the role of each of our primary
offices and respective regional counterparts.

T- There are of resource (FTEs and $'s)'implicationsfor EPA's leveltof involvement both during a
real event and: during exercises.

- There are also policy implications if EPA appears to be endorsing other cleanup approaches
even: in a remedial contractor role for NPP events, similar toiconcerns raised regarding'the PAGs

2. Given the current circumstances:dealing with the Gulf spill (evg.,. questions about who is.in.charge, is
the federal government in cont!ol, :etc) not inhibiting our flexibility under CERCLA is a key issue'
Although possibly not the firstchoice to take a response: I ction.:durng a NPP incident, EPA should not

agreelto language thatappears to a legal interpretation that inhibits this option.,



- Forwardediby, Stuari Walker/DC/USEpNUSion 05/10/2001 .09:24 PM

From: Colby Stanton/DC/USEPA/US
To: Stuart Walker/DC/USEPAUS@EPA, Jean Schumann/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Susan'

Stalile/DC/USEPN/US@EPA, Charles Openchowski/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Lee
Tyner/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA

Ccý 'Elizabeth Southerland/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Mark MjOness/DCIUSEPAJUS@EPA,:Jonathan
Edwards/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Kathryn SreadiDCIUSEPAfUS@EPA, Sara
DeCair/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA V >

Date:: .09130/2009.10:49 AM .
Subject:` . Workwith Nuccear,;Roulatory Commission and FEMA to resolve re ponsibi ities for interediatle

*and long-tprr response to nuclear power plant incide t ?,

Yesterday, Kathryn Snead and Vyi~ite'd NlC to discu~ss he outcor-,es' 6f our discussions regarding. user Iof
CERCLA to respond~to the imme qia !e impacts of an incident at~a nuclear power plant,. The NRC staff
responded very positi•e•Iy,"andactually moved very quickly to the lack of clarity regarding authorities and
responsibilitiesfor "onger-term'res"po'nses to nuclear powerplant:incidents. The, National Response-
Framework's NL•deaRadiologiaifincident Annex states that:ý

"The coordinating agency [in this case, NRC] maintains responsibility for managing the
.Federal technical radiological cleanup activities in accordance with its statutory authorities,

responsibilities::and NRF mechanisms ... .While retaining technical lead for these- activities,. the
coordinating agency may request: s'upportt from a cooperating agency thathas
cleanup/recovery experi ence, and-capabilities,(e.g., EPA, USACE).

However, tomy knowledge,,we have not discussed:the potential for EPA's rble inla cleanup since this
language was inserted in the,,lastdraft. We&have also seen an expectati'on among state andlocal
agencies :thatEPA will perform the cleanup,:anid have generay-Simpiy indicated thus farthat the NRC is
thecoordinating agencythroughout.

Jnfortunately,. agreat deal of jiistorical knowledge about the interaction ofh Prc-nderson Act and
Stafford .Act appears to have been.lost. !We're thinking that thefirst step shoudI :belan educational meeting
:in which theresponsibie agencies discuss the potential applicability of the Price-AndersonAct, Stafford
Act, and CERCLA to nuclear power. plantincidents, The questions we envision being.answered are:

- What are the variousagencies' responsibilities under the NucleariRadiologicalo ncident Annex (EPA
ORIA)
-oHow does your Act apply to nucleaipowererplant indidents? (FEMA, NRC, EPA:OSWER)
-Whatresources are available, and when would they become available, under yourAct? (FEMA, NRC,

EPA OSWER).
-.What is the mechanism, if any, for providing resources to Federal, State,.and Localimsponders and the
public?(FEMA ..NREPA OSWER)...

At the meeting yesterday, we proposed a first meeting in early November, to allow time to findt~he right
partes in FEMA and to develop theinformation, needed..
[Ihope.that OSWER willsupport this-effort. ýPlease letýme know if you have any,:questionsor concerns, or

if you'll be available to support~thiseffort.

Thanks,

Colby:Stanton
Director, Centerfor Radiological EmergencyManagement.

• U.S. EPA Office of Radiation and Indoor, Air/Radiation Protection Division,
phone: (202) 343-9448
email: stanton.colby@epa.gov



RE: Draft White.Paper on Offsite.CleanupFunding following a. Nuclear Power
Plant Incident .L
Stuat Walker to: Greten, Timothy :7120/2010:07:51.

"Simmons, Anneliese"., "DeFelice. Anthony", ChalesOpenchowski,
"Donley,Diane", "Kim, Grace , "Benowitz., Howard", "Kish, James',

Cc: Jean Schumann,.Jeffrey Blizzard, Jennifer Mosser, Kathryn Snead,
"Wierman, Kenneth", "!Blunt, Kenyetta", Lee Tyner, "Milligani
Patricia". Sara DeCair, SusanStahle, ,Greten, Timothy", "Eberst,
William" _-___... ........... ............... ...... . .. . • .P,'• L...S>

PM

Tim,. sorry I was.rushing off t 61y mimeting.

We don't really see it that way, but it is-prpay better a dJscussiorrpoln vois need more information
when:Charles and Lee are around,

"Greten, Tim somewhat! lJut d~oesýn,' (20/20 10i 0 54:28 'PM

*Date:
Subject:

'Gýreten, T7ith?"<Timothy.Greten@dhs gov>
Stuart.:Walker/DC/USEPANUS@EPA "Greten Timothy" <Timothy.Greten~dhs.gov>

'Simmons. Anneliese". <Anneliese.Simmons@nrc.gov>, "DeFelice. Anthony .

<anthony.defelice@dhs.gov>, Charles Openchowski/DC/USEPA/US@EPA;. "Donley, Diane"
<diane.donley@dhs.gov>, "Kim, Grace" <Grace.Kim@nrc.gov>, "Benowitz. Howard"
<Howard Benowitz@nrc.gov>, "Kish, James' <James;Kish@dhsgov>, Jean
Schumann/DCiUSEPA/US@EPA, Jeffrey Blizzard/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, ;Jennifer
MosserJDCIUSEPA/US@EPA, Kathryn Snead/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, "Wierman, Kenneth"
<kenneth.wierman@dhs.gov>, ."Blunt, Kenyetta!' <kenyetta.blunft@dhs.gov>, Lee
Tyner/DC/USEPANUS@EPA, "Milligan, Patiricia' <Patdcia.Milligan@nrc.gov>, Sara
DeCair/DC/USEPA/IUS@EPA, Susan Stahle/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, "'Greten, Timothy"
<Timnothy;Greten@dhs.gov>, ".Eberst, William" <Wiliam.Eber-St@dhsigov>
07/20/20,10:01:55 PM
RE: Draft White Paper on Offsite.Cleanup Funding followinrg.a: Nuclear Power.Plant.Incident

Stuart-.
I'm. oversimplifying somewhat, but doesn't CERCI LA, specifically exempt a
"release" from a commercial nuclear power plant license under the Atomic
Energy Act? (i.e.,, as opposed to government nuclear power plant, IND,
RDD, etc?.).

----- Orig@inal Message ----.
From: Walker. Stuart@epamail .epa:.gov
[mailto :Walker..S.tuart@epamail. epa ,gov]
Sent: Tuesday,. July .2 0,? 20110 12:43 PM
To: Greten, Timothy
Cc: Simmons, :Anneliese;: DeFelice, Anthony;
openchowsk'i.charles@epamail..epa.gov; DonleyD::.iane;. Kim, Grace;
Benowitz:, Howard; Kish,- James; Schumann.Jean@epamail.epa.. gov.;,
Blizzard. Jeff rey@epamafil.epa. gov; Mosser..Jennifer@epamail ..epa.,.gov.;.
.Snead. Kathryn@epamail.epa .gov;, Wierman, Kenneth;, Blunt , Kenyetta;
tyner.lee@epamail.epa.gov; Milligan, Patricia;
DeCair.Sara@epama.l..epa.gov;. StLahle..Susan@epamail..epa.gOv.;. Greten,
Timothy; Eberst, William
Subject: RE: Draft Whi~te Paper on Offsite Cleanup Funding following a
Nuclear Power Plant Incident

Hi Tim



That is NOT what-I have -been saying

Stuart

From:

1"Greten, Timothy"'i <Timothyr.G!r etedhs .gov>

J••' Charles OpenCh'owski:/DC/USEPA/.US@EPA:,: " Greten, .:Timothy',•. ,
<Timothy. Greten@dhs ;gov> .... :; :...,

I .Q,

- - - - - - - --- - - -- -
-------.. --- -- >.. .... .• - •" i - • . . ... - . . . -• . . .. . .

Tc:
.I - - - - - -. . . .- -- ---• ....

---------------------- --------------------- -------I- . .... . . . - -.. . . .. . .. . . . - ---. . • . . . .. . . . . . . = -L - - - - -. . . . - :

I"Simmons, A/nneliese' <Aknneli~ese:.Simmons@nrc.<gov>, ,"DeFe~lice., Anthony'
<anthony.defel~ice@dhs gov>, "Donley., Diane' <diane..donley@dhs.•.gov>•,

l"Kim, Grace" <Grace .Kim@nlrc.gov>, "Benowitz, Howard"
<Howard. Benowi.t-z@nrc. gov>, ".Ki~sh, James."' <James.. Kish@d/hs. gov>, Jean

I Schumann/.DC/!ISEPA/UIS@EPA, "Jeffrey. Bli•zzard/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,. JenniferMosser/DC/USEPA/US@EP, Kathryn: Snead!DC/USEPA/US@EPA, "Wierman, !

IKenneth" <kenneth. wierman@dhs..gov>, ".Blunt•, •Kenyetta"...
<kenyetta .blunt@dhs .gov>, ... Lee Tyner/.DCi.USEPA/US@EPA,. "!Milli~gan,
Patricia"-

I<Patri~cia .Milligan@nrc..gov>, sara DeCair-/DC.IUSEPA/US@EPA, ,-St~uar~t-
Walker/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, .Susan! Sta-hle/DC/:USEPA/•US@EPA,• ",Gret.en, Timothy"

I <Timothy.Greten@dhs.gov>, "Eberst, william" <william.Eberst@dhs.gov>

I .

--- --------------- 7------------------T

101/--/----- 12:3 -P

. . . . . . . .. . . . . . ...c. . . . . . . . . . . . ..:_ _ _ _

------------ 1> 32

I



- -- -. - --.---.--

S subject: I,

> - . . .. . .------ - - - ---- - --- - - --- -- -- - ---- -- -- ,:- .- -:----- -- ---- ----- --- -- -----t
- --- --- --- -- ------ --- - - *- --- - - *- 7*>**- -.

IRE: Draft White Paper on Offsite Cleanup.: Funding following a Nuclear
Power Plant Incident

- - -- - - - -- - - - - -

Charles-
Just wan-t~o be suýre. I understand you-at the meetings we.:'ve. had, :EPA
,1 r ~thatEPCL-,is specifically prohibited from paying -from
~expens asc•, -o ated with nucleanrpower plant accidents (i.e. per EPA,

\:ERCApQiO•Lnts. out those are:. supposed to, be: covered, by Pr•ice Anderson
c•... This i.s incorrect?

Thanks
Tim

----- Original Message-"--
From: openchowski .charles@epamail.. epa. gov.
[mailto : openchowski. charl.es@epamail ..epa. gov]
Sent: Friday, :July 09, 20106 2:25: PM
To:: Greten, Timothy
Cc:. Simmons, Anneliese;. DeFelice,, Anthony; Donley,, Diane:; Kim, Grace;
Benowitz, Howard; Kish, James; Schumann. Jean@epamail[ .epa..gov;:

Blizzard. Jeffreylepamail .epa. gov;1 Mosser.Jennifer@epamail.epa.gov;
Snead.Kathryn@epamail .epa.gov; Wierman, Kenneth;. Blunt., Kenyetta;
tyner.iee@epamail ..epa.gov; MilligaIn, Patriciaa;
DeCair. Sara@epamail.epa. gov; Walker. Stuart@epamail.epa.gov;
Stahle.Susan@epamail.epa.gov; Greten, Timothy; Eberst, William
Subject: RE: Draft White Paper on .Offsite Cleanup Funding .following a
Nuclear Power Plant . Incident

Tim, just a quick note to clarify that as a legal 'mat.ter, the
parenthetical below -- (i.e. by- law,Superfund cannot cover most
expýnses associated with this kind of incident)-- is not a required:
result under CERCLA and therefore is not necessarily legally accurate.
thanks

From: I

I "Greten, Timothy', <Timothy.Greten@dhs.:gov>



To:

- - - - - - - - - -- - -

---------------- ----------

S "istn<'aisKJhdhgo>'Eberst, William"Cila.brtdsgv> . . . . . . . - -----7- ---- --- -i --- -- -.. . . - --. . . . .- . . . .
-- --, .. . . .- • --" -- -- --- >. . . . ... . . .

, s.gov,, "Wierman, Kennethi, <kenneth. wierman@dhs .govi>,,

M",mo hy" <Timothy:Greten@dhs..ggv>, Kathryn Snead/DC/USEPA/TjS@EPA,
',ean Schumann/,DC/USEPA/US@EPA. "Simmons, Anneliese"

J:<Anneliese. Simmons@nrc.gov>-, "DeFelice, Anthony"
<anthony...defelice@dhs.gov>, Charles Openchowski/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,
"Donley, Diane" I

<•diane-donley@dhs. gov>, ".Kim, Grace" <Grace.Kim@nrc.,gov>, -'"Benowitz,
Howard" <Howard. Benowitz@nrc .gov>, Jeffrey B.izzard/DC./USEPA/US@EPA,

1Jennifer Mosser/DC/S'sEPA/US@EPA, "Blunt, Kenyetta"
<kenyetta. blunt@dhs .gov>, Lee. Tyner/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,. !"Milligan,
Patricia"

I<cPatricia .Milligan@nrc. gqy>, Sara DeCair/DC/UsEPA/US@E;PA, Stuart.
Walker/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Susan Stahle/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, "Greten, Timothy"
•I

S<Timothy. Greten@dhs .;gov>

IDate:
I .. . . . . . . ...-- ---

107/08/20:10 04:316 PMI

I.Subject.:I ... . . . ... . ... . >

- - - - - - - - - - --- I - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - --- - - - - - - - - - - --% . . . . . . ---T • . . -- •-- .

IRE: Draft White Paper on Offsite Cleanup .Funding following a Nuclear
Power Plant Incident I



------------ - -- - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Bill--please reply to all with the exercise minutes password. Thanks!%

.original Message-----
From: Greten, Timothy
Sent: Thursday,, Julyg0Z, & 0 4:25: PM
To: Snead..Kathryn@epamaki-i.epa. go-; Schuman-n.Jean@epaa. g.pa v
Simmons, Anneliese; DeFelice, Anthony"
openchowski .char1es@epamadi'Lpa gay, d1ai~e>donley.dhs-gov; Kim," Grace,
Benowitz, Howard;, 4 lizzard Jeffr pama' l . g
Mosser.Jenni-fer@epama:Le.pa•<gov; Bslnt, Kenyetta;
tyner. lee~epamai)2~epa .g,; 70il11iganj, Patriciaý;
~DeCair.Sa±&aeamail~epa.go , ,Walker ..StuArt@epamail.epa.gov;.

pa..epa. gov; Greten, Timothy
%cc:•Ki5h,Jmes; Eberst, William; Wierman, Kenneth
•Sa:ec,_L. RE: Draft White Paper on Offsite, Cleanup Funding following a

_i'ucear Power Plant Incident

Good afternoon!

Attached are the minutes from the last. planning meeting from the
exercise:. The SOE exercise (dress rehearsal w/assistant secretary level
folks) is scheduled for August 6th, and the PLE exercise is scheduled
for August 18t'h.

Object #2 for the exercise talks about $$ issues. I think the major
fault line will be who pays for what (and what is property damage vice
environmental cleanup)., along. with who CAN'T pay for what (i.e. by law,
Superfund cannot cover most: ,expenses associated with this kind of
incident).. I think they will also get into how funds are distributed.

Assuming this white paper is a long-term product (and will be informed
by the exercise), I!d. suggest assembling a small package of the
documents we've gathered (excerpt from the 1991 Presidential commission,
the 1996 NRC document on"what Price-Anderson covers: vs. the Stafford
Act, etc) for the planners. A list of unresolved issues might be
useful, too -.. if nothing else, it will: make the, principles acutely
aware of legal/pol:icy limitations.

Thanks!

Tim

.Original Message-----
From: Snead . Kat:hryn@epamail . epa. gov
[mailto :.Snead. Kathryn@epamail . epa. gov]
Sent: Thursday, July 08, 201.0 4:13 PM
To: Schumann.Jean@epamail.epa.,gov; Simmons, Anneliese;..DeFelice,
Anthony;. openchowski. -char1es@epamail . epa. gov;..diane. donley@dhs ..gov:; Kim,
Grace; Benowitz, Howard, Blizzard. Jeffrey@epamail.epa.gov;



Mosser. Jennifer@epamail. epa,.gov; Blunt, Kenyetta;
tyner. lee@epamail .epa.gov; Milligan, Patricia;
DeCair. Sara@epamail. epa..g~ov; Walker. Stuart@epama.l. epa..gov;
Stahle. Susan@epamail. epa. gov; Greten, Timothy
Subject: Draft White :Paper on Off site Cleanup, fol.lowing a Nucl€ear Power
Plant Incident

To all,

To follow up on one of its. action i'temes from the last EPA-FEMA-NRC
meeting on nuclear power, pl-Lnt'reovry, EPA asked one of.i s 4•,gram
Assistants, Jeff Bliizzaird,0to work on a draft white pp on 0 offite
cleanup following anuciear power plant .incidenrt-i-i4joi ..hpe 'to
have a preliminary draft available nelextI•eek Ifo romz3en . Ultimately,
we'd like to have some sort nonf inadiorrkirig aft ready. for the
August Nuclear Power Plant- Incident, exercizc; however, we'll see how
feasible tjis is gve!t:shortL eadlne.

If you 1av~e ana additna references or sources yOu.would recommenfd for
Jeff to :ei4t--ing together this White Paper, please send them on.
Je inf S conac info. is bli zzard.jeffreygepa.gov or 202-343-94,70.

Kathryn K. Snead
Center for Radiological Emergency Management Office of Radiation and
Indoor Air Environmental Protection Agency Mail Code- 6608J .1200
Pennsylvania Avenue NW Washington, D.C. 204ý60-1000.
202-343-922'8



RE: Draft White Paperon Offsite Cleanup Funding foliowing~a Nuclear Power
Plant Incident
Stu rt Wak r .to: Greten, Timothy 07/20/2010 12:42 PM

"Simmonsi Anneliese", "DeFelicej Anthony", Charles Openchowski,
"Donley, Diane", "Kim, Grace", "Benowitz, Howard", "Kish, James",

Cc: Jean Schumann, Jeffrey Blizzard, Jennifer Mosser, Kathryn Snead,
"Wierman, Kenneth", "Blunt, Kenyetta", Lee Tyner, "Milligan,
Patricia", Sara DeCair, Susan Stahle, "Greten, Timothy", "Eberst,
William" I. .

Hi Tim x ~

That is NOT what.I have been saying,

Stuart.

"Greten, Timnothy" ýJJ]- iwe- _ Jndert ind you ./02 22~P

iFromn ,, Greten,.Timothy" .Timothy.Greten@dhs.gov>
To.: . Charles Openchowski/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA,. Greten, Timothy" <Timothy.Greten@dhs.gov>
C;C "Simmons, Anneliese" <Anneliese.Simmons@nrc.gov>, "DeFelice, Anthony"

<anthony.defelice@dhs~gov>, "Donley, Diane" <dianedonley@dhs.gov>, "Kim, Grace"
<Grace.Kim@nrc.gov>, "Benowitz,. Howard" <Howard.Benowitz@nrcgov>, "Kish, James"
<James.Kish@dhs.gov>, Jean Schumann/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Jeffrey
Blizzard/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Jennifer Mosser/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Kathryn
Snead/DC/USEPANUS@EPA, "Wierman, Kenneth" <kenneth~wierman@dhs.qov>, "Blunt,
Kenyetta" <kenyetta~blunt@dhs.gov>, Lee Tyner/DC1USEPAIUS@EPA, "Milligan, Patricia"
<Patricia.Milligan@nrc.gov>, Sara DeCair/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Stuart
Walker/DCIUSEPA/US@EPA, Susan Stahle/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, "Greten, Timothy"
<Timothy Greten@dhsigov>,.'ýEberst, William'ý <William .Eberst@dhs;gov>

Date: 07/20/2010 12:32 PM
Subject: RE: Draft White Paperon Offsite.Cleanup Funding following a'Nuclear Power Plant Incident

Charles-
Just want to be sure I understand you--at the meetings :we've had, EPA
has said that CERCLA is specifically prohibited from paying from
expenses associated with nuclear power plant :accidents (i.e. per EPA,
CERCLA points out those are supposed ýto be:covered by Price Anderson
Act). This is incorrect?

Thanks
Tim

----- Original Message -----
From: openchowski .charles@epamail .epa .gov
[mailto : openchowski charles@epamail. epa. gov]
Sent: Friday, July 09, 2010 2:25 PM
To: Greten, Timothy
Cc: Simmons, Anneliese; DeFelice, Anthony; Donley, Diane; Kim, Grace;
Benowitz, Howard; Kish, James; Schumann.Jean@epamail.epa.gov;
Blizzard. Jeffreyoepamail .epa.gov; Mosser. Jennifer@epamail:. epa.gov;
Snead.Kathryn@epamail.epa.gov; Wierman, Kenneth; Blunt, Kenyetta;
tyner .Iee@epamail .epa.gov; Milligan, Patricia;
DeCair. Sara@epamail .epa. govt; Walker. Stuart@epamail, epa .gov;
Stahle . Susan@epamail.epa.gov; Greten, Timothy; Eberst, William
Subject: RE: Draft White Paper on Offsite Cleanup Funding following a



Nuclear Power Plant Incident

Tim, just a quick note' to clarify: that as* a l1egalF matter!,; theý
parenthetical below -- (i.e.. by law,.Superfund cannot cbver.mosti:
expenses'associated with thisI kind of incident) -- is not a required
result under CERCLA, and therefore is not necessarily: legally accurate.
thanks

From:: 4

... -- -- ---- ... --" ---- --- ---------- • • !.- •• - • .. 5 •-. . .. . .. • ,-
- - --- --- ---------- --- - -" .---- ----------------------------------

> ........-... ------ I--- --- - -- ------------- -- -- --

TKo 7

I "Eberst., William" <William.Eberst@dhls. gov>.

------------ - -------- --------- ---------

------------------------------------------------------------------- I
Cc•;. .. ,1::

I.------------->I cc - I..

------------------------------------------------------------------------ I
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I Subject:,
-------- >

RE:. Draft White Papera _tý fsite Cleanlupipuncing flowing a Nuclear
Power Plant Incident.

Bill--please reply to all with the exercise minutes password. .ThankslI

----- Original Message.-----
From: Greten, Timothy
Sent: Thursdayf July 08:, 2010 4::25, PM
To,: Snead. Kathryn@epamail. epa., gov;.. Schumann. Jean@epamail.epa. gov;
Simmons,. Anneliese;.DeFe£ice, Anthony;..
openchowski .charles@epamail. epa. gov,; diane. donley@dhs . gov; Kim,. Grace;
Benowitz, Howard; Blizzard. Jeffrey@eparnaiL..epa.cov,;
Mosser.Jennifer@epamail.epa..gov; Blunt, Kenyetta;
tyner.lee@epamail .epa.gov; Miligan,. Patrricia;:
DeCair. Sara@epamail...epa.a.gov; wa~lker. Stuart@epama.il . epa. gov;
Stahle. Susan@epamail . epa.gov:; Greten,: Timothy
Cc: Kish, James.; Eberst, William; Wierman, Kenneth
Subject: RE: Draft White Paper on Offsite Cleanup Funding following a
Nuclear Power Plant Incident

Good afternoon!

Attached are the minutes from the last planning meeting from the
exercise. The SOE exercise (dress rehearsal w/assistant secretary level
folks) is scheduled for August 6th, and the PLE exercise. is -scheduled
for August 18th.

Object #2 for the exercise talks about $$ issues. I think the major
fault line will be who pays for what (and what- is property damage: vice:
environmental cleanup), along with who CAN'T pay for what (i.e.. by law,
.Superfund cannot cover most expenses associated with this kind of
incident). I think they will also get into how funds are distributed.

Assuming this white :paper is a long-term product (and will be. informed
by the exercise) , I'd suggest assembling a small package of the
documents: we've gathered (excerpt from. thel 1992. Presidential ýcommission.,



the 1996 NRC. document on what Price-Anderson covers vs. the Stafford
Act, etc.) for the planners. A list of unresolved issues might be.
useful, too -- if nothing else, it will make the principles acutely
aware of legal/policy limitations.

Thanks!

Tim

----- Original Messaqge...-
From: Snead. Kathryn@epamaill• epa .... • ••o
[mailto: Snead. Kathryn@epaal' .epa ]
Sent: Thursday, July 08, 201 ,0 4:1- PM
To: Schuman.Jean@epamiol epa go Simmons, Anneliese; DeFelice,
Anthony; o . nchw . harl epaail.epa.gov; diane.donley@dhs.gov; Kim,
Grace; Hnowit-;\ ,(Li,; BlizzardJeffrey@epamail .epa.gov;

M6~~r >J feie~ii~ail ep. gv;Blunt,, Kenyetta;
t•9•r.!ee0epamail.epa.gov; Milligan, Patricia;
D eir.Sara@epamail .epa. gov; Walker. Stuart@epamail. epa. gov;
Stahle.Susan@epamail. epa. gov; Greten, Timothy
Subject: Draft White Paper on Offsite Cleanup following a Nuclear Power
Plant Incident

To all,

To follow up on one of its action items from the last EPA-FEMA-NRC
meeting on nuclear power plant recovery, EPA asked one of its Program
Assistants, Jeff Blizzard, to work on a draft white paper on offsite
cleanup following a nuclear power plant incident. It is our hope to
have a preliminary draft available next week for comment. Ultimately,
we'd like to have some sort of non-final working draft ready for the
August Nuclear Power Plant Incident exercise;, however, we'll: see how
feasible this is given the short deadline.

If you have any additional references or sources you would recommend for
Jeff to use in putting together this White. Paper, please send them on.
Jeff's contact info. is blizzard.jeffrey@epa.gov or 202-343-ý9470.
Thanks.

Kathryn K. Snead
Center for Radiological Emergency Management Office of Radiation and
Indoor Air Environmental Protection Agency Mail Code: 6608J 1200
Pennsylvania Avenue NW Washington, D,.C. 20460-:1000
202-343-9228



[Re:: Draft White Paper on'Offsite Cleanup following a Nuclear Power Plant
:4 Incident

Stuart Wa ,er to: Kathryn Snead 07/09/2010 02:15 PM
Cc,. Charles Openchowski, Jean Schumann, Jeffrey.Blizzardi Jennifer

Mosser, Lee.Tyner, Sara DeCair, Susan Stahie"

Hi.Kathryn,

Due to the sensitive nature of this topomand sor.e Gouroffices relationships with someof the other
agencies, I would recommend welta~k• . quick look at the issue paper efret gesentoverto the
external workgroup. t~~n~ce F9eg~sn vrt h

Kathryn Snead Toý,1kI 0n frs~~e_'q ~ 7/681201lO 04-115PM

.From: Xa thrynS Snead' )DCUSEPAUS
To: Jean Schumaprf1D /U S E PAkJ S@E.PA,. "Simmons,. Anneliese" <Anneliese.Simmons@1nrc.gov>,

'De .elice. Anthony' <anthony.defeilice@dhs.gov>.,Charlcis Qpenchowski/DC/`USEPA/US@EPA,~~~~~d -inne~ds v dane~donley~dhs.gový, "Kim,, Grce' <Grace:Kim~cnrc.gov>.
\ >"Benuwitz, Howard" <Howard.Be~nowitz~nrc,.go~v>,:Jeffrey Blizzard/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Jennifer

Mosser/DCIUSEPNIUS@EPA. "Blunt, Kenyetta" -kenyetta~blunt@dhs.gov>, Lee
Tyner/DC/USEPN/US@EPA, "Milligpn, Patricia" <Patridia.Milligan~nr6.gov>, Sara
DeCairiDC/USEPA/US@EPA, Stuart.Walker1DC/USEPAiUS@EPA, Susan
Stahle/D.C/USEPN/US@aEPA, "Greten, Timothy" <Timothy.Greten~dh 1s.gov>

Date: 07/08/201-0104:13 PM
Subject: Draft White Paper on Offsite Cleanup following a Nuclear Power Plant Incident

To all,

To follow up on one of its action items from the last EPA-FEM IA-NRC meeting. on. nuclear power. plant
recovery, EPA asked one of its..Program Assistants, JeffI Blizzard, to work on a draft white paper on offsite
cleanup following a nuclear power plant incident. It is~our ho peto. .have a preliminary draft available next
weekfor comment. UlItimately, we'd, like: to. have some sort of non-fina Iworking d raft ready for the Aug ust.
Nuclear Power:Plant~lncident exercise; however; we'll, see how feasible.:this is given the shortdeadline.

If you have any additional referencesý or. sources-you would recommend for Jeff to use in putting together
this White. Paper, please sen~d themn on. Jeff! s contact info. is'blizzard..jeffrey@epa.gov or 202-343-9470.
Thanks.

Kathryn K. Snead
Center for Radiological Emergency Management
Office of Radiation: a nd']ndoor Air
Environmental Protection Agency
Mail Code: .6608J
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 204 60-100 0
202-w343-9228



Fw: Draft White Paper on Offsite Cleanup Funding following a Nuclear Power
Plant Incident
Stuart W ke. to: Charles Openchowski 07/08/2010 06:03.PM

per my voicemail, lets discuss FRIDAY yellow highlighted,.text below.
- Forwarded by.Stuart Walker/DC/USEPA/US on 07/08/2010 06:01 PM

From: "Greten,Timothy" <Timothy.Greten@dhs•gov>
To: Kathryn snead/•C1USEPA/US@PAJ, Jean Schumann1DC/USEPAIUS@EPASimmons,

Anneliese" <Anneli•se.Sirnon@nrc.gov, "DeFelice, Anthony" <anthon iiefeiice@dhs,.gov>,
Char'les Qpenchowski/DC/USE'PAUS@EPA, "Donley, Diane" <diane.don~ey@dh.gov>' "Kim,
Grace" <Grace. Kim@nrc.gov>", "Bernowitz, Howard" <Howard .Benowtnrc~gdv>,. Jeffrey
Blizzard/DC/USEPAUS@EPA Jenifer MIsser/DC/USEP/US@EPA, "Blunt, Kenyetta.
<kenyetta.blunt@dhs.gov>, Lee TynIr/DC•A UEA/US@iEA, "Milligan, Patdcia"
<Patiicia.MiIligan@n•nrc{gov>, Sarai DeCair/DC/USEPAiUS@EPA, Stuart
W, alkeri/l/USEPUSýEPA, Susan. Stae/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA,-"Greten, Timothy"

"• •r~~~Timo,iv.-rs"eJa5')dish~h~ovgEbrt ""<.. . .

SCc: . ".h, <Jams" <Jarn• ;S.sh@dhs.gpV>, "Eberst, William". <Wdiliam.Eberst@dhs.gov>, "Wierman,
Kenneth" <enneth-wierman@dhs.gov>

D 0/201 004:26 PM
Subject: RE: Draft.White Paper on Offsite CleanupFunding following a Nuclear Power Plant Incident

Good afternoon!

Attached are the minutes from the last planning meeting from the
exercise. The SOE exercise (dress rehearsal w/assistant secretary level
folks) is scheduled for August 6th, and the PLE exercise is scheduled
for August 18th.

Obj ect 42 for the exercise talksi about $$ issues,. I think the major
fault line will be who pays for what (and what is property damage vice
environmental cleanup) , alonq with who CAN•IT pay f; Awihat (i. e. by la••w,
Stiperfuind cannot cover most expense~s associatlýe with -his hkind of
in.cident) . I think they will also get into how funds are distributed.

Assuming this white paper is a long-term product (and will be. informed
by the exercise), I'd suggest assembling a small. package of the
documents we've gathered. :(excerpt from the 1991 Presidential commission,
the 1996 NRC document on what Price-Anderson covers vs. the Stafford
Act, etc) for the planners. A list of unresolved issues might be
useful, too -- if nothing else, it will make. the principles acutely
aware of legal/policy limitations..

Thanks!

Tim

------ Original Message•-----
From: Snead.Kathryn@epamail .epa...gov
[mailto : Snead. Kathryn@epamail ..epa..gov]

.Sent: Thursday, July .08, 2010 4:13 .PM
To: Schumann. Jean@epamaill.epa..gov; Simmons., Anneliese; DeFelice,
Anthony; openchowski. charles@epamail, epa. gov; diane.donley@dhs gov; Kim,



Grace; Benowitz, Howard,; Blizzard.Jeffrey@epamail.epa"gov;
Mosser. Jennifer@epamail.,epa.;go;v;• Blunt, KenYetta;
tyner. lee@epamail.bea..gov; Milligan, Patricia';
DeCair. Sara@epamail .epa. gov; Walker. Stuart@epamail..epa.gov;
Stahle . Susan@epamail .epa. gov;. Greten. Timothy.
Subject: Draft White Paper on Offsite' Cleanup following' a Nuclear Power-
Plant Incident

To all,

To follow,, Up on one of its ftrooitems fKm the lastE-NRC
meeting on nuclear 1p0-wer plant recovery, EP-asked osrre¶-rof
A'ssistanto, Jeff 3lizzard, to <work on a 'draft on & o'Xff '~ite

clau olorn a nuclear' pwerplants i~ncident, -t'~ 4 ou hope to
have ?a -orelimilnaryS draft a~r'ilable2~nxt k f I o cmment. Ultimately,
we'd, like to have. some sort of noi- fina. workizng, draft. ready for the
August Nuclear Power, Plan• t "Incident exercise; however,. we'll see how
feasible rlais 'ay the sh deadline',.

I-f y'cui. an•ve •rad:iona. references or sources you-wou:ld. recommend for
Je~ff touse in putting together this White, Paper, please send::them on.

JiJeff' zcontact info. is blizzard.jeffrey@epa .. ov or 202-3 2431-3470.
)Thanks.

Kathryn K. Snead
Center for Radiological Emergency Management
Office of Radiation and Indoor. Air.
Environmental Protection Agency
Mail Code: 66.08J
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. '20460-1000
202-34*3-9228

[attachment "•SOE- 3.-1'0. IPC Minutes: - 070710'.d;oc" deleted by' Stuart
Walker/DC/USEPA•/US]



Re: Fw: Fw: Senior management .meeting rinde: to discuss ongoing staff
meetings with NRC and FEMA to resolve responsibilities for early,
intermediate,.and long4term respnse to iuclear power oplant incidents . .
Stuart Wa.ker to: Elizabeth Southerland 06/15/2010 01:08 PM
Cc: dawson.helen, .walker~stuart

fyi, ' . ~~. ...... .... ... .. .

fyi, I don't think OSCs are. RPMs are involvedin ýthese. exercises. Although NRC is called the leadý,it
appears they~are. the lead like DHS is the lead fordirty bombs, they still need another agency to be the
technical lead for early, intermediate, andc lae"phase.,They have indicated in theseetings-they thought
it would be:EPA.

Elizabeth Southerland Lupkb it v2 L unttrs-, f t tt)" 20 10 6,:22:40 AM

From:. ElizabetWSoutherlanýd//,USEP••US
To: 'dawso•rheen@@epa.•ov, waller.stuart epa.gov
Datfe: 06/152010 07:22 AM

"'Subject: , Fw F:w SýS•iormanarement meetling needled to discuss ongOing staff meetihgs with NRC and
SFEMA to re~solve re~sponsibilitlies for early,. intermediate,. andj long-term response to nuclear. power

w plant incidents

Looks like we will bring this up at the.next'general with•OEM. As soon as thatis scheduled,] %will letyou'
know.

Barnes Johnson

OriginalMessage
From: Barnes Johnson
:Seat: 06/1L4,/2:010. 05:39 PM :EDT
To: James Woolford
Cc: Elizabeth Southeriand'; Jennifer Wilbur
"Subjct::Re::Fw: Senior management meeting, needed to discu.ss, ongoing staff

meetings with NRC and FEMA to resolve"responsibilities for early,
intermediate, and Ilong-term: response to:. nuclear tp0ower plant inci"dents
FromWhatI know I would agree that some discussion would be.hlheýpfuil"

Iwill also point out that there:is a tremendous amount of preparedness and exercise work that goes on
regularly wrt nuclear power plants...- -the states that'have reactors:are heavily keyed in etc (e~g., folks:that
live wi thin *x milesof each reactor have. been issued iodine.pills, .etc.). There is a: national system::.f.
exercises, roles are played out, etc. FRPCC and. especially DOE, FEMA and NRC play prominently and
ORIA participates in.some 6f the exercises. The rad-nucincidentannex says NRC1isthe. lead..

Point well taken, i would however suspect and I dont recall-that there~has been much attention paid.to long
term cleanup. I doknow ORIA had a remotefield office at three mile isiand:f0 nearly 10years doing rad
monitoring ata site~that in the: larger scheme of, things had only a minor release and no cleanupto speak
of.

Barnesjohnson[ U.S. Environmental Protection Agency I Superfund I Tel703 603 8960 IFax 703 603 91461
johnson~barnes@epa.gov

James Woolford: I have F,_--en Dana only 3 times sinceDebbie left, 06/11/2010 03:58:45 PM

From:
TO.'
Cc:
Date:

James Woolford/DC/USEPA/US
Elizabeth: Southerland/DCiUSEPA/US@EPA, Barnes Johnson/DC/USEPA/US@EPA
Jennifer WilburID.CUSEPA/US@EPA•
06/11/2010 03:58 PM.



Subject: Re: Fw: Senior management meeting needed todiscuss ongoing. staff meetings with NRC and
FEMA to resolve res onsibilities for early, intermediate, and long-term response to nuclear power
.plant incidents

I have seen :Dana. only 3.times since'Debbie left. We have not dicussecd. We can'bring upon our monthly.

James Woolford, Director
Office of Superfund Remediation and:.Technology Innovation,.OSWERi
US EPA...

703-603ý-:8960 (oiffice)l

Elizabeth.Southerland ýta:ed : ti•,t .. , .. .. .J"210. 12i. ": PM

From: Elizabeth SoutherlindlBC/USEPA/US
To: James WoQIfd/DbU / E PUIS(EPA, Barnes Johnson/DCIUSEPNUS@EPA
Date: 06/1•/2•10 12:20PM.

- Subject: "Fw:•Senio r.mnaement meeting needed to discuss ongoing staff meetings with NRC and FEMA
t solve responsibilities for:early,,intermediate',and long-tOtm response to nuýear Dower plant

I'talked to Stuart about this last night and heard that Debbie Dietrch appears to becomfortable with EPA

taking the Iead. for cleanupin:.-these. situations. :4Haveiyou guys had any discussions•with-Debbie or Dana

about OSRTI vs,:OEM..role:in this? I don't know, if we have any ability to affect the outcome here, butwe
must have a.role if this isabout~long term cleanup, not just emergencyactions' I know Debbie and, Dana
are going .nuts over the Gulf oil spill, but.EPA needs tospeak with one voice.in theseNRC discussions..
We need to know:if.EPA is:going to willingly assume the lead and handle long.term clean .up at~thesesites.
in hopes asupplemental .appropriation.

Forwarded by Elizabeth Southeriand/DCiUSEPA/US on 06/11/2010 12:13.PM '

From:
To:,

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Stuart Walker/DC/USEPAIUS.
Elizabeth Southerla.nd/DC!USEPNUS@EPA, Davidw Charters/ERT/R2/USEPANUS@EPA, Helen
Dawson/DC/USE..PNUS@EPAý.
Charles Opencho ski/DC/USEPANS@EPA
06/11/2010 11:57 AM
Senior management meeting needed:to discussongroiingstaff meetingswith.NRC.and FEMA to.
resolve responsibilities for early, intermediate, and long-term response to nuclear power plant,
incidents

Hi Betsy,

See attachedremail from Colby Stahton thatbegan EPA's involvement With NRCIFEMA effortslto clarify
how: response:to a significant release:(e.g., Three Mile Island, Chernobyl) from a commercial nuclear
power plant:(NPP) would be handled. i

After 3 meetings withithe other Agencies at the programmatic:and general:counsel staff, both Charles
Openchowski and I believe that we need to have a:senior level management meeting to discuss.EPA's
strategy forithese effortsý.

There, are.numerous, issueslthat have arisen during these meetiings.since Colby's initial note, including:

1. Monies collected from, nuclearindustry topay out in:the event ofa"nuclear incident":go to an
insurancecompany fordisbu~rsement. Itiappea rs •the.m.nies may0yVgqjfor compensating damages
(e6g., cost of temporary or .permanent relocation, payfor policemen, personal property replacement,
etc) and .not environmental cleanup.,

2. There appears to not be. pre-identified source offunding::forenvironmental cleanup. NRC staff



anticipates this would be handled: by: some type of supplemenital appropri:ation.

3. There is a FEMAexpectation:that:EPA would be:heaviy.invol Vedin :theenvironmental :responsework,
possibly aszthe lead tech nical agency (think OSCRPM; role). EPA has not previously beenmajor:
players in NRC exercises for NPP. releases.

Charles and I believe we nee& a senior level management meeting (OSRTI, OEM, ORIA, OGC, and OIHS)
to discuss:

1. What would be proper role for EPA in thesetypesrf events, ind uding the role ofeach of our~prmary
offices and respective regional counterts. -

- There are ofresourcej-,t• s End$'s) implications for'EPA's level•of involvement both during-a:
real eventand during exercises.

- There are also policyimplicationsif EPA appears to be endorsing other cleanup approaches
even in a remedial contractor-rolefor NPP•events, imilar to conceIs raised regarding the PAGs.

2. Given the current circumstces cealirng With the Gulf spill :(eg., questions about who is in charge,:is
the fedeaI governmet i•, otr •, etc),not inhibiting;our-flexibility unde.r.CERCLA is.a key, issue.,;,
Alth~ough possil not te first choice to take a response, action ,during .a INPP 1incident, EPA should: not
agree to language'that appears to a legal interpretation that inhibits this option.

Forwarded by Stuart WalkerIDCIUSEPAjUS on 0611012010 09:24 PM

From: Colby.StantonlDC/USEPNAUS
To: Stuart Walker/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Jean Schumann/DCIUSEPA/US@EPA, Susan

Stahle/DOCUSEPAIUS@EPA, CharlesýOpenchowski/DC/USEPANUS@EPA, Lee,
Tyner/DCIUSEPA/US@EPA

Cc: Elizabeth SoutherlandlDC/USEPAlUS@EPA, Mark:Mjoniess/DC/USEPA'U.S@EPA. Jonathan
Edwards/DC/U.SEPA/US@EPA, Kathryn Snead/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Sara
DeCair/DCIUSEPA/US@EPA

Date: 09130/2009 10:49AM
Subject: Work withNuclear Regulatory Commission and.FEMA.to resolve responsibilities for intermediate

and long-term response to nuclear power plant incidentO?

Yesterday, Kathryn .Snead and Uvisited NRC to. discuss the outcomes. of our: discussions regarding ::use -of.
CERCLA toxrespond to the immediate impacts of an incident at a:'nuclear power plant. The NRC staff
responded very positively, and actual ly moved: very quicklyto the'. lack of clarity regarding authorities-and
responsibilities for longer-term responses to nuclear powerplant: incidents. The National Response
Framework.s Nuclear/Radiological.IncidentAnnex states:that:

"The coordinating agency .[in this. case, NRC] maintains responsibility for managing the
Federal technical radiological cleanup activities in accordance with its statutory authorities,
responsibilities and NRF mechanisms... Whileýretaining technical lead for these: activities, the
coordinating agency may request support from a cooperating agency that has
cleanup/recovery experience and capabilities .(e.g., EPA, USACE)."

However,, to my knowledge, we have not discussed the potential for EPA's role-in a cleanup~sincei:this
language was, inserted in the last draft. We have also seen an expectation among state andlocal
agencies that EPA will perform the cleanup, and have generally simply indicated thus far that-the NRC is
thecoordinating agency throughout.

Unfortunately, a great deal of historical knowledge about thei nterac(tionof the Price-Anderson Act and
Stafford Act appears to have:been lost. 'We're thinking thatthe first step should be. an educational meeting
in which the responsible agencies:discuss the potential applicability0of the. Price-Anderson Act, Stafford
Act, and CERCLA to nuclear:power plant incidents. The quest ions we envision being answered are:



What are the various agencies' responsibilities under the Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex (EPA
ORIA)
- How does your Act apply~to nuclear power-pant iincidents? (FEMA,:NRC, :EPAOSWER)
-.What: resources are available;, and when, wouid they become available; underyour Act?: (FEMA; NRC
EPA OSWER):
- What is the mechanism, if any, for providing resources to Federal, State, and Locairesponders and the
public? (FEMA, NRC, EPA:OSWER)

AtMthe meeting yesterday, we proposed a first mrreetiig :in early November, to allow time to find .the right
parties in FEMAand. to developthe infomation neeedad.

I hope that OSWER willý support this effort. Please let me knw i f . have any q ustion, or concerns, or
ifyou'll be available to support this effort-.

Thanks,.

Colby Stanton
Director, Center for Padiologicai Emerge ncyý Ma na gement
US. EPA Officeof Radiation andlindoor Air/Radiation Protection Division
phone: (202) 343w9448

n.mai: stanton.colby@epa.gov



Re: Fw: EPA-NRC-FEMA Recovery Discussion on Nuclear Power Plant
Incidents
Stuart Walker ýto: Lee Tyner 06/02/2010:01:44 PM
Cc: Charles Openchowski .. .

. ........ :: ; = : . .....

1.am. I think Charles is:oUt:on leave

.Le 1e: Tyner Are~U yuu igt 1iis2 F&vlwded byI L,>:O1,2 ~ ý<3'-1 PM

From: Lee Tyner/DC/USEPA/y..
To Charles.OpenchowskiDCIUSEPAIUS@EPA, Stuart WakeDr.-IUJSEP•US E •PA '
Date: 06/01/2010 02:34 PM
Subject: Fw: EPA-NRC-FEMIRecovery)iscussion or Nuclear cwer iP ln Incidents

Are you .folks going to this?
Forwarded b e D EPi6 2010 02:33 PM

From: Kathryn Snead/DC/USEPAIUS
To4•"• enowitz, Howard" <Howard.Benowitz@nrc.gov>, "Blunt, Kenyetta" <kenyetta.blunt@dhs.gov>,

Sara DeCair/DC/USEPNUS@EPA, "DeFelice, Anthony" <anthony.defelice@dhs~gov>,
diane.donley@dhs.gov; "Greten, Timothy" <Timothy.Greten@dhs.gov>, grace.kim@nrc.gov,
"Milligan, Patricia" <PatnriciaMilligan@nrc.gov> .Jennifer Mosser/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Charles
Openchowski/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Jean Schumann/DC/USEPNUS@EPA,
anneliese.simmons@nrcgov, Susan Stahle/DC/USEPANUS@EPA, Lee
Tyner/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Stuart WalkeriDCIUSEPA/US@EPA, Jeffrey
BIizzardIDC1USEPA/US@EPA

Cc: Lee.Veal/DPCUSEPANUS@EPA:
Date: 05/25/2010.09157 AM
Subject: EPA-NRC-FEMA Recovery Discussionon: Nuclear Power:Plant Incidents

To all,

I apologize about the:short notice -my:fault:for~taking so long'to send this out:

Our next inter-agency discussion on Recovery from Nuclear Power Plant Incidents:
June 3, 20,1O0from 1 PM- 3PM
Follows the: FRPCC Meeting (with a.brealk for lunch. 1:,30 AM.- 1. PM).:
Crystal City:Courtyard Marriott
Blue Ridge Shenandoah Conference Room
.2899 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, VA.22202

A few action items: that were identifidd during the last meeting:
0 Anneliese Simmons, NRC, agreed to provide example text on the insurance exclusion languageon

cleanup.
* Anneliese Simmons, NRC, agreed to check on what.wasmeant by "clearly identifiable accidents".
* Trish Miiligan,,NRC., agreed tolcheck on. planned revisions.to.RCM-96:or NUREG-1457.
o Anthony DeFelice, FEMA, agreed to provide a:copy of.this House .Subcommittee Report:

Subcommittee on Economic Development, Public Buildings, and Emergency Management, July
20090. "Post Katrina: What it Takes to Cutthe Bureaucracy".
httto://transportation-.house. •ov/Media/fil e/Economic/%20Develonrent/2009072 7/SS M E

o The Group agreed to consider whether to create an FRPCC:Work Product on NPP Incident: Recovery.



* The Group agreed: to: consider whether-to: create a brochure or website on NPP Incident Recovery.

Let me know if you have questions or concerns. Thanks.

Kathryn K. Snead
Center for Radiological Emergency Management
Office of Radiation and Indoor Air
Environmental Protection Agency
Mail Code: 6608J
'1-200 Pen nsylvaniaAvenue NW
Washinfgton, D.C..20460-1000 K
202-343-9228 1 L

A,'i .'. ... . :

t



Re: EPA review of Minn esota.SOP for Nuclear Power Plant cleanup - please
--- RSVP "

Colby Stan on: to: Jean Schumann :121114120091.0:59AM
Cc:ý Charles Openchowski, James Mitchell; Kathryn Snead,• Lee Tyner"

Stuart Walker, Susan StahIe
History: Thi.s message has been forwarded..

Definitely agree with Stuart's comment- the stae fentof responsibility doesn't reflect the NRIA. In
general, the•SOP se6ens to: reflect a misunderstanding of the boundaries between FRMAC responsibility,
and Coordinating Agency respo0tibi .ty .

Also, "Federal Radiation Monitoringiand ̀ sessmenh.FR\M C) ecov ery Level Team"*-the.
FRMAC is the Federal Radio/ogica.Monitringand.Asslent Center- and more importan.tly to my
knowledge, "FIRMA~cvr ee em'i o.. RVA-eiedettbeforRlam" i a AC-definedentity I've never heard'the phrase

.. Pre'suriptionris tLat as the inciderit moves from plume and ingestion/intermediate phase to the
ecov;criy phase thaftthe FRMC will evolve to a FRMC Recovery Level Team with EPA in the

f'deml lead and ISEM.or HO.in:the state lead.." This is true for the FRMAC leadership
(ignoring the Team language),, but may falsely give:the impression that EPA takes over
leadership of everything.

From the same table Stuart cited:

"Assist FRMAC with identifying possible Minnesota treatment or disposalfacilities" - I don't believethis
is a FRMAC task, though I will check before we-provide official comments....

ColbyStanton
Director, Center.for Radiological Emergency:Management
U.S. EPA Office oftRadiation and Indoor Air/Radiation Protection Division
phone: (202) 343-9448
email: stanton.colby@epa.gov

Jean Schumann 11-1i overyom ýell, Mtnimin ý-eyhn. 3,9ci1/0/09n0i Pm

From: Jean SchumanntDCIUSEPPNUS
To: Colby Stanton/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Kathryn Snead/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Stuart

Walker/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Lee Tyner/DC/USEPA]US@EPA, Charles
Openchowski/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Susan StahleIDCIUSEPNUS@EPA

Cc: James MitchelI/R5/USEPA/US@EPA
Date: 12110/2009.03:05 PM
Subject: EPA review of Minnesota :SOP for Nuclear Power Plant cleanup - please RSVP

Hi everyone,

Well, timing is everything. IFreceived the attached request from EPARegion 5 to help with HO review of
a: 5-pagedraft outline SOP that was prepared by theiMinnesota::Rollution Control.Agency.-I(MPCA - their
-state EPA), that woild describe its role:(and that of.otheragenicis....includingEPA):iha•a nuclear power
plant incident that involves the need for off-site cleanup.- from a small :cleanup toa large cleanup.. This
will require us-to determine how to describe EPA'srole within the uncertainties we:now have regarding our
authorities and funding sources. I'd. like to. suggest we have a conference calI to discuss our overall
strategy first,, but I'm not sure I'll be~able tocatch everyone before:you leave for theholidays.



Please let me know if you'd be availablefor a call:

Tues Dec 15at 11 am or4 prn
Wed Dec 16 at 3:30 pm
Thurs Dec-17 at9 am
Tues Dec 22 at 9am or 10:am

You'll see this initial draft doesn'tappearto assume a Stafford A•ct declaration. You'llalso seethey
misunderstand the role of FRMAC -- they seem to assume that'FRMAC will lead the cleanup.,

P.S. "HSEM" ýis-Minnesota'ýlHmrelandi Security and Emergepncy Managem~ent agenci ( looks like the.
state FEMIA) and, MDH is .theostate dept of health (which I assume has its radiation program'),

Jean Schumann
Office of Emergency Managelr5/rent
U.S.: En'~ironmr~nt'al lProtctVori¶Agency
Phone:.(0)5-17
s~churriniijean~aepF~gov

Foa~dedby'earv;c umarn/OC/USEPA/US on 12,110/2009 02:44*PM -

From: James MitcheIIIR5/USEPAIUS
To: Jean SchumannIDCIUSEPAIUS@EPA
Cc:" Mark Durno/R5/USEPAIUS@EPA", Jason EI-ZdefiiR5/USEPAUS@EPA
Date: 12/10/200911:32AM:-
Subject: Fw: Nuclear Power Plant Incident, Recovery Phase

Jean,.

Aswe'discussed; attalched isjhe .requestwe. received fromntheWMinnesota'Pollution Control Agency
(MPCA), to review and provide oommenhts:onadraftS tandard Operating Guidance document for response
to Nuclear Power Plant Incidents. This planning document:isfocused on recovery issues and discusses
EPA Superfund involvement in that process. The:document is sil.ent on authorities, policy. and .funding, it
does assume that we'lead the recovery/cleanup for offsite:r•leases to NuclearPowerý Plant~incidents. I
know that as an agency we are still not clear.0onthis mec:hanismaiand wwduldlike:you4inputso we can
address any potential policy, issues in our'comments back to MPCA. We would like -to respond backdto
MPCA by mid-January. If you have any questions, please~call me.

Jim:Mitchell.
Health Physicist/On-Sceneý Coordinator
U.S. EPA Region.5 Emergency Response Branch
77 W. Jackson Blvd
Chicago IL 60604
Office (312) 353-9537
Fax (312) .353M9176
:24:hr Emergency i(312) 353723,318,

-........Forwarded by James.ItcheliI/RS/USEPNLUS on 12/1012009 10:07 AM =------.....

From: "Lee, Stephen.(MPCA)" <StephenLee@state.mn..us>
to: James MitchelI/R5/USEPA/US@EPA
Date: 11125/2009 10:25 AM
Subject: FW::Nuclear Power'Plantlrnbident, RecoveryPhase! _ _"_.._'

Jim, sorry, I had your email name bac-kwards
Steve Lee



From: Lee, Stephen (MPCA)
Sent: Wednesdayj.November25,2009 10:21 AM
To: brennen.brunner@state.rnn.us' 'EI-Zein.Jason@epamail.epa~gov'; 'durno.mark@epa.gov';
'McLaughlin, Patrick'; Kevin.Leuer@state.rnn.us; GeorgeJohns@stateimnus; 'vega.sonia@epa~gov';
'james.mitchell@epa.gov. .
Cc: Fier-Tucker, Dorene (MPCA); Rose, Mike V:(MPCA)
Subject: Nuclear Power..Plant:Incident, Recovery. Phase'.

HSEM, MDH, and EPA folk-

As you know, MPCA has beenexpioring its role in nuclear powerplant incidnt response.i has become clear that
MPCA has no or little role in the plume or ingestion•intermediate phases oan iicliodnt resp'nse. I would
appreciate your review of draftguidancLcto our MPCA ,erAr respne stff. Let me knowif myassumptionsare way out of whack orif you disagree on what our MPCA role mlght be.,

Sampling in thoplue or in termediatc./lingestton phase ofanuclearpowerigenerating plant release may identify.. adioactive residu er, on roud, str•ctures, vegetation, contents, and.water outside:the.plant ,boundary.

Recommendations and.decisionsmwill be needed on how to remove,.treat; or isolate those residues. The actions
wOna4 illr• o ecarried out by some entity (not MPCA), with technical and regulatory oversight by other entities.

.Some of the residues or materials,maaybe proposed fortreatmentor disposal atfacilities regulated by MPCA.

The overallincident will be commanded/managed via the SEOC. Presumption is that as the incident moves from
plume and ingestion/intermediate phase to the recovery phase that the:FRMC will evolveto a FRMC Recovery
Level Team with.EPA in the federal. lead and.HSEM or MDH:Iin..thestate'lead. The federal FRMCRecovery Level
Team will have formal participation from MDH,.MPCA, and affected city and county. Presumptionis that the
utility Will be a participant.. The unified FRMAC Recovery Level Team will
Set objectives and priorities for0.ff site contamination issues

Set strategies for achieving objectives and assign them
Make assignments for planning, operati.ons, logistics, etc.

Set safety rules, assign safety plan

The MPCA ER Team has set:up internal:Standard. Operating Guidance documentsto help ER Team responders
initiate response to a variety of scenarios, such as large oil spills, mercury'releases, etc.

Attached. is a draft SOG forýM PCA actionsfollowinga nuclear plant incident. This draft SOG boils, the MPCA.role
down to supporting a federal F.RMAC Recovery Level Team,.: and getting theMPCA~regulatory staff prepared to
participate in discussions about in-state disposal ortreatment of contaminated materials.

Tasks to be initiated:in thefirst week of an incident
If a site area or.general emergency is issued:

. AskforEPA to. send Jim:Mitchell or a similarly skilled radiation .issue expert toMinnesota: toassist
preparing for the recovery phase of the incident

* Consider asking.-for full EPA.Radiation EmergencY: Response :Team: (RERT):tearm.to come to. advise in
preparation.fo r a Federal Radiation Monitoring:and Assessment:(FRMAC)RecoveryLevel Team

* Begin information-gathering on soils, geology,,drainage, other receptors int hep ossibly contaminated.
.area

* Begin the logistics for hosting a FRMC:advance team and a FRMVIACRecovery Level Team for the recovery
phase

* Attend.SEOC briefings and begin:to:collect'summaries of the off site data being~generated by theplume
and ingestion pathway phases

* Begin training/discussing with the MPCA programs that regulate facilities that may.:be:identified as
potential. disposal or treatment options



Thanks, we're looking forward to your view on if the recoveryV'phase roles are accurately described.

Steve LeeE;Manager
MPCA Emergency Response and Preparedness

[attachment "Steve Lee's DRAFT SOG forý MP A EOP bask iutline.ddc•''del4etedby Colby'Stahton/bCUSEPA/US]J
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17 Re: EPA review of Minnesota SOP for Nuclear Power Plant cleanup - please
RSVP"
StuartWart e to: Jean Schumann 12/11112009,02:52'PM
Cc: Charles-Openchowski, Colby Stanton, James Mitchell Kath ryn

Snead, Lee Tyner, Susan Stahle • . ... __.......:___.

Ican make a conf callon,
Tuesday Dec 15.4pm
Wednesday Dec 3:30 pm

I had one question/commenrtfrom the table in the SOP
RP idetcation and oversight ..... al 010 to oisf G ... setting up the
[the power plant operator will be th pewstacity00t roiesaftoass etigu h
responsible party andmrain actor" ithin the a cuF!ity 010andý Insurer identified, told ofwaste disposal re
plant boundade"s. .t0•idethebou ries -wastes, soils etc generated within the plant boundaries
the-goverment wil be the main aIfober.g.... ....... . ....

needled
O versight of 0/0 as theyaretAuking theiaction if it: involves
regulated byMNP CA

S.0. : monitored and warned ofnoncompliancefif it happens

Containment, Not applicable .to MPCA for this incident type.

Jean Schumann Hi Pvron- *eceij Ky1/&20 3 54

From: Jean Schumann/DCVUSEPMUS-
To: Colby Stanton'/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Kathryn Snead/DCIUSEPA/US@EPA, Stuart

Walker/DCIUSEPANUS@EPA, Lee Tyner/DC/USEPA.US@EPA, Charles
Openchowski/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, SUsan, Stahle/DC/USEPANUS@EPA

Cc: James Mltchell/R5/USEPNUS@EPA
Date: 12/1:0/2009 03:05. PM
Subject: EPA review of Minnesota SOP for.Nuclear Power Plant cleanup -.please.RSVP

Hi everyone,.

Wellwtiming is.everything. I received.the~attaChedrequestfrom EPAiRegin5.toihelp with HQ review of
a 5-page: draft outli ne S.OP thatwvas prepared•by•t~he :.Min nesota :P~oll.uti~on.,...ontreol, Ag~ency :(MPCA.?."their

state EPA) that would, describ• its role (and that of other agencies, including :EPA) in a nuclear.power
plant incident that involves the need for off-site cleanup -from a small cleanup:to a large cleanup. This
will require us to determine how to describe EPA's role within .the uncertainties we now have regarding our
authorities and funding .sources. I'd.like to0suggestwe haveacoronference.call to discuss our:overall
strategy first, but 'm .not sure I'll be able to catch everyone before you leave for the holidays.

Please let me know if you'd: be available for a call:

Tues Dec1.5 at 11 am o 4, pm.
Wed Dec 16 at 37:30'pm•
Thurs Dec i7at;9a'.m
Tues Dec.22 at:9 am or lOam

You'll see this initial draft doesn't appear toassume a Stafford :Act declaration. You'll:also see they
misunderstand the role of FRMAC -- they seemto..assume that FRMAC.Will lead the cleanup.

P.S. "HSEM" is Minnesota's Homeland Security and;Emergency Management agency;(looks like the



state FEMA) and MDH:is the statedept of health (which I assume has its radiation program).

Jean Schumann
Office of Emergency Management.
U.S. Envirnmehntal Protection Agency
Phone: (202) 564-1977
schum.ann.jean@epa.gov
--- Forwarded by Jean Schumann/DC/USEPAiUSon :D210/2009:102:44 PM--

From: James Mitchell/R5/USEPAIUS
To: JeanSchumann/DG/USEPA/US@EPA
Cc: Mark DurnbIRS/USE•PAUS@EPA, JasonrEI-Zein/R5/USEPNU S E7 PA
Date: 12110/200911.32 AM
Subject:-. Fw- Nuclear Power Plant Incident, Recov~ery Phase

Jean,
:.As wdis. sed• attacedist equest we receiVed frm :the MinneSota01Pollution:ControlUAgenc .

S(OPCA), to review and~a provide comments:on: adraft Standard Operating Guidance~document for response
to NuclearPowerlant Incidents.:This planning documentlis focused on recovery issues anddiscusses.
EPA Superfund invoivement in thatp process. The document is silent on authorities, policy and funding, it
.does assumezthat we.lead the •recovery/cleanup for offsite releases'to Nuclear Power Plant incidents. I
know that as an agency we are still not clear on this mechanism and would like you input so we can
address any pWeential'policyissues inourcommentsback to MPCA. W6 would like to respond. back,,to

- MPCA byrmid-January. If you have any questions, please call me.

Jim Mitchell::.:
Health Physicist/On-Scene:Coordinator
U.S. EPA :Region5 Emergency Response Branch
77 W.Jackson Blvd "
Chicago IL 60604
Office (312).353-9537
Fax (312).353-91.76
'24 hr Emergency.;(312) 353-2318 ..........
-------- --- Forarded kby James MItcheIIIR5IUSEPA/US on 12110/2009 10:07Am --- - ------ -...

From: "Lee,: Stephen (MPCA)" <Stephen.Lee@state.mn.us>
To: James: Mitchel/IR5IUSEPANUS@EPA
Date: 1.1/25/2009,10:25 AM
Subject: FW: Nuclear, Power Plant incidentmRecovery Phase,

Jimis6rry, had your ema ail narie backward
Steve Lee

From: Lee, Stephen (MPCA)
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2009 10:21 AM
To: 'brennen.brunner@state.mn.us'.; 'El-Zein.Jasongepamail.epa.goV;; 'durno.mark©epa.gov!;
'McLaughlin, Patrick';: Kevin.Leuer@state:mnrus; George.Johns@state .mn.us; 'vega.sonia@epa.goVe;
'james.mltchell@epa.gov'
Cc: Fier-Tucker, Dorene (MPCA); Rose, Mike V (MPCA)
Subject: NuclearfPower: PlantIncident, Recove y Phase,

HSEM, MDIH, and. EPAfolk-



As you know, MPCA has been exploring its role:in nuclear powerpiant incident response. It has become clear that
MPCA has noeor little role in the plume or ingestion/intermediate phases of an incidentresponse. I would
appreciateyour review of draft guidance toour MPCA emergency response staff.. Let me know if my assumptions
areway out of whack or if you disagree on what our::MPCA role might be..

Sampling in the plumeor:intermediate/ingestion phase of a nuclear powergenerating plant release may identify
radioactiveresidues onlground, structures, vegetation, contents, and water outside the plant boundary.
Recommendations and decisions:willbe needed on how to..remove, treat,::or isolate thoseresidues. The actions
will need to be carriedout by some entity i(not Vl,,A)Iifl, technical and regulatory oversig0tiby.other entities.
Some of the residues or materials smay beproposed tfor treatment or disposal at ffaclitieg i.moated by MPCA.

The overallincident will be commanded/managed via the SEOC. Presumption isthat as the •incident moves from
plume and ingestion/intermediate phase tohe recovery phehaat the F.• C willJivolve to~a FRMC Recovery
Level Team with EPA in tbhfederal leac anl PSEM or MDH ithtae lead. The federal FRMC Recovery. Level
Team will have for.iial panrtipacintion f-onMDH, MP, and affected city and county. Presumption is that the
utility will be a.p aiztcipat. Theunified RMAC Recovery Level:Team will.
•Set obje-+ives+and ior toes sraf econtamination issues

,Set•s rateglesfor achieving objectives and'assign them
Make assignments for pla n ing, operations, logistics, etc.

Set safety rules, assign safety plan

The MPCA ER Team has setupinternal Standard Operating Guidance documents to.help ER Team responders
initiate responseto avariety of scenarios, such as large oil spills, mercury releases, etc.

Attached is a draft: SOG for M.PCA actions following a nuclear plant incident. This draft SOG boils the.MPCA role
down to supportinga :federal:FRMAC'Recovery Level Team, and getting the MPCA regulatory staff prepared to
participatein discussions about in-state disposal or treatment of contaminated materials.

Tasks to be initiated in the first week of an incident
If a site area or general emergency is issued:

" Ask for EPA to.send Jim Mitchell or a similarly'skilled radiationrissue-expert to Minnesota to assist
preparing for the recovery phasebof the incident

* Consider asking for full EPA Radiation Emergency Response Team (RERT) team to come to:advise in
preparation.for a Federal Radiation Monitoring:and Assessment (FRMAC) Recovery Level Team

w Begin information-gathering on soils, geo ogy, drainage, other receptors in the possibly contaminated:
area

* Begin the logistics for hosting a FRMC advance tearn and a:FRMAC Recovery:Level Team for the recovery
phase

* Attend'SEOC briefings and begin tocollect' summariesz of the off site data being generated by theplume
and ingestion pathway phases

* Begin training/discussing with the MPCA programs that regulate: facilities that may be identified as
potential disposal. or treatment options

Thanks, we're looking forward to: your vieW.;on:If the recovery phase roles are accurately described.

Steve Lee, Manager
MPCA Emergency Response and Preparedness

[attachment "Steve Lee's DRAFT -.SOG for MPCAEOP basic outline.doc" deleted.. by :Stuart Walker/DC/USEPA/US]



Potential. Issue - FEMA looking for someone (e.g., EPA, Corps) to run cleanup
of pUblicproperty afpter nucleaF power plant accident
SturLWaker: .to: Elizabeth.Southerland, Helen.Dawson: 121/08/2009:02:17 PM
ýC: RobinM Anderson

Betsy, this is a foliow-upemail about what I mentioned.to you in the hail. Last week k.lOEM,, ORIA, and
OGC staff (including Charles) met with FEMA and NRC policy and: general counsel staff.

We were meeting to •discuss the role ofNl]FRPA, nd FEMA after a catastrophic r leans from a nuclear
power plant;:,and how the, compernsation clauses of the Price.Anderson Act ftight come into play because
of the CERCLA definition:of 'elease (which makes a reference to Pric-Anderson in excludingsome:
releases from CERCL.Ajurisdiction), InPricennrson ngressin essence set up afederally-backed:
insurance scheme to:compensatevictisof 'anulear r racdmdeI g.,Three Mile Island).

I had thought thatEPA was there to explain why previous policy from the removal program Wag incorrect
in stating EPAcold rnot respond to such releases under CERCLA authority, but rather EPA had authority,
'but~gentl~lpectedve.4."eauthority.over such incidentsand did not expect to be involved
except for possible hel requested by NRC andol "state.

Ilwas surprised to find out that NRC did: not intend: to be involved in the cleanup.or Price-Anderson
compensation .decisions for contaminationI that wasoutside~thejfenceine, Of:thefacillty. NRC said that~the.
authority for spending the"$10 billion ýinsurance dollarsthat could .become available;when thePrice•.
Anderson=Act.is triggered would be lie with an Insurance Company. After thosefundswere: gone, they
thought EPA might handle the site cleanup.

NRC does not currently knowiftheI$TO billion .can only beused for compehsation for damages suffered
by members of the public, or if it can be useddfor:sitewcleanup.p Also •they~haye not asked-the insurance
company if they have any plans/guidance onhow they will decide to distribute the monies, whether they
have contractors linied uupto do the cleanup work or would• they ex.pect :each affected property owner to do
the cleanup aftergetting a claim paid, or how they will :answer the question of how clean is clean- for
purposes of.either cleanup or determining .what is.considered contaminated for the.purposes. of
compensation.

We will be meeting together. again asa group, NRC intends on finding out, answers to the.groups question
either prior to that meeting or possibly! inviting theinsurancez:company to the next meeting.

fyi, attached is:the agehda.fo6 the:meeting: Below:is:an emailfrom FEMA thenight before the meeting
that lays out some of the issues.

recoveryditussionagendal 201 092doc

Forwarded by Stuart.Walker/DC/USEPANUS on 12/0412009 08:57,PM --

From: ,Greten, Timothy. <Timothy.Greten@dhs.gov>
To: Stuart:Walker/DCIUSEPNUS@EPA, KaI thryn SneadiDCIU.SEPAIUýS@E.PA
Cc: Charles OpenchowskilDC/USEPANUS@EPA, Colby Stanton/DCIUSEPA/US@EPA,

<grace.'kimrnrc.gov>, "Benowitz, .Howard" <Hoýard.3enowitz@nrcigov>, Jean:
SchumanniDCIUSEPA/US@EPA, Lee Tyner/DCUStEPA/US@EPA, "Milligan, Patricia"
<Patricia.Miliigan@nrc.gov>, Sara:DeCairIDC/USEPAYUS@EPA, Susan.
Stahle/DCmUSEPANUS@EPA, "Greten, Timothy" <Timothy.Greten@dhs.gov>,

Date: 11/30/2009,07:16.PM
Subject:. RE: Agenda: EPA-NRC-FEMA Recovery:Discussion



Good evening.!

I hope everyoneý had a goodlThanit kthrough Monday.

After -reading through the agenda and. other :notes,,: I; ask that %we move the
discussion of the Stafford Act to after both Price.Anderson and CERCLA
have been discussed.. Bothb of the" other funding. mechanisms: should be
discussed before we get to the Stafford Act, as both are the appropriate
funding avenues be6fore' a: Stafford. ct' c eclaration is made.

That said, I•also hPe at ugstion abotut what our oýt c 'thIl"e,
based: on-: my'discussixg w/Diane Donnelly today. a1s~'excu,'e me if
I' missing key nuances o i.nform: ..oi1re--I ri 'hght.ehe newest
player in this grcame.

llm no s)e'lo mc~h cle~ani gnu af ter a respectably-.size .nuclear powe~r
plant iftcdient' would-ý ost. $S0bil? The mechanisms set, up0 by Price
,Anderson'have seup a $lýObiJ pool, to pay for. cert-ain expenses. After
~ t~i~i~ x-hatI~ted, and' f or those expenses notý covered, What vehic-les'are,
available? This is covered under Superfund :languag,. . 4yet my
dnderstanding: is Superfund is. essentially broke, as industry hasn't paid
in since the mid 1990s. Likewise,- Stafford Act-funds.are not availab'le
until a declaration is issued--and:then.only, in linewith what the
declaration covers..-

The one thing I'm reasonably sure about is the.:cost for a ..maljor.
long-term cleanup would be in excess of $10bil. If either Stafford Act
orSuperfund are tapped for, $,the bill is going. to be so .high that
Congress will, have to appropriate fu;nds- -there, is, no .other way this billwill bepaid,.. And .getting,thbse funds ,.will, be a political decision
negotiated the-heads ofEPA EC and the White

House.

The, first :deliverable ts group shouid•puttogdtheýr i: a memo/paper
that reads as a guide through this decision making process, explainingn-
the steps and the different decision...points.. I think it should shy
away from trying to tos, the funding burden over the: fence and say
"superfund must-:.do this.!"- or IS'Stafford act.mustut, do.this" and' sick to a

neutral explanation of what the. consequences of each. funding action
would :be t(i.e'. "(blank], -could be funded by, vCERCLA--the language, allows
it. However,, CERCLA is incredibly underfunded for something like this).
A political tool-kit,, if you will, that lays out options and tradeofffs.

The second. deliverable wouldt be a memo simply explaining, the ho0 lof
administering a long-range Icleanup ,,thatis, .no, matter, who paysý for it,
it will be a join effort.. Each o:f t`he agencies has a key abli ty they
bring to. the table--EPA understands environmental cleanup/remediation,
NRC understands' the nuclear power industry, andJFEMA has' ongstanding
relationships with, .state/local government, 'law' enforcement, ,.etc. Both
in distributing~ f und'ing and admin.istering a cleanup, all. of these skills
would be: needed, (one ageacy doe~sn.!t have the manpower,. either in ,.skill
sets or sheer numbers,, to pull, it ,.of~f):.. Also, allI of t.he agencies would:
essentially be robbing peter--to pay paul during a ,leanup- - hey simply
don't have standby resources for this beyond a thin bench.

See all of you tomorrow morning!.

Tim



----.-Original Message-----
From: Walker. Stuart@epamail . epa. gov
[maialto- Walker. Stuart@epamail. epa .gov]
Sent-: Tuesday, November 24, 20,09 3:17 PM
To: Snead.Kathryn@epamail .epa.gov
Cc: openchowski .charles@epamail .epa.gov;, Stanton. Colby@epamail epa. gov;z
grace. kim@nrc.,gov:; Benowitz, Howard; %Sch:umann.Jean@epamail . epa. go-v;
tyner.lee@epamail. epa .gov; Mi ga, Tricia;
DeCair. Sara@epamail[ t- pa%•og a St hle. Susan@epamai-1. eDa.g6-; Gretn
Timothy
Subject: Re Agenda.: EPA- NR C -FERic, overya D iscussion"

One comment on the,• agenda, ce rvtý discusscro ies into the same
subject as e,7eryone\ elrseký

(E7mbe'cpe image qpved to :file:- pic23614.Jpg)

-
From:

> --.--.........-- ----- ----------- ----------------------------------------

I Kathryn Snead/DC/USEPA/US

I

I-o---------*->

> -------- ------ ------ _-----------------------

----------------------- ------- --------- -

JSara DeCair/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, graceý.kim@nrc.gov, "Milligan, Patricia"
<Patricia.Milligan@nrc..gov>,, '"Benowitz, Howard"

I <Howard.Benowitz@nrc.gov>, Stuart Walker/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Susan
Stahle/DC/USEPA/.US@EPA, Colby Stanton/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Lee

STyner/DC/USEPA/US@EPAi Charles Openchowski//DC/USEPA/US@EPA,. Jean
Schumann/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, "Greten, Timothy" <Timothy..-Greten@dhs,.gov>

>-----I------------------------------------------------------------------
- . . ...- . .-------------.---------------------------- -- ---------------- 1
- - - - - - - - - - - -. >

[ Date:
I-----------

------------ ------------ --------------------
--------------- ----------- ----------------------------- I
.1,11/24/2009 12:42 PM



I Subje ct!-j_> :- - - -• - • - -- - - - - - - - -. . . - - - -• - - - - ' - - ••--- - - -----. . . . -' - - --------

-- - - --- - -- - --- ----- ----- --- --- ------ ------> i

•Agenda; EPA-NRC-FEMA ýRecovery Piscussion..

P"eae fi-d1ttached an, agenda for our meeting,, next' Tuesday, December 1,,
>2009 at %EPA's Ariel Rios Building,, Room B526, from 10 AM: to I PM.
TDhrections and an attendee list are included.

Let me know if you have any questions. We look forward to seeing
everyone there..

[attachment ."recoverydiscUssionagendal201.09.doc." deleted, by Stuart
Walker/DC/USEPA/US]

.Kathryn K. Snead
Center for Radiological Emergency Management'
Office of Radiation and Indoor Air
Environmental Protection Agency
Mail Code: 6608J
1200 Pennsylvania; Avenue N!W
Washington, D.C. 20460-1000
202-343-9228



Re: Fw: Agenda: EPA-NRC-FEMA Recovery Discussion
Colby.Stanton to: Jean Schumann 11/2412009 04:56PM
Cc: Kathryn S.nead, StUart Walker

History, This message has beenforwarded.

Yes, it was. Thanks for the catch!
Jean Schumann CobIseta tatýcý 5mntso,, 11,4,2009 04:3338 PM

From: Jean Schumann/DC/USEPA/US
To: Colby StantonIDIUSEPAPUS@EPA, Kathryn Snead/DCtAISERA1USk PA, Stuarl

Walker/DCIUSEPPOAS@EPA
Date: 11124/2009 04:33 PM
Subject: Fw: Agenda: EPA-NRC-FEMA Recovery Olscu~ssion

Colby, I see that Stuat ory h~as 5 minutes3n,,fe-agienda, while Ihave 15. Was itgoing to be the other..
w ay around? .

~Jean Schurnann
Office ofEm ergency Management
U.S. Environmnenta l. Protection Agency
Phone: (202) 564-1977
schumann jean@epa.gov

......- Forwarded by Jean. SchumannlDC/USEPAkUS on 1.1/24/2009 04:31 PM-

From: Kathryn SneadIDCIUSEPNUS
To: Sara DeCairI/C/USEPA/US@.EPA, grace.kim@nrc.gov, "Milligan, Patricia"

<Patricia•MiUigan@nrc.gov>, "Benowitz, Howard' <Howard.Benowitz@nrc.:gov>, Stuart
Walker/DCIUSEPNUS@EPA, Susan StahleIDC/USEPNAUS@EPA., Colby
Stanton/DC/USEPA.US@EPA, Lee.Tyner/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,. Charles:
Openchowskl/DCIUSEPNUS@EPA, JeanSchumann/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, "Greten, Timothy"
<Timothy.Greten@dhs.;gov>

Date: 11/24/2009z12:42 PM
Subject: Agenda: EPA-NRC-FEMARecovery Discussion

To all,

Please find attached an agenda for our meeting next Tuesday, December 1,. 2009 at.EPA's Ariel Rios
Building, Room B526, from 10 AM::to1 PM. Directions.and an attendee list are included.

Let me. know if you have any questions: We look forward to seeing everyone there.

[attachment "recoverydiscussionagenda.1201 0.9doc" deleted by Colby Stanton/DC!/USEPA/US]

Kathryn K. Snead

Center for Radiological Emergency Management
OfficeofRadiation and Indoor Air
Environmental Protection Agency
Mail Code: 6608J
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20460-1000
202-343-9228



Re: Agenda: EPA-NRC-FEMA Recovery Discussion •
Colby Stanton to: Kathryn Snead

Charles Openchowski, grace.kim, "Benowitz, Howard", Jean
Cc: Schumanni Lee.Tyner, "Milligan, Patricia", Sara DeCair, Stuart

Walker, Susan Stahle, 'Greten, Timothy"

11/24/2009:12:50 PM

Sorry,; quick correction,. I hadn't informed Kathryn, but we were-abie to get.the Emergency Operations
Center Executive Conference room for the meeting- TJe directions attached arestill good, except that
well be:using the room immediately to lour rightafter you enter the EOC through the nl.ss do.ors.

Colby Stanton
.Director, Center for Radiological Emergency %i gement
U.S. EPA'Office of RadiationmandIdor Air/Radiation Protection . Division.
phone* (202) 34,3-9448
email: stanton.cclby@.epago, p

Katryn Sn~ead Pl~-ease' find atao an agenda forour rni... 1112/00 12~:42§53 PM

From:• }• JKathryn :SneadlDC!USEPA/,US.
T.•o: . ... Sara DeCair/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, gmace.kim@nrc.gov M'iIllgan, Patricia"

<Patficia.MilIiganC~nrc.gov,>,."BenowitiZ, Howard" <Hbward.Benowit z@nrc~gov-ý, Stuart"

WatkeriDCiUSEPN.US@EPA, Susan Stahle/DC/USEP.A/US@EPA, Colby
Stanton1DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Lee Tyner/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Charles
OpenchowskiiDCIUSEPA/US@EPA; Jean Schumann/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, "Greten, Timothy"
<Timothy:Greten@dhs.gov>

Date: 11/2412009 12A2:PM
Subject: Agenda: EPA-NRC-FEMA Recovery Discussion

To all,

Please find attached. an agenda for our meeting. next'Tuesday, December1, :2009'at.EPA's Ariel. Rios
Building, Room B526 from 10 AMto 1 PM. Difectionsand anmattendee list areincluded.

*Let me know if you have ýany questions, We look.forward to seeing everyone there.

recovervdiscussionagendal2019,doc

Kathryn K. Snead
Center for Radiological Emergency Management
Office of Radiation and Indoor Air
Environmental Protection Agency
Mail Code: 6608J
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue .NW
Washington, D:C.:20460&1000
202-343ý9228,



EPA-NRC-FEMA Recove'ry Discussion
On Nuclear Power Plant Incidents

Tuesday, December 1, 2009'
lAM - PFM

ArieltRios Building .
Room B526 (EOC-Executiive Conference Roomr)

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW'
• las.1n g ntonVDC 20001

10:00 AM

1•0:20 AM OerA ie,,f tafo Rl AetsponAsibiities for NPP Incidents

10:40 ANM Oven ic'w of Stafford Act as Appliedto, NPP Incidents

11:00 ANM Overview of Price-Anderson Act as: Applied to NPP.Incidehts

11:20 AM Overview'of CERCLA as Applied to EmergenicyResponse

To NPP Incidents

11:35 AM Overview of CERCLA as Applied to Remedial Actions

At.NRC-•icensed Facilities

11:40 AM Open Discussion-- What Resources Are, Available Whenr?

1.2 :1.0 PM :QpenDiscussion- What Mechanism Is Available for Getting,

Resources to Responders and Public?

12:40PM11 Next Steps and Action Items

1:00 PM Adjoumr

All. Participants

Colby Stanton, EPA

Tim'Greten, FEMA

Trish: Mitligan, NRC

Jean Schumann, EPA

Stuart Walker, EPA

All. Participants

All Participants
•AllF Participants



Call for DiScussion

Yesterday, Kathryn Snead and I [Colby Stanton, EPA] visited NRC to discuss the outcomes of
our discussions regarding use of CERCLA to respond to:the, immediate impacts of an incident.at
a nuclear power plant. The NRC staff respdndedý,very positively,: and actually. moved very
quickly to the lack of clarityregarding authorities and: responsibilities for, longer-term responses
to:nuclear power plant incidents. The-NatiQnal Response-Framework!s Nuclear/Radiological
Incident Annex states that:ý

"The coordinating. agerac: in ithis case, NRC] mintains res'ons~ibity for in iagig the Federal
technical radiologicalcleanup actv!itficsin accordlcee with its stautory authorities,
responsibilities and NRFmnechwiismsn....lWhile reraimnitechnical lead for these'eactivities, the.
coordinatingpgencar y ue sfsppoifrom a cooperating agency that has cleanup/recovery
experienceEandP capaZti . P IUSACE).."

HI lo,ý eý to my knowledge, we have not discussed the potential.for.EPAs srole in a cleanup
si.nce -his language was inserted ifi the~iast draft. :Wha6 ealso seen an 4expectation among state
and local agencies that EPA will perform the cleanups, and have~generally simply indicated thus
far that the NRC is: the coordinating agency throughout.

Unfortunately, a :great dea Iof historical knowledge about the interaction of the Price-Anderson
Act and Stafford Act:appears taolhave been losk. We're thinking tht..the first,. step should be an
educational meeting inrwhich the responsible agencies discuss the potential applicability of the
Price-Anderson Act, Stafford Act, and CERCLA to'nuclear power :plant incidents. The questions
we envision being answered are:

- What are the various agencies'. responsibilities. under the Nuclear/Radiologicat Incident.Annex
(EPA ORIA)
- How does your Act:apply to nuclear power plant incidents? (FEMA,,NRC, EPA OSWER),
- What resources are available, and when would they become available, under your Act?
(FEMA, NRC, EPA OS WER)
- What is the mechanism, if any, -for providing resources. to Federal,? State, and Local. responders
and, the public? (FEMA, NRC, EPA OSWER)



Directions

I've [Colby Stanton, EPA] confirmed that we-have room B526, in the same area as the EPA
Emergency Operations Center, for those of you who-are familiar with it. For those who aren't,
the building is located at the Federal Triangle Metro Station on the orange/blue lines,. You'll
want to come up the escalator to the top and go in the North entrance (around to your right after
the escalator). After going through security, you'll head down the hallway to.your left to the far
elevators (not the ones you see as you enter), ;and goto. the basementi through the EOC and outthe back, and around the hallway to B2

Or call my cell, 202-&4l-619.6, and we' I have: someone meet you at h auird's de-sk.

Invitees

Tim Greten
Grace Kim
Patricia-Milligan
Charles Openchowski
Jean Schumann
Kathryn Snead
Sue Stahle.
Colby Stanton
Lee Tyner
Stuart Walker

NRC
EPA
FEMA
NRC
NRC
.EPA
EPA
EPA
EPA.
EPA
EPA.
EPA

Ilio\ a rd. be novwzýý) i.' rc4 o v
decain~a a dp.) Lov

tiniothiv. greten t-41nrc. ý_ov
wuace.kfirn oqqrc. gov
patri c ia. mi IIifzan(fi-)nr& g
0 nencho Nskci. char Iesg)ep a. a o
schurann. jean r.epai a (V
snead .kathryw ejpaA.ToV
stahle.susanZ~eia.gov
stanton~colbvi(dAepa;,ov
tvncrjg0ejj. o
walker~stuart Cqepg.ty~ov



RE: EPA-NRC-FEMA Recovery Discussion-new date L
Colby Stanton to: Kathryn Snead, GretenjTimothyCharles.Openchowski, "Kim. . .race" .B.eni H d• .Km .race Beow tz. Howard.-, Jean
Cc:. Schumann, Lee:Tyner, "Milligan, Patricia", Sara DeCair, Stuart

Walker, Susan Stahle

11/10/2009 06:41 PM

December 1 would be fine with me. Kathryn,my calendar is booked, but it's a reminder about ameeting.I
WU!ll y be. dinl .... l

Colby Stanton
Director, Center.for.•Radiolog!cal Emergency Manageme
U.S. EPA Office of Radiation and Indoor Air/lfadiation Pi
phone, (202) 343ML448
email: stanton.colb6y@ep2.go v

I.Greten,

To:

'Cc:

•'=:L: ,,. %:,~tsi Klooks likDe i., ~I'I 02096:L39;'20 PMV

"Greteiin, TImthy" <Timothy.Greten@dhs.gov>
'Miligan, Patricia" <Patricia.MiIligan@nrc.gov>, Colby Stanton/DC/USEPN/US@EPA, "Greten,

Timothy" <Timothy.Greten@dhs~gov>, "Benowitz, Howard" <Howard.Benowitz@nrc.gov>
Charles-0pencIh6wh6ki/DC1USEINUS@EPA," 'Kim Grace" <Grace.Kim@nrc~g6v>, Jean
Schumann/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Kathryn Snead/DC/USEPAUS@EPA, Lee
Tyner/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Sara DeCair/DC/USEPANUS@EPA, Stuart
Walker/DC/USEPA/US@EPA 'Susan Stahle/DCiUSEPAJUS@EPA, "Greten, Timothy"
<Timothy.Greten@dchs~gov>
11/1012009 06:39. PM
RE:: EPA-NRC-FEMA Recovery Discussion-new.:date

Date:
Subject:

After seeing everyone's conflicts, it looks,, like Dec 2/3/4 are all bad.
I can. meet on DeC •st,. Does that Vwrk?

If the week after thanksg ving is no good, the FRPCC is .on December 9th..
We.could just meet at FEMA"s s8ok street facility immediately after the
FRPCC meeting. (2pm? -Let folks get lunch first?'):

----- Original Message- ---- -

From-: prvs=55.83e8fcd=Patriicia..Mil:ligan@nrc .gov
[mailto.:prvs=5583e8fcd=Patriccia.Milligan@nrc.gov" On Behalf Of Milligan,
Patricia
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 20:09 12:27 :PM
To: Stanton.Colby@epamail:..epa.go-v; G reten, T imothy, Benowitz,. Howard
Cc: openchowski. charles@epamail• epa. gov; :Kim, Gracel;
Schumann..Jean@epamail. epagqOv; Snead .Kathryn@epamail.epa.,gpy;.
tyner.lee@epamail.epa.gbv;.DeCair..Sara@epamail.,epa.. gov•;.
Walker.Stuart@epamail Iepa. gov; Stahie. Susan@epamai . epa .gov; Greten,
Timothy
Subject: RE: EPA-NRC-FEMA Recovery Discussion

is it possible to reschedule this meeting? I need to be at the Hostile
action exercise at Indian point. I could call in if we can't
reschedule.... the best time for me :for a reschedule is the.:first week of
december except that .Dec :.2 and 4th are not good.

I didn't realise the conflict until .just recently.



Trish
----- Original Message--,---

From: Stanton.Colby@epamail . epa.gov
[mai•to :Stanton. Colby@epamail . epa. gov]
Sent: Friday, October 09, 2009 10:40 AM
ýTo: Greten, Timothy
Cc: openchowski.charles@epamail.-epa..gov; Kim,. Grace;,
Schumann.rJean@epamai i. epa. gov; Snead. Kathrvyn@epamail. epa.qgov;
tyner.lee@epamail-epa.gov.; Milligan, Patricia;_..:
DeCair:. Sara@epamail ..epa. gov; alk ' .t-uiar , pamail p.gv
Stahl e. Susan@.epama iL.epa. cov;& 7Geen,,Timothy
Subject: RE,: EPA- .C- Kcb_ very Discussion

I've:.confirmed that we have room B526, 'ii thesjame area as '-e EPA
Emergency Operations Cezte, f3-those-o1 ,ou %w1,o are -Larrfiliar with it.
For those who aren't,. the b-ildin i- ocaed at the Federal Triangle
Metro Stat~ion on 17the -ranmb1u& b !-.ines.- You'll want to come up: the
escalator to te0top and go in the North entrance (around to your right
after t ecalator).) After going through securi'ty, you'll head down
th ie at--1 our left to the far elevar-ors (not the ones you see as

a you %ente30, dgo to the basement, through :the EOC and out; the back,
, and a~o~nd the hallway to..B526.

:Or call, my cell,j 2021-841-.ý6196, and: we:' ihave , someone meet you at the
guard's desk:.

From:

- - - - - -- ->

---------------- ------------------------------.

"Greten, Timothy" <Timothy; Greten@dhs .gov>_

.> ... . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... . . . . . _-... . . .- -.. . .-... . . .
... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. ... . . . . . . . . . -- -

To::

> - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --- I. . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - . .-- '---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

--------------- ----------- ------------------------------------I
I Colby Stanton/DC/USEPA/JUS@EPA, "Gretdn,, Timdth4y",

<Timothy.Greteni@dhs. gov>, :Charles Openchowski/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Jean

Schumann/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, <Patricia.Milligan@nrc .gov>,I
<grace.kim@nrc. gov>, Jean Schumann/DC/uSEPA/US@EPAI" Lee
Tyner/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, I

Susan Stahle/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Stuart 'WBlker/DC/`tSEPA/US@EPA

--- ------------ ----- --------- ---------------------------

ICc.:
-. ----- - - >.- >

> ------ ---------. .- - .- ----.-- ------ --- --- ------ - - - - -- .--- ,- - .... -- . . . . . . .



IKathryn, Snead/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Sara DeCair/DC/USEPA/US@EPA

- --------------- --------------------------- -

Date.:

> _ -. . . . . . . . . . ..- - 7 --------------- -- - - -------
----------------------------------------

110,/08/2009 05:09 PM

ISubject: c

IE: ,EPA-NRC-FEMA Recovery Discussion

I think we can pencil this in--do we have a "where"?

Timothy A. Greten, PMP
FRPCC Executive Secretariat
FEMA National Preparedness Directorate
Department of Homeland.. Security
1800 South Bell St,.
Arlington, VA, 22202
office: (202) 646-3907
cell: (202) 657-2300

-.... Original Message.------
From;: Stanton. Colby@epamail.epa.gov
[mailto : Stanton. .Colby@epamail .. epa. .gov]

Senti:: Wednesday, October 07, 2009 1234: PM
To: Greten, Timothy; openchowski ..charles@epamail . epa. gov;
Schumann. Jean@epamail . epa. gov; Patri cia,. Mil i igan@nrc . gov;:
grace. kim@nrc. gov;. Schumann. Jean@epamail . epa. gopv;
tyner. lee@epamail..!epa. gov:; Stahle. Susan@epamail. epaý. gov;
Walker. Stuart@epamail,1 epa. .gov
Cc,: Snead. Kathryn@epamail .epa.,gov; DeCair.Sara@epamal . :epa.,gov
Sutbject: EPA-NRC-FEMA Recovery Discussion
Right now, 11/17 1 PM- 4i PM looks like -the only time all EPA

participants can attend (some attendees may have to leave at ý3 PM)
Could we pencil this in?



Colby Stanton
Director, 'Center for Radiological Emergency Management
U.S. EPA Office of Radiation and Indoor Air/Radiation. Protection.
Division
phone:: (202) 343-9448
email: stanton.colby@epa . gov

A"".•%



Re: Work with Nuclear Regulatory:Commission and FEMA-- Question EID.. bv to Jean Schumann '10/09/2009 06:55 PM
Kathryn Snead, Charles OpenchowsiLe tynr S'~r: De ai

C:Stuart Walker, Susan Stahle____

To be honesti,-given that Debbie doesn't want touse those authorities for :the OSs unless she has ltid
rather notmise them at this point. Thefirstmeeting is educationai, andl'd like to focus it on the three
authoritiesithathave funding associated with them.

Jean Schumann scsig withýNRC , /OO9 12:52 SPM

From: Jean Schumann/DC/USEPNUS,..
To: Colby Stanton/DC/USEP)VUS@EPA
Cc:. Charles bpenchowsktfEDC/USEPAN S@EPIFA, Katrayn Sn~ead/DCý/USEPAIUS@EPA, Lee.

TynerfDC1USEPAUS@EP, Sara•DeCair/DCIUSEPA/US@EPA, Stuart
Walker/DC/USEP..,US@EP" ,Susan Stahle/DC/USEPNAUS@EPA.

-Date: 10/06/2009 03:42 PM
\subi ct: Re: Work with Nuclear Aegulatr Comsso andFEMA- QUeslion:

at is t•h•e expectation for discussing with NRC/FEMAour internal EPA fallback option of using.Publicy
'Health Service Act/AEA authorities?

Jean Schumann
Office of Emergency Management
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Phone: (202) 564-1977
schumannpjean@epa.gov

Colby Stanton Yesteridy, Kolhjyn Sný1d ard iMied}S!R to, 0'913O/209 10:49:34AM

From: Colby Stanton/DC/USEPAIUS
To: Stuart Walker/DC!USEPA/US@EPA, Jean SchumannlDC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Susan

Stahle/DC/USEPA'US@EPA, Charles:Openchowski/DCIUSEPA/US@EPA, Lee
Tyner/DC/USEPNAUS@EPA

Cc: Elizabeth:Southerland/DCIUSEPNUS@EPA, Mark Mjoness/DC/USEPN/US@EPA, Jonathan
Edwards/DC/USEPA1US@EPA,. Kathryn Snead/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Sara
DeCair/DC/USEPA/US@EPA.

Date-. 09/30/2009 10:49.AM
Subject: Work.with.Nutlear Regulator¥yCommission and FEMA to resolve responsibilities forintermediate

and long-term response to nuclear power plant incidents?.

Yesterday, Kathryn Snead and I visited NRC to discuss the outcomesof our discussions regarding use of
CERCLA to respond to the immediate impacts.of an incidentat a nuclear power plant. The NRCstaff
responded very positively, anid actually moved veryquicklyto the lack:of clarity regarding authorities and
responsibilitieslfor. longer-term responses to nuclear power plant incidents. The'National Response
Framework's Nuclear/Radiological IncidentAnnex states that:

"The coordinating agency [in this casej. NRC] maintains responsibility for managing the
Federal technical radiologicalzcleanup activities in accordance: with its statutory-authorities,
responsibilities and NRF mechanisms....While retaining technical lead forthese activities, the
coordinating agency may request sUpport from a cooperating agency that: has
cleanup/recovery experience and capabilities (e.g,, EPA, USACE).

Howeveri to my knowledge, we have.notdiscussed the potential for EPA's role in a cleanupsince this
language was inserted-in the last.draft. We: have also seenan expectation among state and local.:
agencies that EPA will perform.the cleanup, and havegenerally simply indicated thus far that the NRC is



the coordinating agency throughout.

Unfortunately,.agreat deal of historical knowledge abou tihe interaction. of the' rice-Anderson Act and
Stafford Actoppearstpo have been lost. We're thinking that thefirst step:should be an educational meeting
in which the responsible agencies discuss the potential, applicbility of the Pri e-Aderson-Act, Stafford
Act, and C:ERCLA to nuclear power plant incidents. The questions we envision being answered aire:

-What aire the :var~ious ýagencies§' responsibilities uridee~theiNIbclear/RadiologicaIlIncidentAnhnex :(EPA:
ORIA)'
- How does your"Act apply to nuclear power'pla titncidents? (FEMA, NRC" EPAOSWER)
- What resources are available, an.whjen would they become availabl undery• Act? (FEMA, NRC,
EPAOSWER) . .... woul t ..
- What is the mechanism, if any, for providing• rsources to Federal, State, and Local responders and the
public? (FEMA, NRC, EPA OSW••EP

At the meeting yestterday, we.proposed a first.meeti•n, in early November, toiaOlbw time to find the right
parties in FEMA and todeve~lop the nformoation needed.

tpI " "thNt•OSWER wil support this effort Pleasrconcerns, or
if you°llbe available to support this effort.

Thanks,.

Colby Stanton
Director, Center for: Radiological Emergency Management..
U.S.-EPA Officeof Radiation and Indoor Air/Radiation Protection.Divisio n
phone: (202).343-9448
email: stanton.colby@epa~gov



RE: EPASNRC-FEMA: recver y Di0ussionl4
CohbyaStanto to: Greten, Timothy 10/09/20e0910:40 AM

Charles Openchowski, gracetkim, Jean DeSchumann, Kathryn Snead,
Cc: Lee Tyner. Patricip.Milligan, Sara DeCair, Stuart Walker, Susan.

Stahle, "Greten, Timothy,"

I've confirmed that we:have room B526,:.:in the same areaasfthe EPA Emergency Operations Centerffor
those of you who arefamiliarwith it. For those who aren't, •the building is lociated:at the Federal Triangle
MetroStation on the orange/blueh lnes. You1lfWantro,;Icome.up.the escalator to theItoF, b go in the North
entrance (around :to your right afterthee. Isca'ator). After going.through securiy I you'll head down the
hallway to your left to the farJevators (not the ones you:see as you enter), and go to thebasement
through the EOC and out-the back, and around-the hallway to EB526.

Or call my cell, 202-841-6196, and we'llhave soneone mee• you at the guard's desk.

"Greten, Timothy" ': k waE i•ci e a "whei . PM

GretenITimothy" <..Timothy.Greten@dhs gov>
Tu.•' • •:,Colby.:StantoniDC/USEPFAUS@EPA, "Greten, Timothy" <Timothy.Greten@dhs~gov>., Charles

.openchowski/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Jean.Schumann/DC/USEPNUS@EPA,
<Patricia.Milligan@nrc gpv>, <grace.kim@nrc;gov>, Jean SchumannIDC/USEPA/US@EPA,. Lee
Tyner/DC/USEPANUS@EPA,: Susan StahleiDC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Stuart
" Walker/DC/USEPA/US@EPA

Cc: Kathryn.Snead/DC/LUSEPAlUS@EPA, Sara.DeCair/DC/USEPNUS@EPA
Date: 10/08/2009 05:09:PM
Subject: RE: EPA-NRC-FEMA Recovery Discussion

I think we can penci this in--do we have a. "wlhere"?

Timothy A. Greten, PMP.
FRPCC Executive Secretariat.
FEMA National Preparedness Directorate
Department of Homeland Security
1:800 South Bell St.
Arlington, VA, 22202
office: (202) 646-3:907
cell: (202) 657-230.0

.----- Original Message -----
From: Stanton. Colby@epamail.epa. gov
[mailto: Stanton. Colby@epamail,. epa .govi
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2009 12:34 PM
To: Greten, Timothy; openchowski:.charles@epamaili .epa. gov;
Schumann.Jean@epamail..epa .goV; Patricia.Mili~gan@nrc:.gov;
grace.. kim@nrc..gov; Schumann. Jean@epamail...epa..gov;
tyner.lee@epamail..epa: gov:;: Stahle. Susan@epamail..epa:.gov;.
Walker.Stuart@epamail.:epa:;gov
Cc: Snead. Kathryn@epamail..epa.gov; DeCair- Sara@epamail.epa.gov
Subject: EPA-NRC-FEMA.Recovery Discussion

Right -now, 11/17 1 PM - 4 PM looks like the only time all EPA
participants can attend (some: attendees may have to leave at 3 PM).
Could we pencil this in?



Colby Stanton
Director, Center for Radiological Emergency Management
U.S. EPA Office of Radiationand Indoor
Division
phone: (202) 343-9448 .
email: stanton.colby@epa. gov

to t



Re- Workwith Nuclear Reguato1ry Commission and FEMA to resolve respo6nsiilities for
intermediate and long-term response to nuclear power plantincidents? :
Coliy S t n to: Stuart Walker 10/02/2009 02:36 PM

-Cc- Charles Openchowski, Elizabeth Southerland, Jean Schuman, Jonathan
Edwards, Kathryn Snead, Lee TynerMark Mjoness, SaraJDeCatihSusan stanle

History: This message has been replied to.

Great to hear OSRTI's on board! Agreed about kee*ping this at lower levels atthis point,,and that OSRTI
and SWERLO wilt be-importanttothie6ftfL,,oould you provide:some'suggestedaftes that might work for
you andCharles?

Kathryn Snead will be the pointpersn overhere so please work with er.

Sent byEPA Wireless E-Mail Service!s
Stuart Walker • y: j.

Originai Message ~
From : Sý-uart Walker.
S...ent: '10/"02./2;009: 02:.310 PM EDT
To,: Colby Stanton
Ccl: Charles;.,Opehdhowski; Elizabeth =•Southerland;..::Jean ::Schumann;, Jonathan

Edwards,; Kathryn Snead; Lee Tyner; .Mark!Mjones sSaraDeCairt; Susan. Stahle
Subject: Re: Work with Nuclear Regulatory Commission and FEMA to resolve

responsibilities. for intermediate,.and::long-term, response tonuclear power
plant incidents?
Hi.Colby,

OSRTI would definitely need. to be at the meeting with:.our.:OGOC representative to talk about potential
CERCLA role in long-term cleanup. We.thinkthat these meetings should be~at.a staff level,.at leastmuntil
we can scopeOUtto:see f thereare,'-any issues.

I am out the first week .of November at another meeting., I think. Charles: is out the following week. We.
would both need to be at this meeting.

As always, we are concerned aboutthe:resourceiimplications for regions that still have to work on
remediating our own sites.

Thanks,
Stuart

Colby Stanton Yesterdl-y ~Kathy-n Sne~ad and I visited IPNC to.. 0~9I,30/2.009 10:49:34 AM

From: Colby. Stanton/DC/USEPNUS
To: Stuart:Walker/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Jean SchumannIDCIUSEPANUS@EPA, Susan

.Stahle/DCIUSEPA/US@EPA, Charles Openchowski/DC/ULSEPNUS@EPA, Lee
Tyner/DC/USEPNAUS@EPA

Cc: Elizabeth SoutherIandIDCIUSEPNUS@EPA, Mark Mjoness/DCIUSEPANUS@EPA, Jonathan
EdwardstDCIUSEPAIUS@EPA, Kathryn Shead/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Sara
DeCair/DC/USEPA/US@EPA

Date: 09/30/2009 10:49 AM
Subject- Work.with Nuclear Regulatory CCommission and:.FEMA to resolve: responsibilities for intermediate

and long-term response:to nuclearpower plant incidents?

Yesterday, Kathryn Snead and I visited NRC to discuss the outcomes of our. discussions regarding use of
CERCLA to respond to the immediate impacts of an: incident.at a nuclear power plant. The NRC staff



. responded: very positively, and actually moved very quickly to the lack of clarity.regarding.authorities and
responsibilitiesfor Ilonger-ternresponses to nuclear power plant incidents. The,.National Response
:Framework's Nuclear/Radiologicali•Incident Annex states that:

he coordinatIng agencyj[in this case, NRC] maintains responsibility for managing the
:Federal .technical radiologicaI cleanup activities in accordance with its statutory authorities,
responsibilities, and:NRF mechanisms .. ..Whileir~etaining technical lead for these activ'ities, the
coordinating agency may request support from a cooperating agency that has
cleanup/recovery:experience andc apatill tiý6 "(e.g., EPA, USACE).

However, to my knowledg, ýhave not discussed the•potentiall for'EPA's ole ina cleanup since this
language was inserted in helast draft. We have also seen~an:expectat n.among,.tate and local
agenciesthatEPAwill perform the cleanup, and haveg~eerally simply indicatedthus far that the NRC is
the coordinating agency throughout.

Unfortunately, a great dealof historicalkowledge about the interaction of the.Price-AndersonActand.
.Stafford Act •a t • ave be• lost. e're thiking that the f rststep. should be an educational. meeting
ir %Wt~ch th theo~sbl potential applicability of the Price-Anderson Act, Stafford
Act, and CER".L onuclear power plant incidents; The questions weenvision.bei nganswered;are:

-= hat arethe various agencies'responsibilities under.:the Nuclear/Radiological IncidentAnnex (EPA
ORIA)
-How doesyourAct .:apply to nuclear. power plantincidents? (FEMA, NRC, EPAXOSWER)
-What resources are available, and Whenwduldthey: become available, under-your At?-(FEMA, NRC
EPA OSWER)"
- What is the mechanism, if any, for'providing resourcesý.to"Federal, State, and Local respondes and the
public? (FEMA, NRC, EPA OSWER)

At the meeting yesterday, we.:proposed a, first.meeting in earlyNovember; to allow timeto find the right
parties inhFEMA.and'to devel p tAhe info-rmation needed.

I hope that OSWER will support.this effort. Please:let me know if you have any questions or~concerns, or
if you'll be available to support this effort.

Thanks,

Colby Stanton'
Director, Center:for Radiological Emergency.Management
U.S. EPA Office of Radiation and Indoor AidRadiation Protection.Division:
phone: (202) 343-9448
ermail: stanton~colby@epa.gov.



:R e-: Work Wt Nuclear Regulatory Comisnision and FEMA to resolve
•;4, responsibilities for intermediate and long-term response to nuclear power

plant incidents? .

Stuzrt Walaker to: Colby:Stanton 1010212009 02:30 PM
Charles Openchowski, Elizabeth~ Southerland, Jean Schumann,

Cc: Jonathan Edw~,ards, Kathryn Snead, Le~e Tyner, Mark Mjone~ss,,Sara
DeCair. Susan Stahle --

Hi Colby,

OSRTI would definitely need,,o bie at the meeting with our COG representative to talk about: potential
CERCLA role in long-term cleanup. We think that these meetings shouldbe at a staff level, at leastuntil
wezcanmscope out to see ifthe!e are anv Issues.

I am out the firstweek of Novmbe at anothrereeting. I think.Cha rles:is :out the followingweek: We
would both need to be atihis•meeting"\As always, we areoncerned about the resource implicationsfor..regions. that still. have:to.work on.
rem"edia tingour own sites.

Thanks,
Stuart

Colby Stanton I ljsý*edi Ndaii iidRC to.. 09130/2009 10~:49:4AM

From: Colby StantonrDC/USEPAIUS
To: Stuart WaikerfDC/USEPA/US@EPA; JeanhSchuman!/DC/USEPA/US@EPA :Susan

Stahle/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, CharlesOpenchowski/DCIUSEPANUS@EPA, Lee
Tyner/DC/USEPA/US@EPA

Cc: Elizabeth. Southedand/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA,:Mark MjonesslDC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Jonathan
Edwards/DCIUSEPA/US@EPA. Kathryn SneadIDC/USEPAIUS@EPA, Sara
DeCair/DC/IUSEPANUS@EPA

Date: '09/30/2009 10:49 AM
Subject: Workv.with; Nuclear Regulatory Commission and FEMA to resolve.responsibilities forintermediate.

andtlong-term response:to:nuclearpoWer plant incidents?

Yesterday, Kathryn Snead and I visited NRC~to discuss theoutcomes of ourdiscussions regarding useof
CERCLA to respond to the immediate impacts of an incident at a nuclear power plant. The NRC staff
responded very positively,,and actually moved very.quickly:to the lack ofclarity regarding authorities and
responsibilities.for longer-term responses to:nuclear power plant'incidents. TheNational Response
Framework's Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex'states that:

"The coordinating agency [in this.case, NRC] maintains. responsibility for.managing the
Federal technical :radiolog ical cleanup activities in:accordaance with its.statutory authorities,.
responsibilities and. NRF mechanisms .... While retaining technical lead.for these activities, the.
coordinating .agency may request support: from:a.cooperating agency that has
cleanup/recovery experience and capabilities (e.g., EPA, USACE).

However, to my knowledge, we have not discussed the potential for"EPA's role in aicleanup'since this
language was inserted in:the lastdramf We havealso:seenanexpectation among stateand local.
agencies that;EPA will perform the cleanup, and have generally..simply indicated thus far thatlthe NRC is
the coordinating agency throughout.

Unfortunately,:agreatdeal of historical, knowledge about the interaction of the Price-Anderson Act and
Stafford Act appears to have been: lost. We're~thinkingithat the first. step should be an educational meeting



in -which the:responsible agencies discuss the potential applicability of the Price-Anderson Act, Stafford
Act, and CERCLA to nuclear power plant incidents. The questions We envision being answered are:

- What are the various agencies' responsibilities under the Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex (EPA
ORIA)
- How'does your Act apply to nuclear power plant incidents?' (FiMA, NRC, EPA OSWER4)
- What resources: are:available, and when r'w',oldthey b ecome available, under your Act? (FEMA, NRC,
EPA OSWER)
- What~is themechanism, if any for providing resources tolFederal, State, and Local responders and the
public? (FEMA, NRC, EPA OSWER): .

At the meeting yesterday, eproposed a first meeting in early Novembeto allo timeA find the right
parties.in :FEMA and to develop the informa'ion needed,

.I hope.that OSWER:will support this effort Please let me :know f you-have.any questions~orconcerns, or
if you'll be available to su pport this effort.

rDiector, Center for Radiological Emergency Management"
U.S. EPA Office of Radiation and Innd.oor, Air/Radiation:,Protectio.n Division
phone: (202) 343-9448
email: stanton.colby@epa.gov.



~+'..DRAFT Response to ORlA Fw: Work with Nuclear Regulatory Commissio1n,
jand FEMA to resolve responsibilities for intermediate and long-term response

to nuclear power plant incidents?
S ..... "... .to: Elizabeth Southerland 10/01i2009 06:07 PM
:Cc: Helen Dawson

Hi Betsy, this email is about another continuing ORINOEM: issue'. I would suggest we meet~priortor:the
meetingnto discuss strategy,: possibly with OGCICharles. As we discussed before, wewould not want to
give Up any authority to.takeaction, but we would :ontinue to expect toldefer to NR1C•overseeing the
cleanup; .don't think we wantAt com mit t .providing lots of technical support-tolNtBs ince this would
significantly: impact our redions oorkoad, but I would rather not*g.'oiranry detail in the email.

My draft email to ORIA is below, sh ort and sweet•

Hi Colby.

;)OSR7.lwould definatly need o be at the meeting with:ourOGC representative to talk about potential
CERC, A role in long-term cleanup. We thin kthat these meetings should be: at: a staff level, atleast until
we can scopeo6ut to see if there are any issues.

I am out the.firstweek:of November:at: another meetingc: I think Charles is out the following week. We
would both need tobe at this meeting.

-- Forwarded:by Stuart WalkerlDC/USEPA/US on 10/01/2009 04:01 P M.

From: Colby.Stanton/DC/USEPA/US
To: Stuart:W'alker/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA., Jean Schumann/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Susan

Stahle/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA,.Charles Openchowski/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Lee.
TynerfDC/USEPA/US@EPA.

Cc: Elizabeth Southerland/DC/USEPNUS@EPA,. Mark.MjonesslDC/USEPANUS@EPA, Jonathan
Edwards/DCiUSEPA/US@EPA, Kathryn Snead/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Sara
DeCair/DCIUSEPA/US@EPA

Date: 09/3012009 10:49 AM
Subject: Work with: Nuclear Regulatory Commission and :FEMA to:resolve:responsibilities.for intermediate.

and long-term•response toq:nuclear power plant incidents?

Yesterday,.Kathryn. Snead andl .visited NRC to discuss the outcomesloftour discussions regarding use of
CERCLA to respond-to the immediate'impacts of an incident at a:nuclear power plant. The NRC staff
responded very positively,:and actually moved very quickly to the lack of clarity regarding authorities and-
responsibilities for longer-term responses to nuclear power plant: incidents. The National Response
Framework's Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex states that:

"The coordinating agency [in this case,,.NRC] maintains responsibility-for managing the
Federal technical radiological cleanup activities in accordance with itsstatutory authorities,
responsibilities and: NRF mechanisms....While retaining technical. lead for these:activities, the
coordinating agency may request support from a cooperating agency thatihas
cleanup/recovery experience and:capabilities (e.g., EPA, USACE).

However, to my knowledge, we have not discussed the :potential for EPA's. role in.a cleanup since this
language was inserted in the: last draft. We have also seen an expectation among state and local
agencies that EPA wilI perform Ithe cleanup, and:have generally simply.'indicated thus:far that the.NRCis
the coordinating: agencythroughout.

Unfortunately, a great deal of. historical knowledge about the interaction:of the Price-Anderson Actand



Stafford Act appears to have been lost. We're thinking that;the first step should be an educational meeting
in which the responsible; agencies discuss the potential applicability, of the Price-Anderson: Act,. Stafford'.
Act, and.CERCLA to nucl ar power plant incidents. The questions we envision being answered are:-

:What are the various agencies' responsibilities under the Nuclear/Radiologicaal Incident Annex (EPA
ORIA)
- How-does your Act apply to: nuclear power plant incidents? (FEMA, NRC, EPA OSWER)
- Whatresources are available, and when:would they become -available,. under your: Act? (FEMA, NRC,
EPA0SWER)
- What is the mechanism, ifany, for providingresources t0Federal,-State, andLocal rne ponders and, the,:
public? (FEMA,. NRC, EPA OSWER)

At then meeting yesterday, we proposed afif•st meeting in early November, to allow time to find the right,.
parties in FEMA and to developth inf&maorineeded.'

I hope that OSWER will support hseffort. easele~t meknowifyou have any questions orconcems, or
if you'll be availableto suppor thislpffor ..

CQ~by Stanton
Director, Center for Radiological Emergency Management
U.S. EPA Office ofRadiation and lndo& ýAir'iRadiation:Protectibn:Division
phone: (202) 343-9448
email: stanton~colby@epa.gov



Work, with Nuclear Regulatory Commission and FEMA to resolve
responsibilities for intermediate and long-termi response to nuclear power
plant incidents?

to" Stuart Walker, Jean Schumann, Susan Stahle,
Charles Openchowski, Lee Tyner

Elizabeth Southerland,. Mark Mjoness, Jonathan Edwards, KathrynC: 'Snead,'Sara.DeCair
History; Thisrmessage has been rephed to and rtarded.

Yesterday, Kathryn Snead an.l visited NRC to discuss the outcome o ur dicussioni.regarding use of
CERCLA to respond to the.immediate impacts ofan i ncident at a nuclear power! plant. The NRC staff
responded very positively,:and Iactually•movederiquickly to the lackof clarity:.regarding authorities and
responsibilities for longer-term responses to nUclear power plant incidents.. The.National .Response
Framework's Nuclear/Radiolog?•l I Incdent Ann ex state,.that::

•'The cord~in •aeth=:
''h cordnaig agency ýin this case, NRC] maintains responsibility for managing the,

Federaltechnicalr-adi|ogical cleanup. acivities in accordance with its% statutory authorties,
responsibilitie• and NRF mechanisms... While retaining technical lead for these activities, the
cfoordinating agency.may request support from a. cooperating agency that, has
cleanup/recovery experience. and capabilities.(e.g., EPA, .USACE).

However, to my knowledge, we have, not:discussed the potential for"EPA's role in a cleanup since this
languagewas inserted in the last draft. We have'also seen an expectation among state and local
agencies that EPA will perform the cleanup, and have generally simply indicated thus far that the NRC is
the coordinating agency throughout.

Unfortunately, a great deal of historical knowledge about.the interaction of the Price-Anderson Act and
Stafford.Act appears to have been l0st. SWe're thinking that the first step should be an. educational. meeting
in which the responsibleagencies discuss thepotentialapplicabilit of the Price-Anderson Act, Stafford
Act, and CERCLA:to nuclear power plant.incidents. The questions we envision being answered are:

-What are the vahious agencies' responsibilities under the. Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex, (EPA•ORIA)
-How does your Act apply to0 nuclear power plant incidents? (FEMA, NRC,, EPA:OSWER)

.What resources. are available, and when would they.become;available, under your Act?:(FEMA, NRC,
EPA:OSWER)
-What.is the mechanism, if any, for, providing resources to Federa1, State, arid Local respondersand the
public? (FEMA,. NRC, EPA: OSWER):

Atthe meetingyesterday, "e proposeda::first meeting in early November, to allow timelto find the right.
parties in FEMA and to develop the:information needed.

I hope that. OSWER willtsupport this: effort. Please, let me.know if you have any questions or concernsior
if youTl be available to support~this effort.

Thanks,

Colby Stanton
Di rector,: Centerfor Radiological Emergency Management
U.S. EPAlOffice ofRadiation and Indoor Air/Radiation Protection Division
phone: (202) 343-9448
email: stanton.colby@epalgov



.... Re: Fw: NRC statement on using 1 to 10 rem for final cleanup numbers after
NPP catastrophicfailure •.
Slulrt Walker to:. Charles Openchowski 08/22/2009 04:27TPM

This helps too. I'm thinking there isat least one email (probably 2 or 3) where I explained to everyone why
10 rem a year leads to acute effects.

Fw: NRC statement on using i to 10 rem for final cleainnup numbers after NPP catastrophic failure

Fw N 1 Gtete'Ment on usng 1 to 10 rem forfra lau numbers

after NPP catastrophic failure--

toa: ..StuartWalke 08/21/2009 02:51 PM

Fro p " Stuart Walker/DC/USEPA/US:
To: Charles Openchowski/DC/USEPNUS@EPA, Colby Stanton/DC/USEPANUS@EPA, Jean

Schumann/DCfUSEPA/US@EPA, Kathryn Snead/DC/USEPA/US@EPA,. Lee
Tyner/DC/USEPA/US@EPA, Susan Stahle/DC/USEPAIUS@EPA

Date: 02/24/2009 03:55 PM
Subject: NRC statement on using 1 to 0 rern for.final ýcleanup numbers after NPP catastrophic failure

On page:C-30 of th•eattached paper at the bottom of thi email chain isvNRCs: recommendations for final'
cleanup after an RDD/IND that statesthey would~also likeltoapply this aftera nuclear power plant
accident. I cut and pasteddthe same language below

The late phase PAG should be: based on International.Commission on Radiation Protection
Report 82 (ICRP_82),I "rotection of the Public in Situations of Prolonged Radiation
Exposure", or International AtomicEnergy Agency (IAEA) Safety Series ,DS.162,
"Remediation of Areas Contaminated by Past Activities and Accidents." ICRP-82 and
IAEA DS-162 state that if contamination results4indosesibelow 10 mSv (1 rem)remedial
activities are not likely:justifiable and if contamination results in doses above 100 m Sv (10
rem) remedial activitiesare almost al ways justifiable. In:addition, because the level of
protection should be based on sound health and safety principles, it he late pase P•AG
should be consistunt for all t esofra•iologkal, events, regardless of location or whether it•
,isa catastrophic failure at1 areactorfacility, oran b RD IND.

- Forwarded by Stuart Walker!DC/USEPAIUS on. 02117/2009 10:34 PMl-

< ' Final Draft of Work Products~for Phase. L Progress Report

Edward Tupin, Al Abadir, Bill Greer
(biIl.greer@hq~doe.gov), Brian
Liddell (brian.liddeil@osha9gov),
Colby Stanton,
'Craig.conklin@fema.gov,, Ed
Feltcorn, Jonathan Edwards Eric
Penner (eric.penner@usd'a.gov.),



Dickson,

Fritz Sturz (fcs@nrc.gov), Gary
Purdy (gw1i @nrc.gov) Jean::
Schumann, JesseMajkowski
(jessemajkowski@usda.gov),

Howard *. . John Mackinney, Kenneth Inn
(kenneth.inn@nist~gov),
'Kwall@ovp~eop.gov',Larry.

S Camper (Iwc@nrc.gov), Nick
Orlando (daoa@nrc.gov),.,Paula'. _Davis n,: - ..

'. ,(paula.davidson@noaa.gov),
Phillip Newkirk,.S.tan'Morwort

0310812003 02:50 PM

.mil),
falker.Tom Black
.black@hq.doe.gov)

'Jon/Craig/Ken et al,

Here is the package of work productS from thei CMS subgroup 'that went"into the:final
draft of the RDD/I ND..,.Wo.ring Group Phase I Progress Report as Attachment C in
Volume 3 Attachments.

I believe thatlCMS fholds:: he Trecord :as thev most productive (measured in number of
pages of text) subgroup.

I have. enjoyed working with all of you and hope that the Working Groupeffort!wIll
continue under new~management in the near future.

Howard W. Dickson
EG&G, Suite 900
2341 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Arlington, VA.22202
Phone (703) 4118-3224
Fax .(703) 418-0248
Cell (925) 382-3761
Email - hwdickson@egginc.com

[attachment "ATTACHMENT C - CMS. WorkJProductsý.,doc" deleted by Stuart
Walker/DC/USEPA/US] '



Re: Fw: Modified Proposed Languagefor'the Responses at NRCom-licensed.
NPPs Management Briefing PaperD
Stuart W t er to: Charles Openchowski .081211/2009 01 :02.PM

I think,.this ismost:of it. I think I may have another one rightaround thelesame time frame explainingjthe 1
to 10, rem language in the White House OHsipaper.':.

I thought:i sent it around to everyone working on thtne-ukepower plant issue
Fw-: Modified Proposed Language for theRes6seqsat)NRCom-licensed NOP s'Managemnt Briefing Pape

Fw: Modified Proposed, L6ngue fr the Respone
NRCom-Iicensed NPPs*Managemeft Briefing~ Paper

. "" rf: • " It S•.u'nr"•Walker 081211"2009 09:41 AM

Stuart, iz5this~it? 0UEAU
.. Fowarded ldy Charles CpenchowskilDCoUSEPAnJ 0n"8/21/2009 09:40 AM

From: Stuart Walker/.DCIUSEPA/US
To: Charies OpenchowskilDOC/USEPNUS@EPA
Date: 03/20/2009 07;33 :PM
Subject" Fw: Modified Proposed Language for the Responseqs§at:NRCom-licensed NPPs !Mianagement

Briefing Paper

fyi, I agreed to drop for this briefing the earlier language that 10 rema year caused acute effects, :and
ORIA agreed that NRC really has asked for al1 to 10 rem range a few times.

ORIA and- .will have a later conversation with the scientist at Oak Ridge.National Laboratory (who
develops the US and International health effects information that are used•risk assessment modeling) to
discuss w~hat are the potential acute effects of 10 rem a year

I will come up with, a sentence on why thisis important for the reemedial program, run. it by you, :and when
happy, send it to the group.

Forwarded: by Stuart Walker/DC/USEPANUS on 03/20/2009 07:29 PM

From: Stuart Walker/DC/USEPANUS
To: KathýrynSrieadIDC/,USEPAjUS@EPA.
Date: 03118/2009108:47 PM
Subject: Re: Modified Proposed Languagef~r the .Responses at'NRCom-licensed NPPs Management

Briefing Paper:

Hi Katherine,

We should talk.

The first 2.:sentences seem alright. The third is misleading. NRC as a compromise agreed to
optimization. NRC never said that they would not want to considerthe I1 to 10 rem range in.the
inter.national guidance. Keep in mind that most of NRC's risk .management approach is.predicated on the
international radiation protection approach. 'That scheme in 1AEA and ICRP guidance calls for 1 to..10 rem
dose. limits. for intervention, rather than the 25 to 100:mremnyr used for-practices. During Superfund's joint

conferen.ewith IAEA back in 1999, it was:pretty clear that a number of the ICRP/IAEA representatives
thought we (Superfund): should be using 1 to 10 rem as a cleanup level range instead of 10-4 to 10-6.



Since the thiird sentence should be deleted, the rest of the language bIhad previou-sly regarding the
potential acute effects of 10 rem pery~ear ase a deanupilevel should be put back inito the paragraph.

fyi, in the draft ORIA PAG document before OMB chopped out most of the substance ,NRC agreed not to
put thezinternational numbers a table of potential benchmarks only because we (EPA):was arguing if they
included those -recommendations 'andlOther non'-governmental~recommendations like the HPS, CRCPD,
1001to 500 mrem/yr, then we: should include recomhmendations from other non-governmentaliorgan izations
like enviro groups.

So we:agreed to limit:the tablbl-tOlust governmental cleanup standardsthat are usedinth eUS- U Seethe.
titleof:the:table on page'.290 .

Table H-I. Examples o:f S. Bench.marks of.Po.ential Use in Evaluating' Long-Term Cleanup Optic

Exapie OCirganizatins ork Summary of selected program -specific human health protection
Cleanuip Programns the cleanup of radiological contam.ination.

•'On pages 287 and 288 in the section .on: NRCs approach, NRC still was providing language.that was still
referring to 1 to 10 rem per year as benchrmarks for optimization. See 1Some selected lang uage ebelwwith
some of my highlights.

H.1.2 NRC~sDeco wnmission a Proces I Nn-E inergen;ci)
The RC has established (1997) 25 mrern (250 116v) Total Effective Dose Equ

5 paways as the dose constraint below NRCs public doselimit that is approp
licensed nuclear facilities. NRC's decommissioning process applies to licensed
cease. NRC's decommissioning process and the cleanup,: levels required under i
n .ont-emergency situations and would not be appropriate for the ty~pes of i~n-mediai
and propertyin the event of mn attack using an RDD/IND. TheNRC deoiw-,-,sic

___ d acivil tec,11q rlu'tV'I tuiidler tlwý

Foi ctnfiatin. he f oLloý,-na e~ j1j- ' l akrldect1'&'from~iclapters2 i
of Colliitamxntecdb 1IýaSt 4ctii ... ...cDu'entc

2. OBJECTIVES IN THE REM-EDIATI\ON: OF CONTAMINATE]

to ... t bepefi to society.
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20:

2. A llrc eflereice levelp f ior deciý*1 1011s 01 r'leEdiation 'I ý,au 1
(e ffecfi 1 dof 10 11 (I i-ei fo all sources including nanur
n.orally be assessed as the .umen dose in an appropriately defined
measures would often be justified below the generic reference level and
defune a lower level for identifying sites that m~ight need remnediation. Thi
levels shall not encourage a 'trade-off of remedial measures amnong the N
existing anniual dose.,

3A.4' Sit~uations.in which the ann, 1l equivalent dose thresholds for deteri
organs could be etceeded shall In all cases require the iniplernentatior
restrkctio s, oil access. All exst-iiia ana fD-

ei sil v 0e1ti-In I -Cl:,jpne ,ot e- s na i nd

del I e that such .measures aie not justified.

if:you, read theIAEA and ICRP document thtt'NRC likes to rferene, i ltAhink you wiii'see that th•er
framework appears worse 1the more you read. For example,,here aresome quotes from publication 1176,
Which is the final version of DS-162

,ess natioi

.2 A ,interventionis any, -action-intended :to reduce or, aye, .e.xposqr., or the

likelihood of exposure ýto sources which are.not part of aa. controlled practice, or which

are out of control as a consequence of: an accident.



SCOPE

110. The situations dealt with in this publication are intervention situations in
which areas, including land and industriala sites, have been contaminated as a
result of human activities and this conlamiiat ion could cause the prolonged
exposure to radiation of ýpke~lmmeso h ~lc h requirements

in this pubrlicat ion ,cippl'aI't'. rlsulti f 6&past events (such as
activities at former .teap -ng si•es) andlfrer autihorized activities thbat

ý.are no0 lonoer under t~h.. ;,proy1 iskins, , f -n~-o~perational authorization or licence
and for,,hich there are, noprovisions for proper closure. The requirements also

• app to i)p,4 prac!ies .. that were not adequately controlled. accidents at
icu iL•,i . iliities. and discharges and -,disposals that. were managed in
accordance with lessstngent requirements than apply today. For these cases,,
situations of actual t•o sure, as well as potential exposure are consid-ered.

'1.1J. Such interventions.. have become commoknly known as 'remediation"
situationsand ihsonethe term remediation-has a sim.silar meaning to
rehabilitation, reclamation and lcl anup.

3.2. A generic reference level for aiding decisions on remediation is an
existing annual effective dose of 10 mSv fron all: sources..including the. natural
background radiation 161. Tiis will normally :b assessed asthe mean dose for
an appropriately defined critical group. Remedial measures would often be
justified below the gneric reference level and national authorities may deline

alower reference leve.l for identifying areas thaltmight need renediation.

3.4. For all situations in which. the thresholds of annual dose for deterministic
effects .in relevant orpgans could be exceeded, the implementation of remedial
measures or .restrictions on access shall be required. An existing annual
equivalent dose of 10.m, roSy (inclusive. Of all existing contribution, including
doses due to the natural background radiation): to any organ shall justi fy
intervention under almost any circumstances, unless, national author ties
specilfically determine thatc such measures are not justitled..-

KathrynShead Stuart, Here's ue mo•ified januage (my nminifi., .. 31182!0090 U4:47•:16 PM



From: Kathryn Sneazd/DCIUSEPANUS
To: Stuart WalkerIDC/USEPAIUS@EPA.
Date: 03/1812009 04:47 PM
Subject: Modified Proposed Language for the Responses.at NRCom-licensed .NPPs ManagementBriefing

Paper

Stuart,

Here's the modified language (my: modicfio on \CMike's modifications on yo ur anguage) for
that one bullet inthe NPPyeesronsebrfng paper..Are you free sometm;ý tis week to discuss

this? I would -suggest either tomorrow (Thursday) from 3:30-4ý30 or Erlday afteinoon, pretty
much any time. Colby's out next week, o I'm hoping•ot.slide this bine•ore she leaves, if we can
come up with something we are all okay v•i•ith. j.•
Let me know whnt you think. PianksAfr your help;

1'NFR Conhas previously referred: to ICRP Publication 82 in suggesting final cleanup levels after
an NPP incident within:a range of one (1). rem per year to ten (10). reins per year. Assuming a 30

year period of exposure, doses in this range would correspond approximatelyto 3 x A10' to3x 3 0"
cancer risk. NRCom later joined otherfederal agencies in .adopting an optimization approach for
determining cleanup levels; however, itshould be re-emphasized that doses in the range of one
(1) rem per year to ten (10) rems per year range are higher than :any of the benchmarks for
recovery under consideration in the U.S."'

Kathryn.K. Snead.
Center for Radiological Emergency Management
Office of Radiation and Indoor•Air
Environmental Protection Agency
Mail Code: 6608J
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D.C, 20460-1000
202-343-9228:



Re: Charles .canyou flnd a nuclear power plant email? 2"

Charles.Openchowski to: Stuart.Walker 0812112009 09:29 AM

I'll'try to find It, no problem

StuartfWalker tt•:ba i •. totdlpa3. La y fmd i t8:2:09_PM

From: Stuart Walker/DCfUSEPAfUS .•
To: C h arles Openchowski/DCVUS EP• S@EEA
Date: 08120/2009'8AP

Not to be a total pain, but can you find aiiemail that [sent on the•, .•uar power plant issue sometime
between May-of 200 and May of 2008.

It hada lot of pdfgraphs and text downloaded into the emailand LOTS:: of yellow highlighting.

lt was explaining•that RChadfloated using a'range of:.to.10 rem peryearforfinalcleanups

Therefmighrt be several useful emails.:around:the same time.

and YES, Ido keepmy FREAKINGemails, but:ourCUS system erased a year of mineand they.haven't
restored it in the last week. I think .can throwthis back into .the; mix. ofemails going around about
opti.mization and what constitutes acute.emais,.

Sorry, but: of:course I don't want to ask.ORIA or OEM.



Joint Office Director Briefing on EPA Emergency Responders at
N4RCom-Iicensed NuclearPower Plants Meeting/Conference: Call
MMon 0412712009. 1:00 AM - 11:45 AM
Attendance is.Attendance.:is;.-required; for for Stuart Walker
Chair: Kathryn Sneadtc(USEPAIIUS
Location: Executive Conference Room, EPA HQ EOC, YAriel Rios:Building

,invitation. Thanks.

'Personal Notes,



Modified Proposed Language for the Responses at
NRCom~icensed NPPs Mranagement- BrefnPae
Fri 0312012009 1:00W PM - M200
PM
Attendanceis required for Stuart Walker
Chair: Kathry).nSnaadfDC/USEPA/US
Location: Conference Cal! (866-299-3188, 202343-9713#)

Derptiori;

Personal Notes~



Rescheduled: Nuclear PowerPlant.Briefing Paper Follow-on
Conference Call
Tueb03all7,2009 1:00PM - 3:00
PM
Attendance is required for Stuart Walker
Chair; Kathryn SneadJD/USEPAWUS
Location: CS's Office

itink.we have consensus on this updated time. Let me know f'something.else comes up.

Conference Call information: 866-299-3188, Pin Number 2023439713#.

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks.



Nuclear Power Planth BriefingPapert Folow-on Confernce Call
Tue 0311:712009: 1:00 PM- 3:00

S PM
Attendance4s:required for Stuart Walker
Chair- . Kath n SnejadDCttSEP•AUS
Location: CSs Office

*Charles Openchowski DC/USEP/S E~PA,~ Colby S~tanton/D/UISEPNISUS@EP, Jean
Requirke Schu, n.DC/USEPAfUS ffAe Lee T.ne" DC/USEP SPAStI u

Wake/C/SP~U ctEPSusan StahIe/DC/USENUSqEP

Descriptioni

I think we have co -nsensus oi his• udate nimeLetme know, if something elseicomes up:

Ceonference Call inforatiou, 866-299.3188, Pin Number"2023439713#.

Let mre kdnifyou have any questions. Thanks.

PersonialNotesj



Updated Version of:theNuclear PowerPlant Briefing Paper -
Conference Call
Tue 02124120091 100 PM - 2:00
PM
Attendance is required for.Stuart Walker
.Chair: Katrn SneadiDCIOUSEPA/US
Location: 1 -866-299-3i88, 20234397113#

Charles Openchowki/DCSEPAUS@EPA, ColbyV Stanton/DCIUSEPkU S@EPA, Je•an
SchumannJEDCIJSEPA/US@EPA, Lee Tynri/fDCIJSEP~tUS@EPA, Stuarl
Wa~rDPSPISO A Susan Stah le/CUSEPANS§EPPA

Required:
Decipin ]

PersonalitNotes


